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EXECUTIVE SIJMMARY

Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) is currently befng used Aýxtens'velv, hy

electronic equipm.nnt manufacturers, as a means for effect'vely removing process

induced, workmanship and part defects from their products. Much of t'e current A.-
Force electronic equ4 pmert inventory has n.t hid exposure to E-S. Ouestions anrd
issues regarding the application of ESS to field inventory hardware are addressed in
this study. Guidelines are developed for cost-effectively applying ESS to field
inventory hardware.

Electronic equip-ent currently in t.e operational inventory contain residual
latent defects which were introduced into the hardware, either duringj the original

manufacturing process or through prior ma'ntenance handling and use operations.

Latent defects are weaknesses or flaws in parts and connections which exhibit much
higher failure rates du'-ng early operational life than reliahblity design qoals
would indicate. Such defects manifest as functional intermittents resultinQ 4n
excessive Cannot nlurlicate (C?!D) and Retest OK (RTOK) actions, a- well as hard

failures. Latent defects are in effect usage and process induced and not functions
of the inherent design life. It is highly l4kely that seloctive applicat i on of ESS
to such equipment, under properly controlled conditions, wi ll result in significant
improvements in field reliahility.

Field maintenance data, representing over 10 years of fir/d operat 4 onal and

maintenance hist3ry, were used to assess the effectiveness of ESS in imp-oving field
reliability. Five case histories of electronic LRUs of various complex'ty and design

were compiled and analyzed. The LRU case history populations contained some LRUs
which were exposed to ESS in the manufactirer's plant and othe-s which were not.
Comparison of the ESS vs non-ESS populations provided the means for assessing the

effectiveness of ESS, under actual field st-ess conditions of operation and use. The
improvements achieved in terms of Mean Flight Hours Between Removal (MFHBR) of the
ESS ve.rsus the non-ESS populations, are shown in Table 1.

LM
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TABLE 1

RELIABILITY IMFR')VEMENT -ESS vs NOR-FESS EOUIOS4ENT

J NON-E-SS ESS%
EQUIPMENT MFHBR MFHBR IMPROVEMENT

A 1 32 70 119

B 66 127 92

C 83 149 80

D 92 278 202

E 570 1110 95

The data clearly demuonstrate th¶e IIIenkff~tS Of ESS.

o ESS of new liardwar (4.e. At a manufactiiv'r's ficilityl Is effective.

o Reduction of overall removal -ates results In Improve.s ?4FH1R on the vwirv o'

2:1 across the board.

Econom'ic analysis of the case history dataN 4ni'cat.o that s4'3nfr'cant savings 4"

logistic support cost, ranging in the muillions of dollari, were realized, as shown -In

Table 2.

TABLE P

LOGISTICS SU"PORT COST SAVINGS - ESS vs H10W-ESS E0QIJIINNT

TOTAL LC LSC I.F LCVLRU

DIRECT DIRECT
AVG AVG AVG LSC W/o LOCW DELTA DELTA SAVINGS AS A
UNIT MPI4SR MFH8R ESS 155 SAVINGS SAVINGS % OF LRU

LRU 8 W/O ESS W ESS $M SM SM SK UNIT COST

A 312,000 32 70 151.7 57.7 94.0 281.1 84

8 82,036 as 127 26.4 11.5 14.9 41.3 50

C 162,932 83 149 46.0 25.1 20.9 56.1 36

D 26.16 92 278 P.2 5.5 3.7 10.3 39

E 55,217 570 1110 3.0 1.8 1 1.2 4.2 8

NOAFLSC OE ESO .. JNAY17; :EAINLDT NAPNI

* OTES: OE.VPINII AUR 99;OEAINLDT NAPNI

* 1985 DOLLAPS

*SERVICE LIFE: 15 YEARS
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The benefits to be derived f-om screen'nn inventory hardware, ontentially, can

be at least the same or better than that illustrated hy the ESS case histony data.

Several important differences should, however, Se note,". With inventory hardware,

actual field reliability performance can ýe observid and uised in selecting canviAates

with the best potential for improvement. Therefore, 100% .creen~ng, as is the case

for factory applied ESS, is not necessary nor cist-offective. In addition, applica-

tion of ESS in the field must be performMd in a non-homoqpneous product control

environment. Service life build-up and repeated -epair of f'eld "ou 4 nment will have

affected lot homogeneity as well as identifiable confiauration controls. Screen

implementation and inventory management costs will also exact its toll on any loqis-

tics cost savings that may So realfzed4. For these reasons, a field ESS pronrarq must

he defined that will identify, select, and optimally screen only those equOpmen4.s and

levels of assembly which will provide the most potent 4 al for reducIng the agigregato

removal rates, within realistic cost constraints anl the shn-tnst time practical.

Comparison of the ESS and non-ESS case h4 story data prov'ie several slgnif 4cant

findings which form the basis for the qu 4eeline dnvelopment. The scone of thp study

data hbse fs shown in Table 3.

TAKE,

ESS VS NON.-ESS CASE HISTOpY nATA nIASE

______MNON E55 I____

TOTAL NO. TOTAL NO.
TOTAL UNITS TOTAL UNITS

TOTAL PiO. REPORTING TOTAL NO. AVG. NO. TO7AL no. REPORTING TOTAL NO. AVG. NO.
G1UlP- NO. AJC FLIGHT VRS tSER •O. REMOVALS REMOVALS/ NO. A/C FLIGHT fiRs t0IR NO. REMOVALS REMOVALS
1t11 REPORTING HAS OPEIRATION LRUI FOR CAUSE UNIT REPORTING HRS OPERATION LRUs) FOR CAUSE UNIT

A 222 310.431 I 11411 119S 10.5 114 120,140 4 Sol 171i 2.1

$ 222 310.431 It 110 I431 1.1 114 120,144 4 453 148 2.1

C 222 370.437 II 141 4445 1.2 114 120.10( 4 432 so0 1.1

0 222 370.431 is 1021 4034 3. ';4 120,140 4 :$1 433 1.5

1 41 12$. 61 S 3?7 1330 3.1 22 i3,11 $6 1S 287 Is
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The findings incljde:

o Level of Assembly Testing - The LRU is •fined as the focal po'nt for

hardware selection and screening. In a field sce.narro, it is the collect'vo

vehicle for all quality defects. Screening the LIU subjects the entire

population of assem'lias and parts to the screen. The LRU provides:

- Measurable removal -ates nhta~ned under actual operating stress

condi tions.

- A means for monitoring and sel#ecting individual units hy serial numhe-.

- The has's for "qari Actor" hardware selection.

Ry contrast, there is no sign'ficant "aintenance improvement or cost benefit

that can he Justified hy indisc-Inlriate screening of SR'Js and lowor levels of

assembly. nne-at-a-tfir.e repair by replacement with screened lower levels of

assembly has little 4moact on the aqgregate LRII defect nopulat'on. To have

an, impact at all, thp lower level assembly -must "make a sionificant

contr•l)ution to the LRU removal rate, ana the removail -ate of the LRU must 5e

sign~ficantly high in order to have the greatest impact on operational
readi ness.

o Ha-rewire Selertlon - In the selection p-ocess, high cont-i•hutn- removal

rates will provide the pr 4 oritization fnr initial LRU selection. "!ad Actor"

selection offers the best potential for attackinq the highest parcentage of

MS sensitive defectives, within a small percentage of the total LRU

populat'on. The serializ.t'on of Rils an4 their trace.ihility provides a

process control mechanism for 4drentify'ng and determining the distrihution

of removals by Individual unit. Serial number tracking enahles i4entifica-

tion of specific units ("Bad Actors") having maintenance action/removal fre-
qilencias much higher than the operational norms. Tn the cas•e histor4 es

stud'ed, Bad Actor ranks constituted more than 70% of the removals 4n less

than 30% of the units. For the non-ESS equ i pment, more than 50 of the

removals were false alarms or cannot duplicate actions which are known to he

highly correlated ".) ESS detectable interm'ttent type failures.

o Generic ESS - In the Implementation ef the formal .rSS test program at the

ALC, generic ESS profiles for rapid thirmal cycles and random vihrAtion are

defined and rpcommended. In each of the case histories generic practices

were used. Generic screening profiles will simplify ESS tecting nperations,

viii
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reduce ESS set-up costs and m4nimize ESS trainfna requirements. The a"ne-.ic
guidelines are typical of thnse defined by MlL-Sr.T16Al~ (EC"I and WJM'AT P-
9492. In addition, guidelines for tailoring are prov'$ed for those cas'ps
where the equ'!Ment mtay not have heen designed to u nction with'n the defined

random vibration or rapid therma' cyc14ng environments. Ilse of the

techniques will minimizeý thoe potential for overstressing the equipment *hen

generic ESS leve~ls are applied. M"S
o ESS Economics - The econom'cs of field FSS '14Ctitt that the optimal Rpturn-on

Investment (ROI, nominally 33 1/3%) is ach4evee most consistently by

screen~ng only a select minimum number of units. 3ad Acto- selpction offers
the best Opportunity to achieve this goal. To m~nimize the cost henif it

risk:i
-Selected units should 4e high removal rate contributors, coWe 4.
high unit cost. TM's will maximize the logistics s-ipport cost sav 4nas.

- Screen durations should be -educed, where poss'ble, to in4n4M47e
screen/test facility loading and lower screen implementat 4on costs.U

- Lower levele, of assembly screening (SR!JI shoulA demonstrate significant
improvement potential in LPU remnoval ralte, nominally greAter than 75%
to ensure effective ROT payoff.

-* Screening of aged or low removal ratq PnOuiment should always he justi-

fied on a ROI basis.

In order to assist Conjrizant [j4- Force Lcgist--c Center fAC and responsole

itpm m'anagers in plaorning and implementing an ESS program for field inventoried

equ'pment, guidelines are p-ovided herein as Appendix C. The cnrldeIines p-oviide the
metho-lology for:

1. Equipment Selection - Ba-wd on established eauipment fleld maintenance
histories.

2. Selection Criteria4 - fles'gned to MinIM47e the auantity of equ4pinent splected
for screening and to iaa'wnizp i mrov,ýtent in opprational ,-eadiness.

3. Test Profile Developmen- Desiezned to axarcise established and proven temv-

erature and vibration screening levels an~d durations within equipment des'gn

qualification -imits and operatioial capability.
4. Economic Selection - Decsigned to minimjize cost of testing and to maximize

logistics support cost savings within. realistic Return on Investment 0R011

goals.

ix
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Future! st~idy efforts should focus on vali'4 Wtng, ref 4ongn arvi standard1izring the
approach. We rocomuwvnd that:

o Spveral o410t study projects 5P tzrndert3ken on iventroriedf equio'ment to
thoroughly evalitat the nuidellne rtnooi

o Bad Actor selection, offers tho opportunity to ýý.'-lct a~ small nulnbp- )f LRI.1s,

which n 4nimize the -'tpact )r, LR!J ivaf~ha1-ty an(~' sy~tern r-mdgss, anO voet
effqct~vely ret~uces a h'gh norcent~ga oF tile FSS sens-tivfý removal -ate. The
pilnt projects sho-jld ý)C used to vil-date and rafie the selaction rtp- a,
screening ane cnst '-onefit methodololyrnnti'vn- 4n the oil-lool'nP.

o A- corce field mWntenanca! 'lat, an! nerfor,",nce i'wwitor'nq systems .shoiill
to enW slasvr40numhe tr~ckinq of the hard-

rate prnducts 4n the inventory.
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Application of Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) during manufacture of
electronic equipment is attaining widespread use as the means for reducing the ef-

fects of manufacturing, quality, and system process defects on field performance.

These defects, commonly termed "latent defects", are traceable to poor workmanship,

out-of-control processes, or defective parts and assembly. Analyses of field data

have shown that latent defects can have a severe impact on the excessive removal

rates of hardware in the field, resulting in reduced field reliability and weapon sys-

tem readiness.

Further, hardware subjected to many repair cycles or to field modification and

handling may, as a result of these actions, have additional defects induced which

i exacerbate the hardware's degradation. These defects can be introduced by spare

parts and lower levels of assembly which have not been previously screened, and by

poor workmanship and maintenance practices during repair end handling. The
defects manifest as excessive removal rates caused by: functioral intermittents

which precipitate false alarm (or no defect found) actions, excessive tolerance and

functional checks, as well as repairs due to broken, loose, or mismatched compo-
nents.

Hardware which has not had ESS exposure can exhibit much higher removal
rates during early or even sustained opera*4 onal life than predicted or demonstrated

Sreliability baseline values would indicate. Since defects are in effect attributes of

specific equipments and not a function of the inherent design life, there is the pos-
sibility that the application of ESS to such equipment, under controlled conditions

can result in significant improvements in field performance.

Conversely, on a theoretical basis, hardware that has been in the field for any
length of time might have had latent defects precipitated to failure purely by the en-

vironmental stresses naturally imposed by the field conditions. Under these circum-

stances, field ESS application would provide only marginal improvement in the field

reliability performance.

1-1



Application of ESS to all inventory hardware is obviously not practical nor cost-

effective. This report provides the basis for selectively applying ESS to field in-

ventoried electronic hardware. Significant potential is offered for improving field

reliability and thereby the operational readiness performance of Air Force weapon

systems as well as for large reductions in maintenance and support costs. This re-

port analyzes all aspects of the problem, from both test effectiveness and cost view-

points, and provides guidelines for cost-effective implementation of ESS in the field

maintenance environment.
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2 - APPROACH

2.1 BACKGROUND

In general, the classical field maintenance removal rate improvement of an elec-

tronic equipment due to ESS can be depicted as shown in Fig. 1. The primary ob-

jective is to minimize the total removal rate which consists, theoretically, of both

latent (workmanship, ESS sensitive defects) and inherent (design life) defects, to at

least some improved level which is closely allied to the specified or operational

baseline goals.
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The removal rate and its time distribution for a weapon system and its Line Re-

placeable Units (LRUs) is obtained via the typical field maintenance data and report-

ing system (Air Force D056, Navy Maintenance and Material Management (3M), Army

UMSDC). A properly-designed ESS profile (temperature and vibration) test will ef-

fectively reduce the latent defect population, resulting in a gain from a non-ESS re-

moval rate to an ESS rate. The difference or improvement, therefore, should be a

function of the latent defect rate reduction, with the resulting rate residue being
mostly Inherent in nature. It is, however, difficult to demonstrate such a scenario

w.th any clear conviction in a real-world field maintenance environment since, the

field data do not always contain:

* Clear definition of failure or effect

* Laboratory failure analysis to classify latency or inherency or other

* Consistent maintenance practices and reporting

* A closed-loop traceability of actions from LRU to piece part without voids in

the physical repair process, and hardware identities

* Accurate diagnosis without a multiplicity of no-fault removals for unknown

reasons

* Time in service, utilization and operating hours, and power-on time per

equipment is at best a function of the weapon systems service time (e.g.,

aircraft flight hours, system ownership time).

Further, the specified rate which may be defined by handbook pred.Icting techniques

(e.g., MIL-HDBK-217), specified contractual goals, or field operational objectives

(e.g., R&M 2000 targets), represents purist values and is not quantitatively

measurable from field maintenance data for the above reasons. This results in
measured comparisons that are clouded by definitions and groundrules. Therefore,

the effect of meeting or exceeding a specified value by groundrule, without showing

improvement in the field removal rate is almost meaningless from a logistics, readi-

ness, and ultimate life cycle cost point of view.

2.2 APPROACH

Figure 2 outlines the task flow of analyser nd assessments performed during

this study and described in the subsequent sections of this report. A Field ESS

Implementation Guideline is also provided in Appendix C. The basis of the approach

is to establish that the differences in removal rates can be realized first by ESS in

general, and then by incorporating a planned ESS program in a Held maintenance

environment at an Air Logistics Command (ALC) facility.
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Figure 2. Study operational task flow for ESS selection.

To accomplish this, five case histories of electronic LRUs of varying complexity

and design were selected from complex tactical weapon systems. Initially each of the

LRUs did not have ESS exposure during their early procurement, either at a vendor
or field facility, and each had established long histories of field performance. As a

result of product improvement in later years, ESS requirements were introduced for
subsequent production lot acceptance, which provided a similar long history oi an

ESS population that could be directly compared to their non-ESS counterparts.

These data provided the means for assessing the effectiveness of ESS under real

world conditions of maintenance and use as described by the field maintenance data.

The effects of screening field-aged hardware were assessed using experience

data and engineering judgements. Trade-offs between screening implementation costs
(facilities, test, repair) and downstream logistic support cost savings over the re-
maining product life are a critical selection factor. An economic analysis procedure

was developed and is presented on a cost benefit Return On Investment (ROI) basis.
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3 - FIELD DATA ASSESSMENT

A field data assessment was performed to study the effectiveness of ESS as a
function of actual field operational performance. The assessment wos accomplished
by selecting five avionic equipment types which had previous field history as

non-ESS equipment, and as a result of product improvement, had subsequent pro-

- duction lots subjected to ESS as part of the acceptance test requirement. at the

manufacturer's faciiity. All screened units were tested as new, and not previously

field-deployed or overhauled. Figure 3 and Table 1 provide the identification, de-

scription, physical statistics and features of the LRUs selected. The five equip-

ments were conceived (in design) late in 1960 and introduced to the field in early
197C. The equipment field performance and maintenance history spans six to eleven

years for the non-ESS population, and four to five years for the ESS population;

thereby providing a sound maintenance data base for making comparisons.

All of the equipments have field maintenance histories, as formally reported in

the Navy's 3M reporting system. The data was received in raw magnetic tape format

for processing in-house, on a monthly basis. A continuous updating of the histor-

ical databases, thus provided as complete a field maintenance history as possible.

3.1 EQUIPMENT SELECTION

The equipments selected for this study are currently in operation use on two

aircraft weapons systems, the F-14 and E-2C. As previously noted, the ESS units

in all cases were ESS tested at the vendor facility and delivered with the weapon

system as new, and not as units puiled from the field and then subjected to ESS. The

configuration of the ESS units are very similar to the non-ESS units except for some

minor engineering changes/modifications, which is considered a natural process over

a ten year period. ESS LRUs were subjected to a formal ESS test which consisted of

rapid thermal cycling and random vibration similar to those defined by NAVMAT-

_" P9492 and MIL-STD-2164(EC) (Ref 1 and 2). The specified ESS test characteristics

Sfor each equipment are summarized. in Table 2 and discussed more thoroughly in
Section 5. Data generaWi for this study spanned an 11 year period (1975-1985) for
non-ESS units a.,d five years (1981-1935) for the ESS units.
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TABLE 1. LRU characteristics. I. BATT

FORM FACTOR SPECIFIED HYBRIOSIICS OTHER PARTS PER
WEIGHT (L x W HI H) TCF NO. M% OF TOTAL 1% OF TOTAL TOTAL WEAPON

LRU BRIEF DESCRIPTION (L BS) IN INCHES (H AS) SR us PAPTS1) PARTS) NO. PARTS SYSTEM

A (CSOCI
COMPUTER PrIOVIDES SIGNAL TIMING, 41.7 13.75 x 12.82 x 6.68 420 49 "S (43) 1325 (57) 2320 1
SIGNAL DATA FORMATTING. SWITCH;NG.
CONVERTER GENERAL PURPOSE COM-

PU;.ATIDNAL CAPABILI-
TIES, & INTERFACE
COMPATIBILITYl BETWEEN
ASSOCIATED AVIONICS
EQUIPMENT

B ICADC) PROVIDES AIR DATA 33.? 21.1 x 8.7 x 6.7 2070 21 V232111) 2351 I89I 2643
CENTRAL AIR FUNCTIONS FOR AIRCIIAFT
DATA COMPUTER AVIONIC SYSTEMS

C VIIIGI RECEIVES INPUTS FROM 56.1 25.0 x 10.4 xB.4 202 51 2104 1101 21711 (111 5415
VISPIAL DOSPLAY VARIOUS AIRCRAFT SYS-
INOICdkTOR rEMS & PROVIDES ANALOG
GROUP' OUTPUT SUITABLE FOR
(pROCESSOR) GENERATING ANALOG

0IAICS) PROVIDES THE CONTROL 14.0 16.0 x 4.0 x 7.0 400 15 I19 112) 1257 (88) 1426 L
A~IR !NLET & FAIL.URE MONITORINJG
CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONS OF AIRCRAFT
IPROGRAMMEN. AIR INLET CONTROL

SYSTEM

E (SCRAM) PROVIDES INTERFACE BE- 0.0 10.0 x 5 x S.7 5000 1 139 (511 136 (40) 275 6
SIGNAL COMMAND TWEEN COMPUTER PRO-
READ OUT & GRAMMER iCP a AV;0NICII
ALARM MODULE SUBSYSTEMS BEING

_____MONITORED ____________ ____ _____ _____

TABLE 2. ESS test characteristics.
N PO. OF YCLES CYCLE

LRU TIC BEOR & AFTER T/C BURN-IN FREE (HRS)

ASeTO +71*C .RANDOM -4.9 GRMS 18 34 5.5
S*C/MIN. FOR 15 MIN.

oSIN - 1.5 G FOR 10OMIN.
OF EACH HR ON TIME
(35 HRS,

B -5*C TO +7 0 C @ @SIN - 1.5 G FOR 10OMIN. 20 20 4.0

5CMIN. OF EACH HR ON TIME

C. -54*'.; TO 71%0C) oRANDOM, -5.2 GRMS 10 20 4.0
5*C/MIN FOR 10 MINUTES

*SIN - 1.5 G FOR 10 MIN.
OF EACH HR ON TIME

_______________ (10 HAS)____________

D -54'C TO +71*C @ *SIN - 1.5 G FOR 10 MIN. 5 32 3.75
r5'C/MIN. OF EACH HR ON TIME

_______________ ! 1 4 HRS( ____________

E -40* C TO +55* C * 0RANDOM -6.06 GRMS 35 25 1.75

5*C/MIN FOR 15 MIN.

*DENOTES THAT THE PANOOM VIBRATION PORTION OF THE ESS TEST IS APPLIED TO 1 OUT OF EVERY 9 LRUS
AS A MiNIMUM

R$7.3772.s)26(T)
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Table 3 presents all five case histories with all the associated statistics, drawn

m the 3M dtbs.As note , asignifiý-ant number of units reporting (differe"xt

-iallzed LRUs) are identified in each cat.,-6ory, providing a sound statistical base.

TABLE 3. Case histories - removal reporting statistics

TOTAL NO ]TOTAL NO.
TOTAL I UNITS j ITOTAL UNITSTI OT A/ FL IT N RotRN. REPOOATINGEMTOTAL NO.A TOAL %*. REPORTING TOTAL N. AG O

R. N. /C FLGH YS SI 4. REOVL$A, -1AO . N AC FLIGHT aRs tsERNO REMIVAU. lS REMGVALS/
NT REPI3RTINS 1MRS OPERATION LRU,J FOR lAUSE UNIT WFHIR REPI3I¶ING HAS effRATION LRUj FO R CAU J UT FHIRR

II ¶0 1 6 5 32r ::4 120.140 4 587 1718 29 7

222 370.437 11 910 $631 so 66 14 1 20.148 4 4S3 949 0. 1 12V

222 370 43 1 II 49 "4b4 5 .3 83 114 120.140 4 432 $86 1.8 149jI 222 3180,431 11 102S 4030 39 931 170.140 4 265 433 1.6 378

47UIOPR. 120,981 A 371 1338 3.IS 0* 2 53, 57 5 158 227 I'sb 11101

.7-3772-004(T)I ~ The inten~t of Field Data Reduction is to glean from the maintenance data system

S ose indicators and parameters which can be used for tracking field maintenance

trfrmaceand to assist in the selection of candidate equipments or groups of

Luipment thtcould be sensitive to corrective ESS in the field. Figure 4 illustrates
Le process used to categorize the data as derived from the maintenance and repair I

7ocess.

,Ion reducing Navy3M dtstrict compliance were Air Force toinensure (D056)

itacticn taken traceability provided for final disposition of the maintenance action.

Alof the Job Control Numbers (.TCN) generated are associated with un-
zheduled type maintenance (TM code =B) and action taken (AT) codes P (removed)

* rad R (remove and replace) as per AFR-300-4 (Vol 3). Selection of these parame-
?rs permits us to focus on the removals for cause maintenance actions and eliminates

IJ ie remove for access, cannibalization, and unrelated actiqons not bearing on the re-
air disposition of the hardware. This refinement of the field data presents a
lean-cut accountability for the pertinent maintenance actions, which is essential for

tie ESS Effectiveness Analysis discussed in the subsequent sections uf this report.

Lance categories as defined by AFR 800-18 and Identified in Fig. 4:

I * ~-43-5
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(3) Type 6 No Defects - activity resulting from malfunctions which could not

be Confirmed nor Duplicated, (CND), e.g., removals which subsequently

bench check satisfactory, and is reported on How Malfunction (HM) code

799 (no defect) only.

3.3 EQUIPMENT OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE

In tracking the equipment's field maintenance performance, strict

attention was paid to LRU serial number identification and traceability. Without the

traceability and reporting of LRU serial numbers, the task of segregating the non-

ESS from the ESS population would have been almost impossible. SRU and lower

level assemblies were in no way traceable or accountable. The basis of operating

time in all cases was flight hours as accumulated by aircraft block numbers known to

contain non-ESS or ESS equipment. Specific blocks of hardware serial numbers were

assigned to specific blocks of aircraft. By continuously cross-matching the blocks

on a monthly basis, all removals and all flight hours were accounted for in each

non-ESS and ESS category. Where any mixing or mismatching appeared, the data

was eliminated completely.

Figure 5 provides the annual historical trends of each case history equipment

for both the non-ESS and ESS populations. The bar charts are expressed in terms

of removals per 1000 flight hours, and provide the distribution of Type 1, Type 2,

and Type 6 actions for each population. The only common ground noted on this ba-

sis is the consistent reduction in the removal rate pattern of the ESS populations.

Figure 6 provides the summary of the statistics developed for each of the popu-

lations and the resulting rate improvements derived from the difference between the

non-ESS and ESS groups. It is apparent from these comparisons that a significant

improvement has been manifested across the board for all equipments, with the over-

all removal reduction ranging between 48% and 67% (at least a 2:1 ratio). With the

absence of physical failure analysis reporting data, which does not exist in field

maintenance data, it is extremely difficult to attempt to quantify which defect groups

might be classified as latent (workmanship) or inherent (design). Intuitively, Type

S1 repair without parts, Type 6, and Type 2 conditions would more than xely

contain the bulk of latent related defects; and the Type 1 repair with parts would

contain mainly the inherent or design sensitive defects. It should be noted that

Type 2 defects are almost non-existent in any of the maintenance reporting systems.

3-
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Figure rA Annual historical trends 1975 - 1985 (Navy 3M dazabase).
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TYPE-1 TYPE-1 TYPE-2&6
* REPAIR W/PARTS & REPAIR W/O PARTS * 799 CND

AVERAGE AVG % % % %
NON-ESS ESS RATE NON-ESS ESS RATE NON-ESS ESS RATE NON-ESS ESS RATE

EQUIP. RATE RATE RED. RATE RATE RED. RATE RATE RED. RATE RATE REC.

A 31 3 14.3 54 7.3 2.8 62 11.3 4.2 63 12.7 7.3 43

8 15.2 7.9 48 3.8 1.7 55 2.8 2.2 21 3.8 2.0 47

C 12.0 6.7 44 3.8 2.5 34 2.8 1.7 39 2.1 0.9 57

D 10.9 3.6 67 3.0 1.2 60 1.9 0.7 63 2.9 0.8 72

E 10.5 5.4 49 3.6 2.2 39 2.2 0.9 59 2.9 1.4 52

NOTES:

RATES MA/1000 FH

NONESS RATE - 1i YR AVG

ESS RATE = 4 YR AVG

PRED. = REDUCTION IN RATE (NON ESS - ESS)

NON ESS

.R87-3772,006(T) Figure 6. ESS effectiveness assessment.

JOU In assessing the effect of ESS on each equipment during growth evolution, T,

bles 4 and 5 were developed to contrast the growth of the non-ESS equipment over

the 11 year span. A comparison of the rate distributions for the first two years of

field operation was made with the latest two years to determine the effect (if any) of

engineering changes and system improvements on the latest configured non-ESS

groups. The comparisons are made for the Type 1 repairs with parts (to reflect po-

tential inherent changes) and the combined Type 1 repairs without parts, plus Type

6 and Type 2 actions (to reflect potential latent rate changes). The results as
!!"!i•Jshown in Table 4 indicate that the most -ignificant improvemept of the non-ESS pop-

ulation over the years is contributed by the inherent type rate (Type 1 repair with

parts). This would be expected as a result of the design and reliability improve-

ment change- incurred over the years. The latent defect type group, on the other

* ~hand, is for the most part significantly deteriorating (negative improvement %), in-

dicating that any improvement activities did not affect workmanship and related main-

tenance induced type actions.

_- -~ i Table 5 contrasts the last two years of performance of the non-ESS population

WV with that of the ESS population to provide a transitional growth effect in going from

the latest field improved hardware to the newly delivered ESS hardware. In these

comparisons, although the Type 1 repairs with parts (inherent related category)

rates are improved across the board, the rate reduction is not as great as the

3-9
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TABLE 4. PNon-ESS growth effects as a function of lype action distributions.

TYPE-I PLUS (TYPE 6&2)
TYPE-I e REPAIR W/O PARTS
* REPAIRS W/PARTS e 799 CND

TOTAL REMOVALS * NRTS * INDUCED

INITIAL LATEST % INITIAL LATEST % IN!TIAL LATEST %
EQUIP RATE RATE RED RATE RATE RED RATE RATE RED

A 31.3 20.4 35 10.7 5.0 53 20.6 15.4 25

B 9.8 11.5 1-)17 4.1 3.6 12 5.7 7.9 (-)39

C 7.5 10.6 (4141 3.4 3.7 0 4.1 6.9 1-)68

D 6.1 7.6 (-425 2.2 2.5 0 3.9 5.1 (-)32

E 10.1 7.3 28 4.4 2.9 34 5.7 4.4 23

NOTES_ _ _

TABL 5. TranUitiona grwt RAT effectA - NonESTESESTrop)

RAE REAI W/PARTS FH99M
INTA NTOTAL RW 2 EMOALS OF SETRVIINUCE

LAESO-LAEST TW2 EARS OF SEVCESS ES % NNS S
EQUIP RAATEO (NGAGOTE HE) AE RAE RD RTE RT E

NOATRMVLSaEST INUE

NE EUTON IN RATE % ( NON ESS -S ESSNIS ES

AEQUIPMATE RTE RD0AE0AE RE ATFATHE

NO ESS 4 10. LAES T5N0 (2) YEAR OF. SERVICE

D 76 2 6 2. 1. 5 5.31.T6

E 7.3 4.5 8 29 22 24 4.43-314

NOTESr



-/ J change in the Type 1 repair without parts plus Type 6 and Type 2 actions (latent

related category) which provides the predominant weight on the overall removal rate

reduction. The sensitivity of this effect is predominantly ESS oriented.

However, since inherent and latent characteristics are extremely difficult to

quantify without supporting failure analysis data, the most significant attributes that

can be derived as a result of effective screening are:

* Reduction in overall removal rate

* Stabilization of frequency and dispersion patterns.

Figure 7 shows the dispersion of each LRU population removal rate on a
monthly basis for a five year period (1981-1985) in order to assess the removal fre-

quency patterps of the ESS hardware with the comparable level non-ESS growth

hardware. The bell-shaped frequency curves are the frequency distribution of the

monthly averages, which were graphed to determine if the frequency patte,-a of the

non-ESS vs ESS population of the LRU were in any way related, since they are es-

sentially of the same hardware functionally. Each population (ESS vs non-ESS) had

60 reporting points (five years x 12 months/year). The dispersion, in a qualitative

sense, is expressed by the broadness cf the range values about the mean or average

rate for the population. Equipment A, as an example, had monthly rates for the

non-ESS population that ranged between 10 and 50 actions per 1000 flight hours,

while the ESS group ranged between five and 25. The percent frequency on the Y

axis is the percentage of time the value appears over the five year span. The more

consistent the removal rate, the higher the frequency should be about the average

value. With respect to Equipment A, non-ESS, the approximate frequency about the

average (31.3) is only 25%0, while that of the ESS population (14.3) is near 60%.

The cumulative frequency curves represent the percentage of values that fall

below a certain value. For Equipment A, approximately 50% of the monthly values

were 30 or less for the non-ESS population, while the ESS population had 100% of its

values less than 30. In contrast, the ESS population had 90% of its values at 20 or

less, while the non-£SS population had only 2006 at 20 or less.

The frequency distributions in every case history comparison, ESS vs non-ESS,
Sbarely overlap and in. about every case the average of the non-ESS population does

not appear at all in the ESS distribution. No further statistical manipulation is

3-11
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Figure 7. Frequency distribution of removal rates ESS vs flon-ESS equipment groups..
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"needed to conclude that these populations of like hardware are not related on this

basis and tihat the ESS populations are significantly more stable about the average

With the common ground of the ESS populations being that they were all

screened as new, the results tend to indicate that, as a result of ESS testing on at

least new production hardware, the overall removal rates and dispersions over a sig-

nificant period of time have been reduced and stabilized (less dispersion about the

average). The cl,-racteristics of these dispersions in terms of make-up as a func-

7- [tion of the specific distribution of removals per unit, and any skewness effects

derived there from, are discussed in Section 4.

j• ; .~.
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4 - SELECTION CRITERIA ANALYSIS

"In the field implementation of ESS, three major areas must be addressed before

equipment selection decisions can proceed. These are:

"- ESS Sensitivity Potential - equipment maintenance rate history sensitivity to

"ESS and the criteria basis to support the decisions

, Level of Assembly Testing - equipment population and level of assembly sen-

sitivity to defect distribution and repairability factors

, Equipment Age - equipment age in terms of years of service, and the poten-

tial effect of ESS in both the near term (i.e., can the equipment survive?)

and the long term (i.e., is there a payoff in extended reliability and ser-

vice?).

In the management of these processes, initial decisions as to the selection of

S . equipment to test, at least on a noneconomic basis, is possible.

4.1 ESS SENSITIVITY POTENTIAL

SIt should be understood that quality of testing, not quantity, is the objective.

Further, the objective is not to attempt elimination of every conceivable defect, since

this is physically and economically impossible. Rather, the objective is to dilute the

defective population as optimally and as quickly as possible within cost constraints

without affecting the standing readiness of operational weapon systems and field ac-

tivities. Thus the approach for equipment selection is to establish:

* High removals for cause

9 Highest potential for reliability improvement

* High bad actor sensitivity.

4.1.1 Removals For Cause

A review of the removal history of avionics of various aircraft weapon systems

indicates that the removals are coneentrated in relatively few equipments. As shown

in Fig. 8, approximately 10% of the avionic equipment was installed; as identified by

Work Unit Codes (WUCs) 5 (Instrumental Navigation), 6 (Communications/Naviga-
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*" I Figure 8. Composite distribution of % of avionic removal v" %of electronic/avionic eouioment eonftrijJtion.

tion), and 7 (Weapon Systems); in the F-14A, A-6E, E-2C, F-18A and EF-I11A

aircraft accounted for 90% of the LRU removal actions on those aircraft. This

suggests that candidate equipment for ESS testing come from this population of high

removal units since they have the highes, payoff potential.

Taking this one step further, ranking the avionic equipment and LRUs by high

removals for each of the aircraft weapon systems provides the average cumulativ-j

rank distrfoutions as shown in Fig. 9. The equipment rank (3 digit WUC) provides

between 80 to 90% of the removals in the electrical avionic categories (WUC, 5, 6 and

7) within the top ten ranked. A top-down ranking of the LRUs (4 digit WUC) pro-

vides between 60 to 70% within the top 15 to 25 ranked LRUs. Selection Judgement

should be used in qualifying the high contributor LRUs. Factors to be considered

include:

e Hardware serialization

* Repairable status (it is desirable to select repairables only, not expendables

or disposables)

* Clear equipment identification and/or part number (e.g., AN/ALQ-XXX)

* No miscellaneous (catchall), or Not Otherwise Coded (NOC) categories.
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DISCRIMINATION RATIO IOR)

A5_1 MTBR)NIN)

0".. V=41LS (~

REMAINING RATIO

R$7-3772-O10(T)FiueA MB E

Fiu 0l. Difference effects between measured removals &3pecif* ad relibirity.

MTBF :5 1; has the least reliability impact potential

MTBR
It would seem that the larger the ratio (greater than one), the more effect ESS willn
have on the Item's potential reliability impreciement. Table 6 provides the DERs for
the case history LRUs for ooth ESS and non-ESS populations. In each case the inf
tial ratio of specified to non-ES S removals Is greater than one, Li the range of 2.4
to 32.6. Overall, the average ratio improvement is 2:1, irrespective of the initial
ratio magnitude greater than one. It is obvious from the results that no clear cor-
relation can be drawn -ith respect to specified or predicted levels, and the actual ~
rates. This implies that the defects removed are independent d~ the design or pre-
dicted failure rate; only the quality attributes are affected by ESS.

TABLE 6. I mpact of E3S on reliability improvement potential.

NO. UNITS SPECIFIED NON-ESS ES DISCRIMINATION RATIO % RATIO
EQUIPMENT KMR SYS.TFM MTBF MTBR MTBR NN ESS EU EOUCTIOA

A 1 420 32 70 13.1 6.0 54

a 1 -.070 66 127 31.4 18.3 48
C 1 202 83 140 2A4 I A 42
0 t 3000 92 278 32.6 10.8 67

E 6 5000 570 1110 8.8 4.5 494
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To illustrate this effect, consider two equipments (x) and (y). Equipment (x)

has a specified MTBF of 100 hours and (y) has an MTBF of 1000 hours. By virtue

of the manufacturer, ten workmanship defects are insetted into each equipment. If

it is assumed that during the normal course of operation of the equipments (x) and

(y) the defects are precipitated within 1000 hours of operation, the removal distri-

bution and resulting discrimination ratio (DR) for each equipment would be as follows:

Rmvls Due

to Failure Rmvis Due 0

Hrs Specified MTBF to Workmanship

9q4p (T) MTBF T Defects
x 1000 100 10 10

y 1000 1000 1 10

Total Meas. MTBR DR

Rmvls T MTBF
Equip (R) R MTBR

x 20 50 2:1

y 11 91 11:1

E-ich equipment shows the same thing (there are 10 workmanship defects), but

equipment x appears less affected on the surface than y since it is expected to have

a Law MTBF, and equipment (y) is probably giving the best indication that something

* is wrong. If we increase the operating time to 10,000 hours (assuming that the de-

fects will be precipitated within the 10,000 hours), the removal distribution for each

equipment would now look as follows:

Rmvls Due

to Failure Rmvls Due

Hrs Specified MTBF to Workmanship

E(T) MTBF T Defects
x 10,000 100 100 10

y 10,000 1000 10 10

Total Meas. MTBR DR

Rmvls T MTBF
Eq-2()R MTfBR

x 110 90 1.1:1

y 20 500 2:1

4-5
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Figure 11 illustrates this operating time eff-Jet Witi000 o hours, both (x

and (Y) could be high contribu~tor candidates. 
efe 000h~s x tol bhe thea

only contributor of concern, yet both would have contributed the sametthtta

aggregate wt~rjunanship population of defects. The defect rates per unit are the

W4 same, the failure rates are different. Ground electronic equipment and systems

which are low production density will be bighly sensitive to this effect.

10

7I

S ,~6 

¶000 HR MTBF MY

44

I3

R8 737721
2

(T)OPERATING 
TimE IHOURS)

Figure 11. Reliability/disriminabon 
e~i ffecW asfncino

for jiuo r t fl equipment X & Y aig te sm def eotliWe - rate.

In the review of Table 6, the fact that equipment (C) has the lowest dis-

crimination ratio does not make it any lesser a candidate for screening than those

4having discrimination ratios greater than 30, e.g., equipments (B) and (D). It is

obvious that in all cases, except for equipen (E4hyaehg rqec otl

utors irrespective of their specified or predicted MTBF. In the case of e~quipment "

(E) ~1hogh heperunt feqency Is low, the aggregate (there are six of these I

per system) is high and in effect poses the same type of problem as the others when

truly assessing the reliability and readiness effect.
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As noted in the ESS discrimination ratio column, the DRs in each case still ex-

ceed one. Thus, either the retention of residual latent defects is not completely

removed by the screen, which is realistically possible (since the efficiency of screens

is not 100o), or the true MTBF of the unit does not meet or exceed the specified

MTBF which, without further discussion of failure definition, is probable for

significantly higher DRs. In either case, you would not continue or re-test units

previously tested.

It is possible to have DRs less than one (where the measured MTBR meets or

exceeds specified NITBF) as well as workmanship defects, since defects do not dis-

criminate as a function of the unit's reliability. However, it is not likely that these

defects will affect the intended design performance of the unit or system, and they

would not be considered candidates.

Therefore the selection attributes for field reliability improvement potential via

ESS should consider:

* The units contribution to the total weapon system removal rate; the higher

the contribution, the more the potential

• The number and configuration of units required per system to affect the ag-

gregate rate

• The actual rate falls below expected or specified irrespective of deeree.

4.1.3 Bad Actors Sensitivity

On the basis of average rates, as described in the previous section, each unit

in the population would have to be tested to achieve an aggregate effect. However,

this is not the case in a non-homogeneous process where not all units are defective

in a quality sense. Further, each equipment in the field population has an estab-

lished history or field process average, which provides the basis for selection.

Table 7 and Figure 12 show how removals are distributed by serial number. Again

concentration effect is evident since 75% of the population removals are caused by

50% of the serial numbers. In addition, the worst 2M1 o of the serial numbers

contribute up to 45% of the equipment removals. This would be typical of a qualit)

process effect showing up the potential bad actor boxes by their higher than av-

erage removal frequency thus affecting the population average. This would imply

that selecting bad actors (or loser boxes) by serial number from a population of

serialized LRUs, provides a means for improving the total aggregate removal rate by
-- screening only a select number of units.

4-7
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TABLE 7. Cumulative % rank serial number remtowal distribution for non-ESS equipment populations.

______ CUUAIVRN REMAINING SERVICE

EQUIPMIENT 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% > 50% TOTALS YRS

A N Ill 222 333 444 555 551 1106 li
RMVLS 2690 5029 6783 8186 9356 2339 11695
% RMVLS 23 43 58 70 83 20

8 N 97 194 291 388 485 485 970 11
RMVLS 1689 2703 3543 4167 4G97 1464 5631
% RMVLS 30 48 63 74 82 18

C N 85 170 255 340 425 424 849 11
RMVLS 1205 1961 2494 2983 3257 1186 4445
% RMVLS 27 44 56 67 73 27

DON 103 206 309 412 615 514 1029 11
RMVLS 1060 1656 2221 2625 2908 1130 4038
% RMVLS 26 41 55 66 72 28

JE N 38 76 114 152 190 187 377 6
RMVLS 600 861 996 1064 1129 201 1330

J% RMVLS 45 65 75 w 85 i5

WT AVG.27 4 9 7 782
% RMVLS27 4 59 7 782

N - NO. OF DIFFERENT LRU SERIAL NUMBERS

DATA SOURCE 3M DATA 1975-1985
R87-3772-01 3(T)

100

90

870
700

70

S60

50

40 - NOTE: NON-ESS GROUPS

3027

20

10

0-~
30 40 50 60 70 80 W0 100

% OF RANKED SERIAL NUMBERED LRUS REPORI ING

R87-3772-014(T)

Figure I2. Average distributicon of removals by serial
numbers reportiM'
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In establishing a bad actors program, the objective is to minimize the number of

units that should be tested and to identify only those units which will provide the

most potential benefit from an ESS effectiveness point of view.

To illustrate this aspect, consider an equipment with an MTBF of 100 hours,

, rwith a defective rate of two defects per unit, with 100 units in the field. If as be-

fore in the illustration of Subsection 4.1.2, the defects were to precipitate out within

1000 hours, at the end of 1000 operating hours per unit each unit would in effect

have 12 removals. The process average V would then be:

Total Remova..s R 1200 12

Total Units N 100

If the specified r,-TBF of 100 hours were achieved, then the expected process aver-

age (uie) for 1000 hours would be:

. 'T -1000

"e MTBF 100

The comparison between the actual and expected would conclude that all units were

defective, and that the actual exceeds the expected:

If however, the defectives were contained in only 25% of the units (25 units), then

the frequency of removals would take on a distribution as shown in the table below:

N R /
No. Units No. Removals Process Av4

25 450 18

75 750 10

100 1200 12

The overall process average is still 12, but the defectives are isolated to only 25% of

the population. This results in a typical frequency distribution as shown in Fig.
13.

The bad actor population will tend to have removals significantly higher than the

Drocess average. The removals for the individual unit criteria would then be:

4-9
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Figure 13. Typical bad actor distribution effect

D -Ž =a bad actor frequency

where: D is the next largest integer.

Any unit having D removals or more would be a candidate for selection. The un

in the example therefore having 13 removals or more would be selected and woi

effectively result in picking all 25 defective units.

4.1.3.1 Bad Actors Criteria - In selecting bad actors, the LRU serializatioi

reporting in the field maintenance system (AF/D056) provides the means to ideni

and determine the distribution of removals by LRU serial number. Figure 14 p]

vides the distribution of removals per unit for each of the five non-ESS case hist

populations for the last two years (1984-1985) of operation. In all cases, tho

distributions are skewed with 75% or better of the units having the average numi

"of removals (p) or less and the remaining 25% providing the significantly more tt,
the average number of removals. The table below summarizes the results giving I
(,I) and (D) values, and the percentage of each of the units reporting populatic

ý"ýM .that would be se!ected for ESS testing.
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No. "Bad Actors"

No. Units Total No. Units

Equipment Reporting Removals D D > u % Units E.eparting

A 390 821 2.1 3 101 26%

B 243 535 2.2 3 61 25%

C 345 518 1.5 2 104 30%

D 230 345 1.5 2 68 30%

E 109 153 1.4 2 26 24%

4.1.3.2 Bad Actor Selection Effectiveness - Figure 15 illustrates the improvement

removal rate and removals/unit for the non-ESS populations If the bad actors were
removed for screening. This is demonstrated by ranking the serial numbered units

by removals for the 1984-1985 reporting period. The numbers reflected by the first

column of the bar graph coincide with the statistics provided in the table of Sub-',,, section 4.1.3.1. The ESS level process average (pi) is based on the ESS population

rate for the same period. This essentially says that the objective is to pull and

screen the non-ESS bad actors in order to reduce the non-ESS population process

average to as close to the ESS level as possible. The Bad Actor % rank reduction

on the X axis is the rate at which the ranked serial numbers are being pulled.

Therefore, if a population consisted of 100 units, 5% would result in the first 5

ranked serial numbers by removals being pulled, 25% would be the top 25 ranked,

etc.

To reflect the impact of what the returned field ESS units might have on a real

world scenario, an equivalent number of units were selected from the ESS population
Sand added to the non-ESS population. Therefore, the subsequent columns are the

rate at which the non-ESS units are pulled and replaced by effective ESS units until

a normalized level was achieved.

As noted from the Y axes, the removal rate (MA/1000 FH) and process average

(removals/unit) of the non-ESS population significantly reduce to a normalized

level resulting in between 74 to 97% gain in the process average within 30 to 40% of

the high ranked units.

The identifiable "D Limit" noted on each chart is the point in the rank dis-

tribution where the bad actor criteria is no longer exceeded (e.g., for equipment A,

4-12
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rum "D" was 3, at the "D limit" identified for equipment A is where the serial numbered

units have two removvls/unit or less). This occurs within 25% of the total serial

number reporting and results in a 934o gain. This means that by pulling the bad ac-

tors in accordance with ihe selection criteria defined, the total non-ESS population

process average is reducet' to within 7% of the ESS population process average. The

gain distribution in terms of Type 1 repairs with parts, Type 1 repairs without

parts and Type 6 and Type 2 actions at the "D limit" is provided in the table for

each equipment bar graph. The shading of the bars indicate the contribution of

each type of action.

In effect, a 10 year old hardware is actually performing as well as the newer

screened hardware. This implies that not only are the highest percentage of re-

movals attacked via the bad actors, but the population of remaining good hardware

approaches that of the new ESS population operational levels with the average gtdn

in removal rate on the order of between 63% and 93% with only between 24% and 30%,

of the bad actor units removed and theoretically screened or otherwise replaced by

__ screened units. Further, as noted by the gain distributions, the Type 6 actions are

almost gaining by a margin of 2:1 over either Type 1 actions (with parts or without

parts). The bad actor distributions have higher than normal false alarms and cannot

.dupicate conditions; this is highly conducive to ESS sensitive quality defects.

These observations on LRU bad actors conclude that this is an issue that war-

rants strong consideration and further investigation, since they definitely identify

with high quality defect cases. Investigations at the SRU level cannot be accom-

plished, since SRU serialization is inconsistent and not separated to any degree in

221 the maintenance reporting systems.

4.2 LEVEL OF ASSEMBLY TESTING

In dealing with level of assembly testing, It must be first understood that in a

field scenario all process control Ls lost. Lot homcgeneity, component and lower lev-

el of assembly in process controls do not exist, and any resemblance to these may

have been long since lost due to interchangeability and configuration changes. Fur-I ther, what is being dealt with is a top-down philosophy; the field unit is fully as-

sembled and not sensitive to in-process control because the lower level population

cannot be eliminated all at once, unless the unit is effectively overhauled with lower

level screened assemblies and parts. Conversely, an LRU screen subjects the total

4-14
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population of lower level assemblies to stress all at once. On a per repair basis, the

_ effect of lower level ESS is virtually non-existent since only one defect can be

eliminated at a time, and it becomes highly sensitive to:

. The true number of defectives that exist in the unit, which is not krn)wn

a The number of times the higher level of assembly is repaired in its lifetime.

The question that arises is whether or not lower levels of fieid screening can

be justified not only on the bas!:' of test effectiveness, but also as to their practi-

cality from the point of view of defective reduction at the higher levels of assembly.

In none of the five case histories studied were parts or lower levels of assembly

screened (other than as required by the standard part specification), nor were any

of the logistic spare parts and assemblies that used in the field repair process of

these equipment screened. As noted in the ESS data history profiles for the equip-

ments, in Section 3, there has not been any degradation nor has it had any bearing

on the removal rates over the last four to five years.

Table 8 provides the total number of SRU and lower level assemblies included in

the LRU population for both non-ESS and ESS groups. The corresponding removal

rates per component (X) and equivalent MFHBR is provided. Based on the data of

Table 8, Table 9 summarizes the effect that would occur if: (1) the component of a

non-ESS LRU was replaced or repaired by a lower level ESS component, and (2) an

ESS LRU was repaired by installing a non-ESS component. These effects are ex-

pressed as the percentage of improvement or degradation in removal rate. The cor-

responding average removal per LRU percentage is obtained by:

% Improvement XCN - XCE

XLRUN N Non-ESS

E = ESS

% Degradation = XCN - XCE C = Component
>4LRUE

As noted by the defective rates per device (Table 8) and their effects (Table

9), the defective contribution becomes more and more complex as the level of assem-

bly approaches the piece part. If, as noted the average rate of repair of a non-ESS

_2 .4-15
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TABLE 8. Lower level of assembly removal rate distributions.

NON-ESS
AVG AVG

REPORTING TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LRU RMVLS UTIL/LIIU
EQUIP LRU* SRUs HYBRIO/IC OTHER PARTS PER YR FH/YR

A N 1106 54194 1.1 X 106 I.L, x 10
6  

0.8 30
.,0313 5 X 10-4 2.5 X 10-5 1.9 X 10

5

MFHBR 32 2000 40,0G0 53,000

B N 970 20370 2.8 X 105 2.3 X 106 0.4 35
A, .0152 56x1- 3.vX - 4.4 X 10

MFHBR 66 2000 28000 225000

SN 849 43299 2.3 X 10
6  

2.3 X 106 0.3 40
)L .0120 1.7 X 10-4 3.2 X 10-6 3.3 X 10-6

MFHBR 83 5800 308000 301000

O N 1029 15435 1.7 X 105 1.3 X 10
6  

0.3 33
X .0109 5 X 10-4 4.. X I(- 5  

6.2 X 10-6
MFHBR 92 2000 22000 161000

E N 377 3016 5,2 X 104 5.1 X 104 0.5 58
A .0018 1.8 X 10-4  1 x 10-5 1 X 10-6

MFHBR 570 5532 100,000 1(]0000 _

____ _____ESS _v__,vo

AVG AVG
REPORTING TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL LRU RMVLS 'fTIL/LRU

EQUIP LRUs SRUs HYBRIO/IC OTHER PARTS PER YR :H/YR

A N 587 28763 5.8 X 165  
7.8 X 10

5  
0.6 61

X .0143 2.2 X 10-4 1 X 10-5 8 X 10-
6

MFHBR 70 4600 1 j0,000 125,000

"B N 453 9513 1.3 X 105  
1.1 X 106 0.4 66

A .0079 2.8 X 10-
4  

2 X 10-5 2.5 X 10-6
MFHBR 127 3600 50,000 400,000

C N 432 22032 1.2 X 106 1.2 X 106 0.4 7.)
X .0067 1 X 10-4 1.9X 10-6 1.9X 10-6

MFHBR 149 10,000 520,000 520,000

D N 285 42?5 4.8 X 10
4  

3.6 X 105 0.3 106
A .0036 1.8 X 10-4 1.6 X 10-5  

2.1 X 106
MFHBR 278 5500 62000 460.000

E N 158 1264 2.2 X 10
4  

12X104  
0.3 70

S.0009 1.1 X 10-
5  

5.4 X 10-C 5.4 X 10-6
MFHBR 1111 1100 185,000 185,000

X - REMOVAL RATE PER FLIGHT HOUR

MFHBR - MEAN FLIGHT HOUR BETWEEN REMOVALS

R87-3772-016(T)
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TABLE 9. Impwovement vs degrcdation of LRU effect as a functior of single
repairs with lower level asemblies.

% IMPROVEMENT/REPAIR % DEGRADATION/REPAIR
NON-ESS LRU REPAIR ESS-LRU REPAIRBY ESS ASSYs BY NON-ESS ASSYs

OTHER OTHER

EQUIP SRU HYB/IC PARTS SRU RYB/IC PARTS

A 0.9 0.05 0.02 2 0.1 0.07

B 1.5 0.15 0.02 2 0.2 0.2

C 0.6 0.01 0.01 0.9 0.6 0.6

0 3 0.3 0.04 6.7 1.0 1.0

E 8.3 0.4 0.4 10.5 0.5 0.5

1441-377:-O.07(T)

LRU is in the range of 0.3 to 0.8 per year, and the percentage of improvement pos-
sible by a screened SRU is between 0.64o and 8.3ro, it can be seen that it would take

anywhere from 10 to 100 years to double the reliability of the LRU via repair by

screened SRUs (assuming no further contamination). As the level of assembly gets

lowr tisbecomes even more compounded.

Conversely, if there are LRUs that have been screened and are being repaired

by lower levels of assevably that have not been screened, the rate of decay is simW-
larly slow since the rate of LRUs being repaired is lower. For this reason, the a
screened LRU population has shown no degradation over tihe last five years of field

operation, as previously noted. This is without discounting state of the art im-

provements that have been incorporated in the parts over the last 10 years.

It should also be noted that for those cases where the -RU improvement or

L - degradation is high per removal (e.g., equipment E with 8.3% to 10.5% rate change

per removal) this occurs in the less complex (e.g., lower number of SRUs per

* LRU), higher reliability devices. Therefore a scenario of high density SRU removals
per LRU should be given consideration as a potential candidate for ESS screening,

especially if the failure rates are high. Figure 16 provides a decision making aid for

identifying candidate SRU or lower levels of assembly effects on the LRU.

The abscissa (X axis) is the ratio of total removals contributed by the SRU or

lower level of assembly. The right ordinate (Y axis) provides the potential im-

provement achievable of the SRU or lower level of assembly as a result of screening.
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A 100'0 improvement is a virtual elimination of the component as a removal rate con-

tributor. The left ordinate of the graph is the corresponding' improvement that is

achievable at the'LRU level based on the achieved SRU or lo-'ýr level improvement.

As an example, if an SRU or lower level of assembly contributes 50O, of the total LRU

removals, eliminating it completely (or 100" improvement) cannot improve the LRU
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ihese relationships, however, are non-existent in the field maintenance data

cenarios and would require feedback on SRU repairs per LRU from the ALCs.

udicious screening of lower level (procured for logistic purpose) devices while at

he supplier would ensure sound quality of lower levels of repair elements that would

)e entering "clean" LRUs.

1.3 EQUIPMENT AGE

Experience with equipment age, in terms of years of service and potential ef-
.ects of ESS, does not exist to any formal degree or with sufficient background to

iupport decisions one way or the other. Factors affecting equipment age include as- K

:?ects of growth as a result of years of reliability improvement and opgrading, as

Nell as degradation as a result of extended use and potential wearout. These fac-
tors must be counterbalanced to rationalize the potential effect from ESS, which in

one case can significantly improve the growth characteristic of the device and in an-

other case, degrade it in that it can potentially be destructive to the equipment.
"9

From the detailed removal data generated for the five equipments, for both
non-ESS and ESS populations over 10 years, growth patterns were developed using

the Duane growth model (Ref 3) as described by the exponential growth rate equa-

tion: T

where XT = cumulative removal rate over (T) years

X = initial removal rote at the initial year (ti)

m slope or growth rate parameter

This equation plots as a straight line on log/log coordinates.

- Table 10 provides the results of the growth analysis and showe the 'eroval

rates and corresponding slopes for each equipment type.
0

The ESS groups exhibit no growth in removPI rate over the four to five years
that they have been operational. The non-ESS groups have some degree of positive

growth, between 20% and 2%, over the 10 years of performance.

0 ~ -0
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TABLE 10. Growth trend parameters.

N AT M
INITIAL-RMVLS CUM-RMVLS GROWTH T

ECUIP POPULATION MA/1000FH MA11000FH RATE YRS
A NON ESS 40.7 31.3 0.2 10

ESS 14.3 14.3 0 4

B NON ESS 15.6 10.4 0.17 10
ESS 7.9 7.9 0 4

C NON ESS 10.0 8.8 0.05 10 K,
ESS 6.7 S.7 0 4

D NON ESS 8.2 7.8 0.02 10
ESS 3.6 3.6 0 4

E NON ESS 11.6 8.7 0.16 5
ESS 5.4 6.4 0 5

R87-3772-O19(T)

Growth projections were developed as shown in Fig. 17 (1) and (2) (for equip-

ment A) to establish the effect that ESS would have on field performing hardware

that was developing along the non-ESS growth line. The projected field ESS line is

generated by projecting back the ESS level to what it might have been if it had been oz

applied to the non-ESS population 10 years ago. At the point where the projected

field ESS line intersects the normal non-ESS growth line, the effect of ESS would

have actually no growth value.

The difference between the non-ESS removal line and the project field ESS line

at any time (T years) provides the percentage of potential improvement in the re-

j.o al rate that could be realized as a result of applying ESS at that point in the

service life of the non-ESS LRU. Figure 17(3) provides the % improvement growth

pattern lines for each equipment type. Equipments with little or no growth effect

essentially conclude no change over time (equipments c and d). The percent

improvement points are then plotted on the log/kog coordinates for each equipment

J type, and. a weighted (by removal rate density) improvement line as a function of

I age is developed. This line (Fig. 17 (4)) represents the potential improvements in

removal rate that ndght be expected as a function of the service life of the

equipment. The results tend to imply that hardware with greater than 10 years of

field service would offer little if any growth potential due to ESS.

] 4-20
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4.4 SELECTION CRITERIA CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions developed from the selection criteria assessment have identified

*High removal contributor ranks provide the prioritization of equipment and

LRUs to initiate the process of picking candidate hardware for screening.
This is made possible by the fact that the total number of equipment re-
movals from a weapon system is nominally contribtuted by a relatively small

4 percentage of the t*atal population of electronic equipment making up the sys
tern

* * Bad actor selection provides a process for selectirg a small number of LRUs,
identifiable by serial number, from the high contributor population which

4S provide the highest percentage of ESS sensitive defectives
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a SRU and lower level component screens are highly sensitive to the cont

tion the level hardware is actually making to the LRU removal ra

Selection at lower levels, for field screening, must be carefully assessý

establish that the scr. en will have an impact on the LRU on a per r,

basis

* Comparisons of removal rates (MTBR) to predicted or specified reliabi

(MTBF) provide some insight to potential candidates in that the latent

defects will suppress the true failure rate. This is particularly signif

for small population systems, e.g., ground radars, ground test equipt

etc., where processes such as bad actor selection are not feasible. Thi

crimination ratio of MTBF> Indicates potential candidate selection. The

MTBR

greater the magnitude, the greater the possibilities

e Equipment age and growth effects cannot be clearly quantified. Extro

tion and averaging of growth experience curves of the five case histo

Stend to indicate that LRUs tested beyond 10 years of age offer liti

improvement benefit as a result of screening. This cannot be supporte

the study's case history ESS population, since all equipments tested Y

new and not field deployed. The nature of age effects can only 1

determined as a function of experience factors, which up to this time

not been available.

A
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5 - ESS TEST PROFILES

5.1 BACKGROUND

In 1957 the Advisory Group or. Reliability of Electronic Equipment (AGREE),

created in 1952 by the Department of Defense Research and Development Board to

"monitor and stimulate interest in reliability and recommend measures that would re-

sult in more reliable equipment," published its recommendations. These included

specific requirements for establishing environmental test profiles to be used during"

reliability demonstration testing. It was also suggested that these same conditions

be utilized for acceptance testing for electronic hardware. Vibration was established

as one of the environments and was limited to a sinusoidal excitation of ±2g at a

fixed non-resonant frequency between 20 and 60 Hz. This form of vibration per-

sisted for years and was used, with few exceptions, in the majority of electronics

,i and avionic equipment acceptance tests conducted.

"Evolving from the McDonnell Douglas Mercury and Gemini manned spacecraft pro-

grams, random vibration was utilized to more effectively screen workmanship defects.

The unprecedented success of the Apollo manned space program, attributable in

Slarge measure to the intensive test program (Ref 4), generated some new thinking in

i ndustry and the military concerning the utl'zation of effective testing (including

random vibration) in achieving reliability requirements. Skeptics still maintained

that, while those techniques might work for Apollo whose vehicles were essentially

"one shot" devices, they probably would not be effective for liardware (such as air-

S'• craft avionics) which had to survive thousands of takeoff, flight, and landing hours.

Grumman decided at this time to investigate the merits 'f sine and random vibration

1 testing. It appeared that random vibration, which provides simultaneous excitation

of many modes in contrast to the single frequency sine test, must be more effective

in disclosing manufacturing defects.

In 1972, Grumman embarked on an investigation to determine the effects of en-
Svironmnental stimulation of workmanship and manufacturing defects typically found in

avionic equipment. The primary objective of this research was to develop a test em-

-) bodying those environmental screens which were most effective in detecting latent

! I5-1
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defects in contemporary hardware. As seen in Fig. 18, a major conclusion reachec

in an earlier Air Force study (Ref 5) conducted by Grumman shows that vibratior

and temperature are responsible for the majority of environmentally related field

* problems. Experience also indicates that workmansl~p defects respond to these sam,

environmental stimuli as a function of their particular sensitivity.

SN& DUST 3%

... •.....• •SALT,,-%

SALTITUDE, I1%

SHOCK, 1%

i OTHER CAUSES

(NON-ENVIRONMENTAL-RE LATED), 48%

R87-3772-020(T)

Figure 18. Total field failure distribution.

5.2 RANDOM VIBRATION INVESTIGATIONS

The sparsity of random vibration application data prompted Grununan to initiate

a laboratory test evaluation structured to directly compare the effectiveness of

sinusoidal and random vibration 'Ref 6). A technical approach was conceived

wherein the time-to-failure of typically occurring defects could be examined under

controlled environmental conditions and selected durations. Typical workmanship de-

fects, representing 80% of manufacturing problems found in avionic hardware, were

selected from space and aircraft test and field failure data. These defects were sim-

ulated in quantities considered sufficient for analysis and were inserted into a typi-

cal avionic "black box." The test plan pro Aded for a total of 100 simulated defects

to be included in any given test matrix of different levels and durations.

5-2
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Tests were conducted using sine fixed frequency, sine sweep, and random vi-

bration excitations at different levels and for varying periods of "ime. Figure 19, as

an example, depicts the matrix for sine sweep testing. Similar matrices were devel-

oped for sine fixed frequency and random vibration tests.
TEST SERIES 1 -SINE SWEEP

5- 500 - 5Hz

DURATION

LEVEL LOW MEW- HIGH
10 MIN 30 MIN 60 MIN

LOW+I.5g 0 • .

MED±+Sg •

HIGHt10g a

EACH TEST - 100 FAULTS
(20 OF 5 TYPES)

Figure 19. Typical test matrix.

The results clearly indicate that random vibration, at a 0.04g2 /Hz level (Fig.

* 20), was significantly more effective than either of the sinuscidal tests. Figure 21
compares the effectiveness of the three forms of vibration for two of the most com-

mon defect types at levels "typically" used in acceptance testing. The results of

this compaeison are obvious. Figure 22 compares the "typical" random level with a
tSg level for each of the sine type tests. The results show that even at increased

levels, the random vibration is more effective (for a given fault type) than sine
fixed frequency or sine sweep. In the Fig. 23 comparison, levels of vibration up to

0.04g3IHz

+3 dI/OCTAVE -3 dB/OCTAVE

R7 2o 8O 350 2000
R$T-3772-022(T) FREQUENCY -Hz

Figure 20. Random vibration spectrum.
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and exceeding qualification were used for the sine type of test. Although the sine

sweep test was close to the "typical" random test or both failure types, it required

durations of approximately one hour at qualification levels (±l0g) to achieve this

type of effectiveness. Testing production hardware at these levels and durations

would certainly present a potential fatigue problem and would never be utilized in an

acceptance test. The "typical" random vibration spectrum achieved its maxinum ef-

fectiveness in only 10 minutes of testing.

Some concern was expressed that the application of a 0.04g2/Hz random vibra-

tion level would cause fatigue and structural damage if applied to equipment even if

that equipment had proven its structural integrity during qualification tests. During

the advanced development program conducted by Grumman, a correctly manufactured

example of each fault type was inserted in the test article as a control. Even after

many hours of exposure at the 0.04g2/Hz level, not one of these correctly manu-

factured examples failed. Further, equivalency analyses performed by Grumman and

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base indicate that the 0.04g2/Hz level is much less se-

vere than qualification levels currently used. In his paper, (Ref 7), Dr. Dreher

points out that a fatigue test level of WF = 0. 10g 2/Hz is equivalent to a sinusoidal

level of only G = ±2.5g. He further indicates that it takes a level of Wf = 1. 6g 2 /Hz
to be equivalent to a ±10g sinusoid. It should be noted that these equivalencies,

developed analytically, apply universally to any type of equipment undergoing vibra-

tory excitation.

Additionally, Grumman has had extensive experience in the use of random vibra-

tion as an acceptance test, workmanship screen and/or troubleshooting aid. During

the Lunir Module (LM) space program, over 7,000 tests were performed. In all the

history of random vbration applied at the 0.040g 2/Hz level at Grumman, no known

instance of degradation or subsequent fieid failure attributable to the vibration test

has occurred.

* The development of an effective random vibration screen was a significant mile-

stone in the evaluation of environmental acceptance testing. A review of flight

hardware application data (both test and field) indicated that exposure to the random

vibration test spectrum, more than doubled the equipment'i. MTBF. It should be

noted that the random vibration applied was only 10 minutes in duration in one dl-

5-5
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"rection, compared to many hours of sine vibration formerly used. While the develop-

ment of the new vibration screen was proven to be more effective and shorter than

([ tests previously employed, It is the time required for thermal cycling which actually

drives the test costs.

5.3 TH71MAL CYCLING INVESTIGATIONS

Dur, ig 1976 the program evaluated the effects of various thermal cycling rates

on defects into avionic equipment at the black box level. The purpose of this eval-

uation was to establish both the more effective cycle and the optimum exposure dura-

tion required. Data could be obtained on the slow thermal cycling normally used for

acceptance of LRUs, but similar information was not available for more rapid temp-4i erature change effects. A. laboratory program was therefore developed to examine

the time-to-failure of typical defects under controlled thermal conditions. Seven of

the most common generic types of workmanship faults that were presumed sensitive

to temperature and found in field hardware were selected and stimulated in quantity.

These faults were inserted into a typical LRU and a series of tests was conducted

under various thermal cycling conditions.

In the first test the specimens were exposed to the most rapid achievable ther-

mal cycle in a standard temperature chamber. During this test the air temperature
was varied at an average rate of approximately 5°0C (9°F)/ndln. between -54°C (-65°F)

and +710C (+160°F) (Fig. 24). Each thermal cycle required 1.5 hours to complete.

+160

U.

-+75

1 2 3 4 5 6

R87-3772-023(T) TIME, HRS

Figure 24. Rapid thermal cycle.
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The test was continved to a total of 168 hours and during this period each fault was
energized and monitored on a full-time basis. Any failures occurring during the ex-

posure period would be instanly recognized by the monitoring circuitry, and a lamp

lit and latched for either intermittent or permanent anomalies. This arrangement

permitted unattended operation (nights and weekends), thereby greatly facilitating
the effort and permitting maximum use of available calendar time.

Prior to initiating the second test, all faults were refurbished and returned to

their original state. The second test was then conducted by exposing the speci-

mens to a thermal cycle which was the standard generally riow used by industry in
- acceptance tests. The rate employed was approximately 1.40 C (2. 50F/min. and air

temperature was varied between -54°C (-65°F) and ÷71 0 C (+160°F) (Fig. 25). Each

cycle required six hours to complete. This cycle was approximately 25% of the rapid

cycle in terms of cycles/unit time. Monitoring, fault detection and duration of test

were identical to those employed during the first test.

+160

S+7

II

CID

2 3 4 6

. TIME - HOURS

SLOW THERMAL CYCLE
R87-3772-024(T)

Figure 26 presents two curves which summarize the test results f.or the fault
type? and compare the relative effectiveness of the two thermal cycles Imposed. The
rapid cycle detected three times the number of faults disclosed by the slow cycle

5-7
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S14 SRAPID CYCLE

120

IL
u.6,•:• =•°,s LOW CYCE

0

o0 • , I , , .... ,* .
8 18 24 32 40 48 56 .64 1(]

TIME - H4RS
R87-3772-025(T)

Figure 26. Test results - slow vs rapid cycle.

i.thin the same time period. Further, the point of diminishing exposure time effi-

ciency was 40 hours for the rapid cycle compared to approximately 50 hours for the

slow cycle. Of even more significaiice is the fact that only approximately 40 hours

of therma! cycling at a rapid rate are required to remove certain latent workmanship1 defects compared to the 200 hour average duration test generally employed by
industry. Testing beyond the 40 hour point produces little, if any, additto.nal

screening of these samples.

5.4 OPTIMIZED ESS TEST SEQUENCE

Grumman embarked in 1977 on an investigation to measure the efficiency of ESS

testing if one were to combine random vibration and rapid thermal cycling and also

optimize the sequence of its application.

ii Initially, a tradeoff study was performed to investigate sequential versus com-

bined environmental exposure. Combining the two environments did not offer any
technical advantage, i.e., no synergism was apparent. Furthermore, the cost in-

curred by dedicating a random vibration system to production acceptance testing]i clearly prohibited combining the environmental exposures for acceptance testing.

The study therefore concentrated upon a sequential schedule of rapid thermal cycle
and random vibration applied at the LRU level. Additionally, the possible advantage

of "prescreening" complex/high-problem PCBs prior to their installation in a blackJ box was very attractive. Again, a study was initiated to investigate possible

4-
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methods of applying the environments and monitoring PCB performance without the

need for an enclosure. Although applying rapid thermal cycling and monitoring the

assembled boards seemed easily effected, the problems associated with applying

random vibration without special holding fixtures were of such a magnitude as to

preclude its further consideration. It was therefore decided to conduct laboratory

experiments in which PCB assemblies were exposed to rapid thermal cycling only.

As in previous investigations, the technique utilized was to purposely insert

faults into the test equipment and then determine which environmental exposure most

effectively stimulated these faults.

It should be noted that for each fault inserted, a correctly manufactured exam-

ple of that defect was also included in close proximity to the fault to provide a posi-

tive form of test control. Any failure, or evidence of fatigue of the correctly manu-

factured examples, would indicate overly severe environmental exposure and dictate

that a less stringent test be developed. No failures occurred, nor was there ain

evidence of fatigue damage of any of the good examples inserted.

* LRU Level - during the rapid thermal cycling tests cnnducted, a total of 10

defects were detected. The application of random vibration detected an

additional five faults. It was interestLrg to see that the fa'ilt detect effi-

ciency trends shown in Fig. 27 follows exactly the same behavior patterns

measured during the previous independent rapid-thermal cycling and random

vibration investigations. That is, after approximately 40 to 50 hours of

rapid thermal cycling and after four to 10 minutes of random vibration, any

"additional testing was not cost effective. It should be noted at this time

that the fault types for this investigation were selected predominantly for

their thermal sensitivity. However, for certain types of defects, tempera-
ture and vibration inputs each provide a certain degree of stimulation. The

increase in defects due to vibration becomes significant when viewed in the

the above comments, and a test conducted utilizing both random vibration

and rapid thermal cycling could conceivably be run in a shorter time period

with the same effectiveness achieved. Since thermal cycling costs "drive"

total acceptance test costs, a substantial savings would be realized

PCB Level - testing was performed at the PCB level to determine if thermal

screening efficiency would be better than at the LRU level. That testing

was limited to therma) cycling •jly. The results obtained during this testing
phase did not follow any of the previously es.tablished patterns. Only seven

5-9
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END OF THERMAL CYCLE
, ' 16rSTART OF RANDOM VIBRATION

14-

12,

""10
UJ

I r
S10 20 30 40 50

TIME, MRSj0' " ~I •. a I | i. . a m I a a ml I

10 20 30
R873772.026(T) TIME, MIN

Figure 27. Black-box level tat results.

I defects were disclosed, six within the first 10 hours. Iowever, all defects
I were detected on the two adjacent boards at the front of the test "housing."

SThe boards were rotated to investigate the uneven failure distribution and P"
an additional seven hours of rapid thermal cycling was applied, but no

S ,; additional faults were detected. Although the uneven failure distribution

could not be explained, the fact that the total number of failures detected F.>
"was significantly less than those disclosed during LRU tests indicates thatI rapid thermal cycling testing at this level should not be considered in lieu of

I LRU level tests. Apparently the thermal delta between faults and surround-

ing air is not as great when bnards are directly exposed to temperature 77I i cycling as that when the boards are contained within a black-box enclosu:e. *, .

As a result, thermal stresses which produce physical stresses are not

adequately developed. As the years progressed, further investigations were

conducted to continue to measure the efficiency of ESS testing as it related
to the sequence of environmental application. The results of these1'investigations are summarized in Table 11.

5-10
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TABLE 11. Environmental exposure optimization efforts.

YEAR ENVIROWIENTAL EXPOSURE % EFFECTIVE

1976 STANDARD THERMAL CYCLING (168 HnURS)i 10
RAPID THERMAL CYCLING (168 HOURS)I 30

1977 RAPID THERMAL CYCLING (50 HOURS)
THEN 42

RANDOM VIBRATION (10 MINUTES)

1978 RANDOM VIBRATION (5 MINUTES)
THEN

RAPID THERMAL CYCLING (50 HOURS) 60
THEN

RANDOM VIBRATION (5 MINUTES )
1979 RANDOM v iBRATION (10 MINUTES)

THEN 47
RAPID THERMAL CYCLING (50 HOURS)

/ " R87-3772-027 (3)

s Military Standard Development - the culmination of all the latter Grumman

investigations was realized when MIL-STD-2164(EC), Military Standard, En-

vironmental Stress Screening Process for Electronic Equipmenlt, was devel-

oped in April 1985 for the Navy Electronics Command. It should be noted

that the random vibration and rapid thermal cycling requirements had been

s'-iccessfully applied at various stages on Navy avionic procurements since

1972.

The significance of these new ESS requirements is summarized in the

Standard's Forward: "The current emphasis on reliability and hardware de-

sign ,iitegrity has resulted in an increased potential for providing a basically

sound and inherently reliab'h- design. As this potential has h.creased, so

has the complexity and density of packaging of contemporary electronic/4
equipment. This complexity and density amplifies the ever present prob-

lems of detecting and correcting latent manufacturing defects. The occur-

rence of a malfunction due to poor workmanship incurs extremely high main-

tenance costs after the equipment has been deployed. The fact that the unit

had been fully qualified and demonstrated a contractual mean time between

failures in the laboratory becomes meaningless when such a failure results in

lass of life or mission.

Specifications, standards and guidelines currently exist for development,

and qualification testing. No similar documentation exists fnr the Environ-

mental Stress Screening (ESS) Process; consequently, gross inconsistencies

in approach, coupled with test ineffectiveness, result in latent defects caus-

ing failures in delivered equipment. This standard defines the approach and

method to be used for Environmental Stress Screening of electronic equip-

,!l 5-11
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ment so that latent defects may be located and eliminated before the equip-

/ment is accepted."
7

The intended application of MIL-STD-2164(EC) is for use on newly developed

Ir'• equipment. The generic test levels and durations are Included in the design re-

quirements analyzed by the equipment manufacturer. The designer of an electronic

package has to take into consideration all of the static and dynanucs loads associated

with operation, accelerated environmental testing, reliability, storage, shipping, and ,

ESS acteptance testing. Given due consideration to the above requirements, an•;i• equipment designer can produce an LRU design that will fulfill the contractual

obligations of the procuring activity, without the need to tailor environmental

requirements.

Therefore, utilizing the above phil-sophy, we have demonstrated on production

equipment that it can be subjected to the MIL-STD-2164(iC) requirements without

experiencing any structural or major operational performance problems. -

5.5 STUDY RESULTS

As a result of the ESS benefits realized on avionic equipment, Grumman was

able to introduce the new random vibration and rapid thermal cycling screening en- ,

vironments to several in-house aircraft contracts. Because of the contractual prcb-

lems of the five LRUs evaluated, only two were exposed to random vibration, but all

five were subjected to the rapid thermal cycling. In any event, it was possible to

measure the affects of the new ESS requirements on equipment already in field en-

•ironment which had been subjected to non-ESS, i.e., sinusoidal vibration and slow

thermal cycling, acceptance tests. Then this same type of equipment in a subse-

quent contract was exposed to the new ESS levels. A comparison of these ESS test

characteristics is described in Table 2 of Subsection 3.1.

As a part of this investigation a complete analysis of the Navy failure rate and

maintenance actions reports for these equipment was made. As described in Section

3, the data included over 10 years of activity of the non-ESS and five years of the

ESS on the identical type equipment. For comparison purposes, an analysis was per-

formed on all five LRUs showing the number of total actions for the last two years of

assessment for both the non-ESS and ESS equipment. The results (Table 12) clearly

show a positive reduction In removals when ESS was applied for every LRU examined
in this study by a substantial margin. S
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TABLE 12. ESS .ffectivemnss.

NOMESS E3S5

E(QUIPMENT MFHOR MFH8R UPMOVEMENT

A 32 70 119

8 68 127 92

C 63 149 so

D 92 278 202

E 570 1110 96

AV..3772-C2M(T)

5.6 ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The advantages of applying the generic environmental stress screening have

been well documented. Within Grumman and at our subcontractor's facilities, use of

the generic levels and durations are working very successfully on all new design

electronic equipment procurements.

For this study because the potential ESS candidate equipments in all probability

were never designed for random vibration or rapid thermal cycling, some form of tal-
loring must be considered. It should be pointed out that our experience has taught

us that this does not mean the equipment is incapable of withstanding the latter en-

viivnment. In most situations this same equipment probably has been operating in

this type of environment, i.e., in a jet aircraft experiencing rapid temperature

changes and random vibration, without any structural damage.

In some cases, performance anomalies (such as out nf tolerance conditions) did

exist when the generic levels were applied to some of the early vintage electronics.

4 It became apparent after instrumenting these test units, that If the response

acceleration exceeded an amplification factor of 10, a performance anomaly would

4 become evident. In these instances it was necessary to tailor the random vibration

levels by notching at certain frequencies to minimize the operational problems

Sassociated with marginal component or a subassembly installation. An actual example

IR of this technique for a typical LRU with instrumentation installed at various locations

is described in detail as follows:

i(1) Conduct a ±3g sine sweep and measure the ratio (response/control) at the

desired locations (see Fig. 28 for typical response)

3-IS
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VIBRATION SURVEY RUN 8Z-30 SINE SWEEP -
TRANSMISSIBILITY PLOT OF ACC 9 - A3000 TRAY

IN Z AXIS

0 ~~11. 00213H

z-0 10 __ __ H 1 __

0

0

1047266T 100 1000 2000

Fiue23. Vibration surm t39 sinow swoop transmissivlty plot in Z axis.

(2) Record measured vibration amplification factors exceeding 10, e.g.,

Accelerometer No. Location Amplitude-3G Input

1 Bottom of A1000 Assy 11 @ 104 Hz

3 A4000 Tray 18 @104 Hz

9 A3000 Tray 15 @ 80 Hz

10 A8000 Tray 20 @ 100 Hz

13 Top of A6000OAssy 16 @103 Hz

7 A5000 Assy 10 @ 196 Hz

(3) Calculate the required random vibration notching ti, reduce ampiflhial

to 10, e.g.,

79 to 95 Hz - Max Ampl =15 PSD =(10/15) x .04 = .0267 GSQD,'E

95 to 104 Hz - Max Ampi 20 PSD =.(10/20) x .04 = .0200 GSQD/lF

104 to 113 Hz -Max Ampl 14 PSD = (10/14) x .04 =.0286 GSQD/F

Above 113 Hz - No notching done in this freq range.

(4) Incorporate notching of the generic 6.OG RMS random vibration test

trum as in Fig. 29:
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R87-3772-030(T)

Figure 23. Notching of random vibration test spectrum.

With respect to the rapid thermal cycling requirements, the only tailoring

necessary is to set the temperature limits of the chamber so as not to exceed the

operating temperature at which the test article was environmentally qualified.

Due to the numerous analytical ESS studies and tests conducted, we have de-

veloped Table 13, which summarizes the recommended ESS regimen to be used for

field equipment. These guidelines are based on tailoring the levels and procedures

described in MIL-STD-2164(EC) and should be directly applied to either the LRU or

drawer level of assembly. Our field equipment ESS investigations indicated that there

was little advantage to perform both a 40 hour pre-defect free and a 40 hour defect

free thermal cycling test. The test data indicated that the previous use environment

stimulated the major workmanship and man',facturing problems, substituting the need

to do a pre-defect free period. To satisfy the defect-free requirement, it was thus

decided that if the candidate equipmellt experienced an ESS failure during thermal

-.P cycling and it was replaced immediately after that cycle, there should be an adequate

Snumber of defect free cycles accrued within the fixed 40 hour pericd to satisfy the

defect-free requirement. This considerably reduces the test time and its associated

costs.
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TABLE 13. Recommended ESS guidelines.

RANDOM VIBRATION

a POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 20.80 HZ 0 + 3dB/OCTAVE
80M350 HZ 0.04 GZ HZ
350-2000 HZ 0 -3dB/OCTAVE

* AXESSTIMULATED ONE AXIS (PERPENDICULAR TO
PRINTED WIRING BOARDS)

a DURATION OF VIBRATION 5 MIN AT START OF TEST

* POWER ON (EQUIPMENT OPERATION) YES

o EQUIPMENT MONITORING YES

EQUIPMENT BOX, OR DRAWER
THERMAL CYCLING (LRU/LRM)

* TEMPERATURE RANGE OPERATING ENVIRONMENTAL
QUALIFICATION LIMITS

* TEMPERATURE RATE OF CHANGE 5*C/MIN

* TEMPERATURE DWELL DURATION BASED ON THERMAL SIGNATURE
STUDY

* THERMAL CYCLING DURATION 40 HRS

* POWER ON (EQUIPMENT OPERATING) YES

o EQUIPMENT MONITORING YES

o ELECTRICAL TESTING AFTER ESS YES (AT ROOM AMBIENT)

R87-3772-081 (T)
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6 - ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The application of ESS is universally recognized as a major technical expedient

to remove workmanship and manufacturing anomalies in electrornc equipment. The

associated costs to perform ESS testing on new equipment procurements is generally

easy to justify,primarily because the testing at the manufacturer's facilities. At that

point in the development and eventually in production, all of the assets required,

i.e., technical expertise, support equipment, manufacturing facilities and environ-

mental test equipment, are available on site. However, once the electronics are sold

off to the customer, the only resource he has is to send it back to the manufacturer

while still under warranty or to repair it himself. Therefore the emphasis is to do

as much screening upfront as possible to insure the reliability in that equipment is

what it should be.

In the case of non-screened equipment, the problem the customer faces is how

he economically ji.-,tifies performing ESS on the thousands of electronic equipments in

inventory. To this end, the rationale discussed in the preceding chapters of this

study recommends that the solution is not to conduct ESS on all the electronics

inventory. The solution is to select only those equipments which can be shown ,

have the highest potential for containing workmanship type defects. This selecti. i

criteria utilizes the maintenance information reported hi AFM-66-1, and permits the

user to determine where he should direct his engineering assets.

- -• The next step in the selection process is to determine the ESS facility, environ-

mental equipment, monitoring, and associated manhours to be able to see the whole

picture before the final decision can be made. Thus the objective is to develop a

procedure to determine the ROI for those electronic equipments selected as ESS test

* icandidates. The cost methodology developed is described in Fig. 30 and shows the

major ingredients required to determine if there is truly a cost benefit, i.e., ROI is

uidequate.

INT
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LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST ESS IMPLEMENTATION COST~SAVINGS COTBENEFIT

LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST
DEVELOPMENT

YXIII NET COST'
% "TEST COST SAVINGS

PFACILITY OF
BASELINE PROJECTEDCOST TESTING

LSC I-) LSC I (AMORTIZED)
NON-ESS WITH ESS / 0 RETURN

NON-RECURRING * RECURRING ON ESS
. ENVIRONMENTAL - REPAIR INVESTMENT

* DECREASE IN REMOVAL EQUIPMENT LABOR
RATE (INCREASE - TEST MATERIALS
IN MTBM) I EQUIPMENT - TESTING

' I EQM A- TRAINING LABORI • EQUIPMENT AGE - SHIPPING
COSTS

SL * LEVEL OF REPAIR

lt4 P87-3772-031 (T)

Figure 30. Methodology for economic analysis of ESS.

The financial return on ESS is the lugistics support cos. savings, which is th

difference between non-ESS maintenance costs and those after ESS during the

remainder of the life of the LRUs/SRUs to be tested. Logistic support costs are ti

result of a complex maintenance process the majority of which consist of the cost

associated with the following:

(a) Spares required to replace failed units

(b) Depot level repairs

(c) Maintenance labor both on and off tha primary system.

Figure 31 provides the basic formula for determining the ROI and is the resul
of conducting numerous cost benefit trade-off studies which will be discussed in

detail in the subsequent paragraphs.

6 2 LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST SAVINGS (LSCS)
The application of ESS results in the reduction of downstream Logistic Suppor

Costs (LSCs) on LRUs and SRUs durit, the remainder of their life. This is due t

the expected decreased failure rate an- improved reliability. ESS's primary funetio

is to expose workmanship and related defects thus reducing the removal rate (or

MTBM) of the units which have mnasked the inherent design failure rate. The
amount of logistic support cost is determined by the type of maintenance scenarib

(e.g., fighter aircraft, transport, stationary ground equipment, mobile ground

6-2
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S~ LSCS - (AFC + TC)

L n...A..TC X 100 ; 33.3%

ROI - (AFC+TC) (SL-EA)

WHERE: ROI - ANNUALIZED RETURN ON INVESTMENT

LSCS - LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST SAVINGS

AFC = AMORTIZED FACILITY (ENVIRONMENTAL
& FUNCTIONAL TEST) COST

TC - TEST COST (LABOR TO PERFORM
ENVIRONMENTAL & FUNCTIONAL TESTS)

SL - sERVICE LIFE OF LRU/SRU

EA - EQUIPMENT AGE AT ESS

33.3% - MINIMUM ROI TO OBTAIN 3-YEAR RECOVERY
R87.3772-032(T) OF ESS INVESTMENT

Figure 31. Return On Investment (ROI) definition.

equipment, etc). Field operational conditions and the maintenance scenario change
for different types of avionic and electronic equipment. The LRU/SRU logistic sup-

port costs are a function of the maintenance concept, i.e., whether repairs are be-

ing done at organizational, intermediate, depot, or factory levels, the discard p.dlo.-.-

ophy, available personnel skill levels, etc.

6.2.1 Logistic Support Cost (LSC) Development

In order to develoo the projected LSC before and after ESS as well as the ex-

pected savings due to ESS, it is necessary 0 utilize a methodology or model which

realistically simulates the specific logistic support .'-cenario under which the LRUs

and SRUs will be maintained. Furthermore, the model must be sensitive to the

changes induced by ESS, i.e., changes in MTBM/removal rate so that realistic com-

'1 parative costs can be obtained.

A typical model methodology for determining projected logistic support cost is

the USAF Logistic Support Cost (LSC) Model, Version 1.1, dated January 1979.

This widely used model was developed for avionic systems and could be readily

adapted. It uses approximately 50 input variables describing the maintenance system

scenario and approximately 25 input variablec describing each LRU. The typical

data scenario for these inputs are provided in Appendix A. The input data for the

model is obtained from sources such as Air Force AFM 66-1 maintenance data, Air

Force AFLCP 173-10 "AFLC Cost and Planning Factors and AF Regulation 173-13" and

"USAF Cost and Planning Factors." The key parameters driving LSC are Mean

Flight Hours Between Maintenance (MFHBM) and the unit ccst of the LRUs.

6-3
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Table 14 illustrates the application of this niodel as applied to the five case

history LRUs used to demonstrate the effectiveness of ESS in Sections 3, 4, and 5.

The improvement due to FSS in the removal rates expressed as MFHBR and the re-

sulting LSC savings are shown. Since these units were tested on an as new basis,

the projections were evaluated over a 15 year life cycle period. The savings are

particularly Significant for those units having the lower MFHBR rates, while those

with higher rates and lower unit costs provide marginal cost improvement.
TABLE 14. Gross direct loqistic support cost savings.

TOTAL LSC LSC PER LRU

DIRECT DIRECT
AVG AVG AVG LSC WIO LSC W DELTA DELTA SAVINGS AS A
UNIT MFHBR MFHBR ESS ESS SAVINGS SAVINGS % OF LRU

LRU S W/O ESS W ESS S M SM M $ K UNIT COST

A 312,000 32 70 151.7 57.7 94.0 261.1 84

8 82036 66 127 26.4 11.5 14.9 41.3 50

C 162,932 83 149 46.0 25.1 20.9 58.1 36

D 26,160 92 278 9.2 5.5 3.7 10.3 39

E 55.217 570 1110 3.0 1.8 1.2 4.2 8

NOTES:

* AF LSC MODEL, VERSION 1.1, JANUARY 1979; OPERATIONAL DATA IN APPENDIX A

* 1985 DOLLARS

* SERVICE LIFE: 15 YEARS

eBASED ON 15 YEAR LIFE CYCLE

R87.37 72-OJ3(T)

By parametrically varying the Mean Time Between Maintenance (MTBM) parame-

6,. ratios from 1:1 to 2:1, and exercising the LSC model, logistics support cost

savingc_; as a function of MTBM (converted to removals per month) were developed

and normalized as a function of the unit cost to provide a logistic support cost

savings factor. These relationships are provided in Fig. 32. A service life basis of

25 years was used since this is the nominal average life of a typical weapon system.

The LSC savings factor, a function of the materials and labor cost savings, can

be expressed as the number of equivalent spares that would be saved per unit LRU
over the life cycle. Multiplying the factor by the unit cost would provide the dollar

cost savings. For example, if an LRU had a removal rate of one per month and an
improvement of 70ý (MTBM improvement factor of 1.7) was estimated, then the cor-

responding LSC savings factor from Fig. 32 would be approximately three or three

equivalent spares saved. The corresponding cost savings in dollars would be three

times the unit cost per LRU, and the total cost savings for (N) LRUs would be three

times the unit cost x (N) over the life uf the LRU.
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MTBM IMPROVEMENT FACTOR

0 5 10 1 I 20

AGE OF LRU WHEN ESS IS APPLIED - YEARS

R8 7-3772.050(T)
RSE-2201-026G Figure 32. Projected field ESS logistic support cost savings factor

vs MTBM improvement factor.

Although these characteristics mI y vary as a function of the model scenario,

they are fairly indicative of the orders of magnitude potential that could be achieved

for planning and trade-off purposes.

6.2.2 Effect of Age on LSC Savings

Logistic support cost savings are a function of the age of the LRU/SRU at

which ESS is performed, irrespective of the stress effects. The savings will be

greater for the younger equipment as a result of two factors:

.If ESS were to be performed when the LRU/SRU Is new in the inventory the

unit will have many more years of life left during which a savings occurs

* The MTBM/removal rate will normally improve with age as operational hours

are accumulated because defects will be gradually uncovEred and repaired.

superimposed on Fig. 32 to reflect the potential impact to LSCS due to the

age of the LRU at the time ESS is applied.
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6.3 ESS IMPLEMENTATION COSTS

ESS implementation costs consist of amortized iacility costs and recurring test
costs.

"6.3.1 Amortized Facility (Non-Recurring) Costs SThe formulation for amortized test facility cost is described in Fig. 33. Each

factor in the equation must be determined by conditions existing at the facility where

ESS is to be pprformed as well as the quantity and time schedule for LRU/SRU

testing. In establishing the facility requirements costs, test duration and system

loading requirements must be defined. Typical average values of the cost of

environmental equipment and set-up are listed in Table 15. Cost of such equipment

W(t X IN) X (C)
AFC ____

(T) X (M) X (K)

WHERE: AFC = AMORTIZED FACILITY COST PER UNIT

t = TEST HOURS REQUIRED PER UNIT

T = NUMBER OF AVAILABLE TEST HOURS PER MONTH
PER SET OF TEST EQUIPMENT

N - UNITS PER MONTH TO BE TESTED

M TOTAL NUMBER OF UNITS TO BE TESTED

C COST PER TEST SET-UP

K• NUMBER OF TEST PROGRAMS TO BE IMPLEMENTED

Ra7-j772-034(T)

Figure 33. Non-recurring amortized test f-iifity cost.

TABLE 15. Typical costs of envirenmental

equipment.

AVERAGE
UNIT

ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT COST SIC

TEMPERATURE CHAMBER 47

TEMPERATURE CHAMBER 

" 41

CONTROLS PROGRAMMER 10

VIBRATION TABLES 80

4MOUNTING FIXTURE 10
RANDOM VIBRATION
CONTROLLER 26

INSTALLATION COST 3

SINGLE INSTALLATION COST 176

R87-3772-035(T)
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cannot be standard'7ed due to the diverse competitive nature that has developed In

recent years, both economically as well as technically. The costs are representative

of the latest state-of-the-a-t test equipment supportive of conducting typical ESS

testing per MIL-STD-2164(EC) and R&M 2000.

To illustrate the application, consider the following criteria:

- Number of test hours available per month (T): 480

(5 Days/wk x 24 hrs/day x 4 wks/mo)

a Test hours per unit (t) : 120

Total Units to be tested (N) : 216

l Test equipment cost/set-up (C) : 176,000

* Number of test programs (K) : 1

* Units flow through per month (n) : 24

The amortized test facility cost per unit would then be:

't) (n) (C) 120 (24) (176,000)I (T) (N) (K) (480) (216) (1)

AFC $4890/unit ITherefore testing conducted under the above conditions is amortized at $4890 per

unit. Factors dropping the cost would include:

* Reducing the test duration; if testing were to be reduced to 40 hrs/unit,

the cost would be reduced to $1630 per unit. Figure 34 provides graphic

illustration of test duration versus the AFC effects described in the

illustrationj Reducing the number of test set-ups to handle the flows would also be a

factor in reducing the cost impact. However, planning plays a major roll

when you consider that vibration equipment would be required only approxi-
mately 5 minutes out of every 40 hours of testing (81°6); this results in f
requiring one vibration system for every five to 10 temperature chambers.

Since vibration equipment cost represents 65% of the total test equipment

cost, the amortized cost per facility set-up could be significantly reduced for

high density flowthroughs.

jr 8 -7 _
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Figure 34. Amortized facility cost per unit as a function of ESS
test duration.

I 6.3.2 Cost of Testing:

il Recu'rrfng costs or costs to physically perform the testing include:

* Cost of labor to perform tests

* Cost of labor foi- eleýctrical functional testing of LRUs and SRUs

SCost of spares to support repair

,, •Cost of repairs for failures encountered during test

a" Cos' of shipping LRUs and SRUs to and from the depot.

•...•_.Most of these costs can be developed as a function of the logistic support cost

•, for the unit under test. The testing will make in effect, unexpected logistic and

repair demands, not necessarily planned for as part of the normal maintenance rate
S. of the equipment, as well as present demands for additional special support

equipment, as may be needed to perform functional verification of the equipment

,. under test. The cost of labor to perform ESS is a function of the test time and

labor rate of Personnel required.

! .. .... .....Figure 35 provides a cost algorithm for defining the Direct Test Cost (DTC). 1

iThe cost is simply the manpower and supply necessary to detect, fault isolate, and

•"!' repair defects or failures encountered during the testing.

1 3
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[LOGISTIC SUPPORT /UNIT PROCESS/ ' =•.COST(LSC) • AVERAGE W#

T DIRECT TEST COST (E N DEFECTS/UNIT
(DTC) T UE OF (EXPECTED NO. OF OF

REPAIRSRI /(\

WHERE: LOGISTICS = LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST FOR LRU/SRU
SUPPORT COST (LSCM AS DETERMINED FROM LSC MODELS

TOTAL NUMBER OF SYSTEM OPERATING TIME PER YEAR LRU/SRU
REPAIRS REMOVALS !R1 X SERVICE
PER LRUjSRU NTBM LIFE

UNIT PROCESS AVERAGE Iý) SYSTEM OPERATING TIME PER YEAR 1

MTBM N • K

* N - NUMBER OF SYSTEMS OPERATING
* K = NUMBER OF LRU!SRUs PER SYSTEM

R87-3772-037(T)

Figure 35. Direct test cost algorithim for ESS.

The cost of labor and materials Lrr repairs during ESS can be calculated using

a variety of methods. One method would be to find an average cost per repair

based upon historical experience with the LRU/SRU. Another method (Fig. 35) Uscs

an LSC model to determine the total logistic support cost over the life of the

LRU/SRU and the total number of expected repairs, and dividing these to arrive at

a cost per repair. The ccst per repair averages approximately 2.3'0 based on histor-

//. ical experience (Ref 8) of the spares unit acquisition cost of the LRU/SRU.

The expected number of defects or repairs to be encountered during the test

are a function of the nuinber of removals per unit (p) or process average, as de-

fined in Section 4. These would be the normal number of defects encountered,

given that ESS testing is stress dependent and accelerates the defects as they exist,

not as they occur in time dependent scenarios.

Using the average cost per repair of 2.3% of the spares unit acquisition cost,

Fig. 36 was developed which shows the repair cost during ESS versus the spar.az

unit acquisition cost for various process averages (p') values of expected d&fect

repairs.

It should be noted that spares unit acquisition cost is the basis of this calcu-

lation because it is the cost at which spare LRUs/SRUs are purchased and it is

generally proportional to the complexity of the units, its MTBM, and to the cost of

maintenance of the unit.
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SP.4E COST BENEFITIO ANALYSI$K

To assess the cost ben~efit effects of applying ESS In a field environment, the M
*procedure defined in the flow diagram of Fig. 37 was implemented. Field data de-

velopment was based on an EF-111A aircraft scenario, and a select number of LRUs 11,7
were used to demonstrate the process and trade-off techniques. The selected LRUs
are as listed in Table 16 which Includes pertinent statistical data as applied in the
analyses. Weapon system deployment and operational statistics are provided, with

6-10
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Figure 37. Procedure for Pcononii analysi%.

appropriate assumptions, in Appendix A as well as relevant LRU data as developed

from AF/D056 Data System for the reporting period from July 1984 through June

1986.

6.4.1 LogjisýtcSupport Cost Savings (LSCS) Effects

Field data assessment was used to determine potential candidate LRUs for ESS

using the methods described in Sections 3 through 5. The LRU unit rank by

removal is provided in Appendix B. Of the six equipments selected, five were

pulled from the top 25 ranked for high removals for the reporting period (including

number 31). The parameters of the LRUs were inserted into the LSC model for
obtaining downstream projected logititc support costa. These are provided in Table

A-



TABLE 16. 11W qekction proiftu

NUMBER OF AVGES
UNITS UNIT PER SERVICE

SPECIFIED OPERATIONAL REPORTING COST UNIT LIFE HIGH RMVL
LRU MTBF MFHBR (N) SK IJ) YEARS RATE RAN

EXCITER (MBE) 500 31 144 487 30 25 1
(WUC 76ZMO)

RF CALIBRATOR 1500 67 36 174 4.2 25 7
(RFC)

RADAR IR 1165 a5 36 302 3.2 25 11
INDICATOR (RIRI)
(WUC 73BR0)

COMPUTER SYNC 502 as 36 444 3.3 25 12
UNIT ICSU)
(WUIC 76Y 201
SIGNAL DATA 848 133 36 401 1.5 25 17

CONVER-TEP (SoCI

DIGITAL DATA 853 257 36 116 1.1 25 31
DISPLAY iODD)

(WVUC 76Y10)

A -4 of Appendix A. The NIFIIBR removal rates before and after ESS were used

the L.SC model to generate the LSC values before ESS, Li.d then after as a functio

of the improvement, based on an initial maximum improvement assumed at 2:1. TI

rates were thent parametricailly reduced as a function of equipment age at which it

assuu'ned theo LRU is being tested. This was done using the LSCS generic curve

'ved in Fig. 32. The LSC savings effects developed are as shown in Table 1
1he assum'-d agps of the LR is at the time of ESS were varied to assess the poteni

parametric re~ationship tha-:t could develop. Overlaying the removal rates (in terr,

of removals per month) onto the generic LSCkS curves in Figr. 32 provides the

Pimprovement factor effects that can be derived. rhe results are graphically

provided it) Fig. 318. It ean be seen irr.:spective of any other cost effect that ma

turther r',duee the LSCS due to the test implementation costs, that the smallkLr tt

chatice in the remt)%al rate the smaller the log-istic support cost savin-s. The MBI

the highest rankt~d item and the DUD, the iowcst ra~aked item, set the boundari(

with all cther units falling in the midrange.

6.4.2 Implementation Cost Effects

ESS Implementaition Costs were developed as a function of the ESS test durati

extremes,

e Assuming implementation of NIIL-STD-2164(EC), which is 40 hours of burn-in

6-12
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TABLE 17. Logistic support cost savings effects as a function of
changes in removal rates (MFHBR).

LSC" LSC
UUNIT AGE MFHBR MFHBR SAVINGS SAVINGS

LRU COST Ar ESS W/O ESS W ESS FACTOR PER UNIT
S (YRS) 11

MBE 487000 0 3n 60 4 1948=00
1 30 57 3.6 1753200
3 30 52 2.9 1412300
5 JO 46 22 1071400

10 S3 40 1 487000

15 30 37 0.3 146100

RFC 174000 0 67 134 2 348000

1 67 128 1.8 313200
3 67 116 1.6 278400

5 67 104 1 174000
10 67 90 0.5 87000

RI RI 30 i0 i 67 62 . 42o
Is 67 82 0.1 17400

1 55 162 1.3 3'92600
3 as 147 1 302000
5 85 131 0.7 211400

10 85 113 03 9060
15 85 104 0.1 30200

CSU 444000 0 88 176 1.4 621600
1 88 168 1.3 577200
3 88 152 1 444000
5 88 136 0,7 310800

10 88 117 0.3 133200
is1 88 108 0.1 44400

SDC 401000 0 129 258 1 401000
1 129 246 0.9 360900
3 129 223 0.7 280700

5 129 99 0.5 200500
10 129 "*. 0.3 120300

Is 129 1#3 0 0

POD 116000 0 257 514 0.6 69600
"1 257 491 0.5 58000
3 257 445 0.4 46400

S 257 366 0.3 34800
10 257 342 0.1 110
13 257 295 0 0

_R7-3772-048(T)

*OBTAINED FROM FIG. 32 (SUBSECTION 6.2.11
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and then 40 hours failure free in an 80 hour window for a potential maximum

duration of 120 hours of testing

e Implementation of recommended duration reduction for field inventoried

equipment of 40 hours, without failure free as discussed in Section 5.

The ESS implementation costs were developed using the algorithms for both non-

recurring and recurring costs in Subsection 6.3. The cost developed for each LRU

is provided in Table 18.

TABLE 18. Development of ESS imilementation cost per unit tested.
tit

TOTAL* *TOTAL COST PROCESS REPAIR "TEST TEST
LSC REPAIRS PER AVG (;j) COST FACILITY $ AMORT. IMPLEMENT

BEFORt ESS PER REPAIR REMVLS/ DURING LABOR FACILITY COST
LRU SM LIFECYCLE $K UNIT ESS $K $K COST/UNIT $K

MBE 143.2 13500 10.6 3.0 31.8 6 3240 41.0

RFC 24.3 6018 4.0 4.2 16.0 6 3240 25.2

RIRI 32.4 4765 6.8 3.2 20.4 6 3210 29.6

CSU 45.7 4765 9.6 3.3 28.8 6 3240 38.0
SoC 28.0 3140 8.9 1.5 17.8 6 3200 27.0
DOD 4.9 1576 3.1 1.1 3.1 6 3240 12.3

"OBTAINED FROM LSC MODEL

"TEST LABOR COST, ASSUMES TWO PEOPLE TO MONITOR TEST EQUIPMENT AT 120 HRS PER TEST AT $25/HR
VttOBTAINED FROM FIG. 36 (SUBSECTION 6.3.2) FOR PROCESS AVG (p)
R87-3772-041(T)

Amortized facility costs were developed assuming the flow rate of 324 units,

with testing of all units to be completed within a year or 27 units per month. The

available test hours per month were assumed at 480. This results in non-recurring

AFC of $3240/unit for the 120 hour test and $1080/unit for the 40 hour test. A

comparison of the ESS implementation cost per unit for the 120 hour and 40 hour test

durations indicates that the ESS implementation cost is averaging between 9% and 7%

of the unit cost noted in Table 19. The only costs that are actually affected by the
TABLE 19. ESS implemtentantion cost as a function of unit cost.

SK .S IIPLEMENTATION COST SK % UNIT COST
UNIT

EQUIPMENT COSr 120 HR 40 HR 120 HR 40 HR

MOE 017 41 34.8 8% 7%
RFC 74 21.2 19.1 14% 11%
RIRI 302 23, 23.5 10% 8%

cSU 444 38 31.9 9% 7%
SIDC 401 27 20.9 7% 5%
000 116 12.3 6.2 11% 5%

AVG 9% 7%

Raa-3T2-"42(T)

* 6°15
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reduced test duration are the AFC and the test facility labor cost. Repair costs will

be unaffected. As noted for the MBE in Table 19, there is little cost •,'ct due to

test duration (8%6 for 120 hours compared to 7% for 40 hours). This i- :-ecai 7.e the

repair yield will be high in either event. For the DDD unit, the yield be low

and the test duration will now have an effect (more than one half the cc--,, "'1 for

120 hours compared to 5I0 for 40 hours).

The resulting test implementation costs developed (cost for 120 hour testin.; ,vas
used) were then subtracted from the LSCS developed in Table 17, and the net =t

savings and ROI were computed to develop Table 20. The cost savings rank pro-

vides an overview indication of candidate equipments to be tested if you had varying

conditions of age and improvement factors to contend with in the selection process.
i• The MBE, by virtue of its frequency, eclipses almost all other candidates for all age

and rate improvement categories.

6.4.3 Return On Investment (ROI)

The annualized ROI was computed in --ccordance with the formula in Fig. 31 and

these results are shown in the final column of Table 20 for each LRU and ESS age.

The listings provide an indication of the combinations that will 7tave a 33% ROI or
better and are the most likely candidates. Significant notes include:

* Equipment whose age exceeds 10 years at a time of evaluation offers lixtle in

the way of economic benefit
* Contributors beyond the top 25 are not cost effective as noted by the DDD

unit, which was ranked 31 and could not break 33% under any condition.

Figure 39 (1 through 6) is developed to assess the variation in the ROI as a

function of the efficiency of the test program, that is, the percentage of defects

that are reduced and the test duration. The graphic comparisons are for defect

yield rates of 100% (Fig. 39 (1 and 2)), 50% (Fig. 39 (2 and 3)), and 25% (Fig. 39
(5 and 6)) considering the test durations of 120 or 40 hours as well as the age at

the time the LRU is tested. In both test duration categories, as the potential gain

in removal rate is reduced, the number of economically viable units significantly
reduces (ROI drops below 33%). Reducing the number of units to be tested while

retaining a high potential for defect reduction, such as the case with selecting bad

actors, would provide the best economical combination (together with the reduced

test time) possible, as illustrated by Fig. 39 (1).

0 U t U "t7 ° *U . U 5 . t. . .
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TABLE 20. ESS projected. cost savings& eu o iw i. nvetet

ANNUALJ ILSC kS.3'* NET RETURN
UNIT AGE MH LSC* SAVINGS IMPLEMENT SAVINGS CUST ON
COST AT ESS MFHBRj BF R SAVINGS PER UNIT COST PER UNIT SAVINGS .NVESTM'T

LRU $ (YRS) W/O E!S W CSS FACTOR s $ s RANK

r B E 487000 0 30 so 4 1948000 41000 1907000 1 186
1 30 57 3.6 1753200 1712200 2 174
3 30 52 2.8 1412300 1371100 3 152
5 30 48 2.2 1071400 103040 4 125

10 30 40 1 487000 446000 7 73
15 30 37 0.3 146100 105100 22 26

RFC 174000 0 67 134 2 384000 25200 322800 13 51
1 67 128 1.8 313200 288000 14 48
3 67 116 1.6 278400 253200 1s 46
5 67 104 1 174000 148800 21 30

10 67 90 0.5 81000 61600 25 16
15 67 82 0.1 17400 -7800 34 -3

RIRI 302000 0 85 170 1.4 422800 29600 393200 9 53
1 85 162 1.3 392600 363000 11 51
3 85 147 1 302000 272400 16 42
5 85 131 0.7 311400 181800 19 31
t0 85 113 0.3 90600 81000 28 14
1s 85 104 0.1 30200 600 32 0

CSU 44400f) 0 88 176 1.4 821800 38000 583600 5 611
1 81 168 1.3 577200 539200 6 59
3 88 152 I 444G00 406000 8 49
5 88 136 0.7 310800 272800 15 36

'0 88 117 0.3 133200 95200 23 17

15 88 108 0.1 44400 6400 31 2

SOC 401 1300 0 129 258 1 401000 27000 374000 10 55
1 .129 248 0.9 3q0900 333900 12 52
3 129 223 0.7 28700 253700 17 43
5 129 199 0.5 200500 173500 20 32

10 129 172 0.3 120300 93300 24 23
15 129 143 a 0 -21000 36 -10

Dog 1600 a 257 14 .6 690 108 S700 7 1

U.- 25 U4 0. 1169 w70 23 0 p

is 2S 8500 130 5 1
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Figure 39. ROI effects as a function of E&S test efficiency (sheet 2 of 2).

Similarly, in testing SRUs (which represent only a fraction of the potential de-

fects rate), unless they have a significant contribution of the LRU's defect popu-,

lation, the economic potential (as can be derived from the removal rate improvement)

is not justifiable, and the potential is practically non-existent as the test duration

increases to 120 hours, as illustrated by Fig. 39(6).

6.5 COST BENEFIT CONCLUSIONS

Based on the analyses conducted, it has been shown that:

* Equipment age should not be greater than 10 years at the time ESS is

implemented, ROI falls well below 33% unless the LRU is a significant con-

* tributor to the weapon i;ystem removal rate
* ROI of 33% is a good indication of potential cost benefit that can be realized

as a result of field ESS

- Unless unit under consideration is a high removal rate contributor (top 25 or

better) cost benefit is well beL-%,z expectation

* Reduced test duration (elimin t'.on of failure free categorization) offers op-

portunity to test more for less

6-19
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* High bad actor effectiveness selection would be the optimal cost benefit ef-

fect that could be achieved (fewest units tested, high potential defect yield)

* Lower level of assembly testing should be able to demonstrate significant im-

provement in removal rate, nominally greater than 250 to insure effective

pay-off of field ESS

e ESS test implementation costs based on repair costs as a function of logistic

support costs per repair, could average between 7° and 9°0 of unit cost,

which includes any amortized facility costs. This cost covers additional

sparing and support equipment requirements resulting from the testing and

repair of units selected.

I
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7 - CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 FIELD ASSESSMENT

0 .a Comparative analysis of established case histories of eiectrcnic LRUs has

demonstrated, via field history performance, effective improvement in total

removal rates attributable to ESS. This is concluded by:

- Reduction of overall removal rates, on the order of 2:1 across the board

for ESS populations

- Significant stability of removal rate frequencies and frequency levels for

ESS populations as compared to more widely dispersed rates for non-ESS

populations

*m - Improved removals per unit by LRU serial number.

7.2 DATA REDUCTION

e The grouping of data in terms of Type I (performance), Type 2 (mainten-

- ance induced), and Type 6 (false alarm) maintenance actions provides some

intuitive attributes that can identify potential latent (workmanship) defects,

as compared to inherent (design) defects. This grouping consists of:

Latent characteristic actions:

* Type 1 maintenance actions resulting in repair without parts

* Type 2 maintenance reduced actions

e Type 6 false alarms (or cannot duplicate)

-Inherent characteristic actions:

* Type 1 maintenance actions resulting in repair with parts

e NRTS (Not Repaired This Station) - hardware returned to depot for

further disposition
* Assessment of bad actor serialized LRUs provided significant insight into the

behavior pattern of these actions. As noted in Table 21, the percent In

removal rate gain affected by the bad actor selection, shows Type 6 actions

gaining at a rate of about 2:1 in contrast to either of the Type 1 conditions

(with parts or without parts). This is highly indicative of the elimination of

intermittent defects that tend to create false alarms. Type classification and

the organization of maintenance actions in the data reduction process,

v~ A
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TABLE 21. Percent gain distribution in remoal rate as function of bad actor removal.,

INHERENT LATENT

TYPE I WITH TYPE 1 TYPE 2 & TYPF 6
EQUIPMENT PARTS % tWO PARTS % %

A 13% 35% 46%

B 21% 10% 49%

C 20% 7% 43%

D 17% 26% 20%

E 11% 20% 62%

"WEIGHTED AVERAGE 16% 21% 44%

WEIGHTED AVERAGE AS A FUNCTION OF REMOVAL RATE

P87-3772-UM74(T)

therefore, do offer potential for assessing ESS effects from a field reporting

point of view. Buý once again, these can only support circumstantial

conclusions, since inherent and latent characteristics are extremely difficult

to quantify without supporting failure analysis data.

7.3 LEVEL OF ASSEMBLY SENSITIVITY

I In the field scenario the LRU provides the collection point for quality related
"problems. It is the focal point of all field maintenance reporting and

provides reasonable traceability to establish quality characteristics, including

measurable removal rates and individual unit traceability by serial number

a The SRUs and other lower levels of assembly offer no traceability and re-

quire accountabiiity through the cognizant ALC. Since the ALC is not the

assembly point uf the LR7', there is no process control that can be affected

through the screening o! the lower levels of assembly. Further, SRU ana,

lower level component scrLens are hbg.-ly sensitive to the contribution the

level hardware :s actuar'y n.aking to the LRU removal rate. Selection at
lower levels for field screening must be carefully assessed to establish that

"he screen will have an impact on the LRU on a per repair basis. This is

reflected by the fact that, for the case histories studied, neither SRUs,

lower levels of assembly, nor piece parts were screened other thaii as

required per the component specifications, and the LRU ESS population at

their current repair rates have not shown any degradation over a period of

five years.

7-2
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7.4 SELECTION CRITERIA

* High removal contributor ranks provide the prioritization of equipment and

LRUs to initiate the process of picking candidate hardware for screening.

This is made possible by the fact that the total number of equipment remov-

als from a weapon system is nominally contributea by a relatively small

percentage of the total population of electronic equipment making up the
system. Unless the candidate LRU is a high removal contributor initially,

the effect field ESS can have on the aggregate removal rate is minimal

* Comparisons of removal rates (MTBR) to predicted or specified reliabilities

(MTBF) provide some insight to potential candidates in that the latent type

defects will suppress the true failure rate. This is particularly significant

for small population systems, e.g., ground radars, ground test equipment,

etc where processes such as bad selection is not feasible. The discrimina-

tion ratio of MTBF > 1 provides the indication of potential candidate selec-
MTBR

tion. The greater the magnitude, the greater the possibilities.

7.5 BAD ACTOR SELECTION

* Bad actor selection provides a process for selecting a small number of LRUs

from the high contributor population, identifiable by serial number, which

provide the highest percentage of ESS sensitive defectives. It is concluded

that this approach war:'ants further investigation, since it identifies specific

"units having frequencies higher than the operational norms. This is

particularly significant when you consider that the pulling LRUs from the
field for testing is highly undesirable, from a field readiness and equipment

availability point of view. It is recommended that pilot programs be estab-

lished to access the feasibility and effectiveness of such a program.

"7.6 g__IIPMENT AGE

* Equipment age and growth effects cannot be clearly quantified. Extrapola-

"tion and averaging of growth experience curves of the five case histories

tend to indicate that LRUs 1 2sted beyond 10 years of age offer little

improvement benefit as a result of screening. This cannot be supported by

the study's case history ESS population since all equipments tested were new

and not field deployed. The nature of age effects can only be determined as

a funtion of experierice factors which up to this time have not been

7-3
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available. This is supported by existing army tailoring studies (Ref 9)

which indicate that a successful ESS program can be implemented on over-
".;j, •;hauled units of between 15 and 25 years in service.

7.7 GENERIC ESS

* The case study LRUs were all generic ESS tested. In all cases, as con-

cluded from the field performance assessment, results showed on the order

of 2:1 improvement over the non-ESS counterparts. Since the field ESS

implementation program is planned for field deployed equipment, normally

repaired at a depot, it is recommended that a generic ESS profile as

typically defind by MIL-STD-2164 (EC) be used. This will simplify ESS test

operations, reduce ESS test equipment set-up costs and minimize ESS train-

ing requirements. To minimize the potential for stress over exposure, par-

ticularly to older equipment, it is recommended that the failure free portion

of the testing be reduced, as long as each ESS defect encountered is re-

paired when it occurs. It is expected that during a full functional 40 hours

of cycling there will be a justifi 'M,le amount of lailure-free time to validate

the repair

* SRU screens should be limited to spares and those items which have experi-

. ..-"enzed higher failure rates in the field. The optimum environmental test in

these cases is a non-operating thermal shock defined in the Field ESS Imple-

mentation Guidelines in Appendix C

, Tailoring should be considered in those cases where the probability exists

that the equipment may not have been designed to function in a generically

defined randoin vibration or rapid thermal cycling environment. Techniques

as defined in Subsection 5.6 should be considered to minimize the potential

problem for the equipment when generic 2,SS levels are applied.

7.8 ESS ECONOMICS

The economics of ESS based on R.I (nominally 33-1/3%) are effectively

achieved most consistently by testing a minimum number of units that can be

\' selected to provide a maximum defective yield. Bad actor selection offers

the best opportunity to achieve these goals. To maximize the cost benefit:

Units selected should be high removal rate contributors. This will
',• maximze the logistics support cost savings

'7-4
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- Reduced test durations (by eliminating failure free) reduce test imple-

mentation cost by minimizing test facility loading

- Lower levels of assembly testing should demonstrate significant improve-

ment potential in removal rate, nominally greater than 25'0 to ensure ef-

fective ROI pay-off

The combination of equipment service lie at time of test and rate im-

provement should be such to insure at least 33%0 ROI.

7.9 FIELD ESS IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINE

The guideline as provided in Appendix C defines, as a minimum, the method-

ology to develop an economically viable program by implementing technically
S~~sound techniques. Figure 40 provides the recommended implementation task Q*

flow requirements. The ESS selection program recommended is divided into

four major areas:

(1) Equipment Selection - based on existing AFDO56 and MODAS databasesand supporting ALC data, and establishes equipment population and

maintenance rate histories sensitive to ESS

(2) Selection Criteria - establishes selection means to minimize the quantity

and quality of the equipment selected for testing

(3) Test Profile Development - obtain equipment's environmental quail- 0

fication and operational capabilities, and apply generic temperature and

vibration levels and durations, which include test tailoring practices

and considerations

(4) Economic Selection - conduct cost studies to optimize facility, test

equipment, manhours, and test requirements to accurately assess all

costs to determine if an ROI savings is obtaLnable.

?-S S
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Figure 40. Field ESS implementation program task flow.
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10 - DEFID .ONS & ACRONYMS

10.1 DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO THIS REPORT

AFD056 - Output process data tapes and reports compiled in accordance with D056

Data System directive for reporting AF66-1 Maintenance Data Collection.

Army UMSDC - Unscheduled Maintenance Sample Data Collection System, output pro-

cess data tapes and reports compiled in accordance with Army regulation TR-216.

Attributes - A characteristic or property which is appraised in terms of whether it

does or does not exist (go or no go), with rez-pect to a given requirement.

Bad Actor or Loser Box - Units of product which have a frequency of removals

greater than the norm or process average.

Consumable - An item of material used up beyond recovery in the use for which it

was designed or intended.

Defect - Any non-conformance of the unit of product with specified requirements.

Defective - A unit of product which contains one or more defects.

Discrimination Ratio (DR) - The measure of steepness between specified MTBF(s) and

MTBR to discriminate between high and low product defective potential. Numerically
SMTBF(s) < 1; low potential

MTBR
* MTBF) 1; high potential

MTBR

Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) A series of environmiental tests conducted to

disclose weak parts, workmanship defects and manufacturing process anomalies.

M1.-.
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ESS Test Profile - The sequence and duration of stress environments under which

item is to be subjected.

Failure Free Time - A contiguous period of time (in terms of environmental cycles)

during which an item is to operate without the occurrence of a failure while under

environmental stress. •0

Failure Rate - Reciprocal of MTBF.

Field ESS - ESS performed by a cognizant equipment ALC, in lieu of manufacturer at

the manufacturer's facility.

Inherent Defect - A failure or defect that i:; a function of the intended design appli- *•

cation of the item, when operated in its intended operational and logistic support en-

vironment.

Latent Defect - A process induced (manufacturing, quality, maintenance) weakness, Aý

not detected by ordinary means, which will either be precipitated by ESS screening

conditions or eventually fail in its intended use environment.

Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) - A unit normally removed and replaced as a single Item

which consists of assemblies (SRUs), accessories, and components that collectively

perform a specific functional operation.

Maintenance Action - An element of a maintenance event. One or more tasks (e.g.,

removal, fault detection, fault isolation, repair and inspection) necessary to retain

an item in, or restore to, a specific condition.

Maintenance Event - One or more maintenance action required to effect corrective

maintenance due to any type of failure, or malfunction, false alarm. Categerization

of maintenance events based on the D056 Air Force definition are as follows:

* Type 1 - this code indicates that the item can no longer meet the minimum 0

specified performance requirements due to its own internal failure pattern.

* Type 2 - this code indicates that the item can no longer meet the specified

performance requirement due to some induced condition and not due to its

own internal failure pattern.

10-2
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a Tyep__ - this code indicates that maintenance resources were expended due

to policy, modifications, item's location, cannibalization, or other 'no defect'

conditions existing at the time maintenance was accomplished.

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) - The mean number of life unit (i.e., operating

hours, flight hours, etc) during which all parts of the item perform within specified

limits, during a particular measurement interval under stated conditions.

Mean Time Between Removals (MTBR) - Total number of system life units (i.e., op-

erating hours, flight hours, etc) divided by the number of removals.

MODAS - The Maintenance and Operational Data Access System (MODAS) is an inter-

active Database Management System (DBMS) containing 24 months of field and depot

reported operational (inventory, status, and utilization) and maintenance (AFR 66-1)

data. The system is being developed primarily to support ALC System Program Man-

agers (SPMs) and Inventory M•.nagers (IMs). The database contains summarized

files for jbtaining Reliability and Maintainability information and detailed data files

such as non-mission capable hours per flight hour, sorties, or landings by Command

or Base.

Navy 3M Data System - Navy Maintenance Material Management System, output pro-

cess data tapes and reports compiled in accordance with Navy Aviation Maintenance

Program (NAMP-4790).

Off Equipment - Maintenance Actions that occur away from (off) end item article,

e.g., intermediate repair shop.

On Equipment - Maintenance Actions that are exhibited at (on) end-item article,

e.g., weapon system.

Percent Defective (d) - The number of defective units, divided by the number of

S units of rroduct.

Process Average(J - The average number of defects per unit per specified interval

of time (expressed in terms of removals in this guideline).

10-3
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* 6

Removal Rate - Reciprocal of MTBR.

Removals - The number of items removed from a system during a stated period of

time as related to demand for log.istic support, and excluding removals performed to

facilitate other maintenance, removals for product improvement, and removals for

cannibalization.

Repairable - An item that can be restured to perform all its required functions by

corrective maintenance.

Service Life - The duration of time an item experiences in operational inventory, in-

cluding the performance of any maintenance act to keep the item in operating condi-

tion.

Shpp__Relplaceable U-Unit ISR__ - An assembly or any combination of parts, subassem-

blies, and assemblies mounted together, normally capable of independent operation in 0 6

a variety of situations ani repairable at an ALC.

Specified MTBF s Design or operational objective, as defined by handbook pre-

dicting techniques (i.e., MIL-HDBK-217), specified contractual goals (i.e., war-

ranties), field operational objectives (i.e., R&M 2000 targets), or logistic planners,

goals (i.e., wartime loading levels).

System - A group of interconnected electronic units which provides a specific func-

tion (e.g., radar system, navigation system, etc).

Tailoring - A process of environmental surveys required when the generic ESS

environmental levels exceed the unit's functional design qualification levels. The *
potential exceedance levels are reduced or notched at resonant frequencies to

eliminate structural and intermittant electrical problems.

Work Unit Code (WUC) - An alphanumeric code assigned to individual systems, sub- .

systems, and equipment within a weapon system (aircraft, ground system, missile,

etc) to track maintenance activities.

10-4
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• •

10.2 ACRON.YMS &ABBREVIATIONS

AGREE - Advisory Croup on Reliability of Electronic Equipment

AFC - Amortized Facility Cost

AFLC - Air Force Logistics Command VrA

ALC - Air Force Logistics Center

AT - Action Taken

ATE - Automatic Test EquiPment U IS,

CND - Cannot Duplicate

DR - Discrimination Ratio

DTC - Direct Test Cost

ESS - Environmental Stress Screening

HM - How Malfunction

ICS - Integrated Circuits

JCN - Job Control Number

LRU - Line Replaceable Unit

LSC - Logistic Support Cost S S
LSCS - Logistic Support Cost Savings

MTBF - Mean Time Between Failure

MTBR - Mean Time Between Removal

NOC Not Otherwise Coded

PCB - Printed Circuit Board

ROI - Return on Investment

SRD Standard Reporting Designation

SRU Shop Replaceable Unit

TM - TM-Type Maintenance

WUC Work Unit Code

10-54W W W -'
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APPENDIX A - LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST MODEL

The model used to determine downstream logistic support costs and cost savings

resulting from application of ESS to an LRU/SRU was the USAF Logistic Support

Cost (LSC) Model, Version 1.1. This widely used model developed for avionics

systems uses algorithms and accounting equations which are documented in the AFLC

User's Handbook. The model output included the following elements of logistic
support:

" LRU/SRU spares

"* On-equipment maintenance

"* Off-equipment maintenance

"* Inventory management

* Support equipment 0

*Training

* Management and technical data.

The model used approximately 52 input variables describing the system and

maintenane.e scenario, and approximately 25 input variables describing each LRU.

This input data was obtained from sources such as the manufacturer of the LRU, Air

Force AFM 66-I maintenance data, Air Force AFLCP 173-10, "AFLC Cost and Plan-

Ping Factors," and AF Regulation 173-13 "USAF Cost and Planning Factors."

Tables A-I and A-2 show the list's weapon system and system input variables

used in the model for the three aircraft. Table A-3 shows the LRU input variables

for the E-2C and F-14 avionic boxes. Table A-4 shows the LRU input variables for

the EF-I11A avionic boxes.

N
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TABLE A-1. List of weapon system variables.

F-14 f -2C EF.1~1A 1
1. INC INITIAL MANAGEMENT COST TO INTRODUCE NEW LINE ITEM 24323 243 "9 243.09

OP SUPPLY (ASSEkiS.LY OR PIECE PART) INTO AIR FORCE
____INVENTORY (S) )AFLCR 173-10) -

2. M ~NO. INTERMEDIIATE REPAIR LOCATIONS tOPERATING BASES) G a 3
______ P) (SEE NOTE 2) -

P.MR AVG MANOURS PER FAILURE TO COIKPLETE OPP.EOU)PMENT 0.24 0.24 0.24
MAINTENANCF RECORDS IS -0.24 HOURS) A

4. URO AVG M^NHOURS PER FAILURE TO f'OMPLETE ON-EQUIPMENT 0.08 ODS 0.0
MAINTENANCE RECORDS IS -O.OE HOURS)_____ft

5. NPLUSW NO. FLU SCPThARC PACKAGES W.TI',N WEAPON SYSTEM 0 0 a
IC) (ASSUMED)

S. NSESW NO. SE SOFTWARE PACKAGES WITHIN WEAPON SYSTEM (C) 0 0 0
(ASSUMED) . -

7. NSYS NO. SYSTEMS WITHIN VVEAP'2N SYSTEM (C) )NSYS - 1) 1

a. CIS FRACTION OF TOTAL FORCE DEPLOYED TO OVERSEAS 0.66 0.33 0.33
LOCATIONS ()P (SEE NOTE 2)

9. OSTCON WEIGHTED AVERAGE ORDER & SHIPPING TIME IN MONTHS. 039 0.39 0.39
ELAPSED TIME BETWVEEN INITIATION OF REQUEST FOR A
SERVICEABLE ITEM & ITS RECEIPT By REQUESTING
ACTIVITY. FOR CONUS LOCATIONS LOCATIONS. S - 0.394
MONTHS (12 DAYS) RIPIUT AS OSTCtIN _______

9A. OSTOS SAME AS OSTLON EXCEPT FUR OVERSEAS LOCATIONS, 0.53 0.53 0.53
S - 0.626 MONTHS (16 DAYS) INPUT AS OSTOS. IAFLCR

n17310: OST - )OSTCON) )1-OS) + (OSTOSI Q) (OS)_ ___

'10, P'FH PEAK FORCE PLYING HOURS - EXPECTED FLEET PLYING ipGO. 3360. 1600.
HOURS FOR ONE MONTH OURING PEAK USAGE PERIOD IF)
(SEE NOTE 31 ___ _____

1I. PIUP OPERATIONAL SERVICE LIFE OF WEAPON SYSTEM IN YEARS Is is 26
IPROGRAE. INVCP:TORY USAGE PERIOD) iASSUMED PIUP
16 YEARS) ____

12. PMB DIRECT PRODUCTIVE MANHOURS PER MAN PER YEAR AT 1728 1728 1728
BASE LEVEL (INCLUDES "TOUCH TIME," TRANSPORTATION
TIME, AND SETUP TIME) IS - 1728 HOURS/NAN/YEAR)
IAPLC-R 173-10) _________

13. PMD DIRECT PRODUCTIVE MANHOURS PEP. MAN PER YEAR AT 1725 1728 1720
DEPOT (INCLUDES 'TOUCH TIME,- TRANSPORTATION
TIME, AND SETUP TIME) IS - 1728 HOURS/MAN/YEAR)

14. PSC AVG PACKING AND SHIPPING CCST TO CONUS LOCATIONS IDS 1.001 1.0m
IS AFLCR 173-10) ____

Is. P60 AVG PACKING AND SHIPPING COST TO CVERSEAS 2.19 2.19 2.19
LOCATIONS IS) (AFLCI1 173.10) ________

16. RMC RECURRING MANAGEMENT COST TO MAINTAIN A LINS ITEM V2496 243.69 24320
OP SUPPLY (ASSEMB9LY OR PIECE PART) IN WHOLESALE

_____INVENTORY SYSTEM IS) IAPLCR 173-10) ___ ___ -

17. SA ANNUAL BASE SUPPLY LINE ITEM INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 12,31 12.31 12.31
COST (S) IAFLCR 173.10)1___ ___ ___

18. SR AVG MANHOURS TO COMPLaiTE SUPPLY TRANISACTION 0.26 0.26 025

,RECORDS IS)____- *

19. TARGAVAL BASE LEVEL SPARES AVAILABILITY OBJECTIVE FOR WEAPON 02. 025 0.99
,SYSTEM Il-I (f.SSUMED TARGAVAL-0.99) ____

2.TO AVG COST PER ORIGINAL PAGEOF TECHNICAL DOCUMEN' 308.51 3011.51 306.51k
TATION. AVERAGE A,;GUISITION COST OP ONE PAGE OF g
THE REPRODUCIB3LE SOURCE DOCUMENT IDOES NOT

INCLUDE REPRODUCTION COSTS) IS) IAFLCR 173-101 ________

21. TFPH EXPECTED TOTAL FORCE FLY ING HOURS OVER PR' GRAM 2920 44926 1324000
INVENTORY USAGE PERIOD IF) ISEE NOTE 41 ____ ____ _____,/..

22 TR AVG MANHOURS PER FAiLURE TO COM-LETE TRANSPOR' 0.1. 0.16 0.16
_____TATION TRANSACTION FORMS IS * .16 HOURS) I___ ____

23 TROS ANNUAL TURNOVER RATE FOR D;EPO PERSONNEL 0.13 0.13 0.13

24 TRO ~ANNUAL TURNOVER RATE FOR D/EPO PERSONNEL j .13 0.13 0.13
18____I-I5)

26. UEBASE NO. UNIT EQUIVALENT WEAPON SYSTEMS PER OPERATING 40. a I2.
BASE (F)I

R87.3772'044(T)
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TABLE A-2. List of system variables (sheet 1 of 2).

F-14 E-2C EF-111A

1 BCA TOTAL COST OF ADDITIONAL ITEMS OF COMMON BASE SHOP SUPPORT 0 0 0
EQUIPMENT PER BASE REQUIRED FOR SYSTEM (C) (BCA - 0)

2. BAA AVAILABLE WORK TIME PER MAN IN BASE SHOP IN MAN HOURS PER 168 168 168
MONTH iS - 168 HOURS) (AFLCR 173-10)

3. BLF BASE LABOR RATE, INCLUDING INDIRECT LABOR, INDIRECT 22.27 22.27 22.27
MATERIAL & OVERHEAD IS) (AFLCR 173-10)

4. BMR BASE CONSUMABLE MATERIAL CONSUMPTION RATE. INCLUDES 3.23 3.23 3.23
MINOR ITEMS OF SUPPLY (NUTS, WASHERS, RAGES, CLEANING FLUID,

ETC) CONSUMED DURING REPAIR OF ITEMS IS) (AFLCR 173.10)

5. BPA TOTAL COST OF PECULIAR BASE SHOP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT PER 0 0 0
BASE REQUIRED FOR SYSTEM WHICH IS NOT DIRECTLY RELATED TO
SPECIFIC :LUS OR WHEN QUANTITY REQUIRED IS INDEPENDENT OF
ANTICIPATED WORKLOAD (SUCH AS OVERHEAD CRANES AND SHOP
FIXTURES) (C) (SPA - 0)

6. BRCT AV.3 BASE REPAIR CYCLE TIME IN MONTHS. THE ELAPSED TIME FOR 0.13 0.13 0.13

ANJ RTS ITEM FROM REMOVAL OF FAILED ITEM UNTIL IT IS RE-
TURNED TO BASE SERVICEABLE STOCK (LESS TIME AWAITING
PARTS). FOR FLUS OF THE "BLACK BOX" VARIETY (E.G., AVOINICS
LRUs), THE REPAIR OF WHICH NORMALLY CONSISTS OF REMOVAL &
REPLACEMENT OF "PLUG-IN" COMPONENTS (SRUs), S - 0.13 MONTHS
(4 DAYS). (FOR OTHER NONMODULAR FLUs, S 0.20 MONTHS (6
DAYS) (AFLCR 173-10) (BRCT - 0.13)

"7. CS COST OF SOFTWARE TO UTILIZE EXISTING AUTOMATIC TEST 0 0 0
EQUIPMENT FOR SYSTEM (C) (CS - 0)

8. DCA TOTAL COST OF ADDITIONAL ITEMS OF COMMON DEPOT SUPPORT 0 0 0
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR SYSTEM (C) (DCA = 0)

9. DAA AVAILABLE WOPK TIME."ER MAN AT DEPOT IN MANHOURS PER 168 168 168
MONTH (S - 168 HOURS) (/AFLCR 173-10)

10. DLA DEPOT LABOR RATE, INCL.DING OTHER DIRECT COSTS. OVER- 3844 38.44 38.44
4 - __,_"_ HEAD & G&A (S) (AFLCR 173-10)

1111. DMR SAME AS BMR EXCEPT REFERS TO DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE (S) 11.78 11.78 11.78
(AFLCR 173-10)

12. DPA SAME AS BPA EXCEPT RELATED TO DEPOT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 0 0 0
(C) (DPA - 0)

13. DRCT WEIGHTED AVERAGE DEPOT REPAIR CYCLE TIME IN MONTHS. THE 1.73 1.73 1.73
ELAPSED TIME FOR THE NRTS ITEM FROM REMOVAL OF FAILED
ITEM UNTIL IT IS RETURNED TO DEPOT SERVICEABLE STOCK.
INCLUDES TIME REQUIRED FOR BASE-TO-DEPOT TRANSPORTATION
& HANDLING & SHOP FLOW TIME WITHIN SPECIALIZED REPAIR
ACTIVITY REQUIRED TO REPAIR ITEM. FOR CONUS LOCATIONS,
S - 1.73 MONTHS (52 DAYS) FOR ORGANIC REPAIR, S - 2.06 MONTHS
(62 DAYS) FOR CONTRACTI " *_ REPAIR, INPUT AS DRCTC. FOR
OVERSEAS LOCATIONS, - 1.90 MONTHS (57 DAYS) FOR ORGANIC
REPAIR, S - 2.20 MONTHS (66 DAYS) FOR CONTRACTUAL REPAIR, IN.
PUT AS DRFCTO (AFLCR 173-10) DRCT - (DRCT) (0.OS) + (DRCTO) (OS)
(SEE NOTE 2)

14. FB TOTAL COST OF NEW BASE FACILITIES ('NCLUDING UTILITIES) TO 0 0 0
BE CONSTRUCTED FOR OPERATION & MAINTENANCE OF SYSTEM, IN

- - DOLLARS PER BASE (C) (FB - 0)
S15. FD TOTAL COST OF NEW DEPOT FACILITIES (INCLUDING UTILITIES), TV 0 0 0

A.__ BE CONSTRUCTED FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM) (C) (FD =0)

16. FLA TOTAL COST OF PECULIAR FLIGHT.LINE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT & 0 0 0
ADDITIONAL "TEMS OF COMMON FLIGHT-LINE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
PER BASE REQUIRED FOR SYSTEM (C) (ASSUMED)

RaS-3772-045 (1/2)(T)
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TABLE A-2. List of system variables (sheet 2 of 2).

F-4 E.2C EF-111A_

H7.-H NO. PAGES OF DEPOT LEVEL TECHNICAL OPOERS & SPECIAL RE. 0 0 0

18. IH COST OF INTERCONNECTING HARDWARE TO UTILIZE EXISTING0 0 0
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT FOR SYSTEM (C) (OH - 0)____ ________

19. JJ NO. PAGES OF ORGANIZATIONAL & INTERMEDIATE LEVEL TECHNI- 0 0 0
_____CAL ORDERS REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN SYSTEM (C) (ASSUMED) ___ ____

20. N NUMBER OF DIFFERENT FLUs WITHIN SYSTEM (C) 4 ____ 6

21. SMH AVG MANHOURS TO PERFORM ASCHEDULED PERIODICOR PHASED0 0 0
INSPECTION ON SYSTEM IC) (SMH - 0)____ ________

22. SMI FLYING HOUR INTERVAL BETWEEN SCHEDULED PERIODIC OR NOTE 5 NOTE 5 NOTE 5
PHASED INSPECTIONS ON SYSTEM (C) (SEE NOTE 4) _____________

23. SYSNOUN NAME OF SYSTEM - UP TO 60 ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS (C) XSYS XSYS XSYS

24. TC8 COST OF PECULIAR TR~AINING PER MAN AT BASE LEVEL IN- 8495 8495 8495
CLUDING INSTHUCTION & TRAINING MATERIALS (C) (SEE NOTE 6) ___ ___

4. SC COST OF PEULA TRAINING PER MAN AT DEPOT INCLUDING 8495 8495 8495

26. TE COST OF PECULIAR TRAINING EQUIPMEAT REQUIRED FOR 0 0 0
SYSTICM (C) (SEE NOTE 6) _____

27 SS SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION. ASSIGNED FIVE-CHARACTER ALPHANU- 000 00' 00
MERICWORI( UNIT CODE OF SYSTEM (Ci 1010 190 00j ~R87-3772.045 (2/2)(T)
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TABLE A-3. List of LRU variables (sheet 1 of 2).

AIRCRAFT E-2C F-0

LINE REPLACEABLE UNITS-OEFINITIONS. SOURCES 6 RATIONALE VARIABLE SCRAM CsOC CAOC VOIG AICS

1. AVG MANHOURS TO PERFORM SHOP BENCH CHECK. SCREENING BBCMH 7.7 o0 8.2 6. 7.4
& FAULT VERIFICATION ON REMOVED FLU PRIOR TO INITIATING
REPAIR ACTION OR CONDEMNING THE ITEM (C) (3 M DATA)

2. AVS COST PER FAILURE FOR FLU REPAIRED AT BASE LEVEL BMC 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
FOR STOCKAGE & REPAIR OF LOWER LEVEL ASSEMBLIES
EXPRESSED AS A FRACTION OF FLU UNIT COST (UC). THIS IS THE
IMPLIC;T REPAIR, DISPOSITION COST FOR A FLU REPRESENTING
LABOR, MATERIAL CONSUMPTION. & SFOCKAGL 'REPLACEMENT

OF LOWER INDENTURE REPAIRABLE COMPONENTS WITHIN THE
FLU (L4., SHOP REPLACEABLE UNITS DR MODULES (C)
(SEE NOTE 6)

3. AVG MANHOURS TO PERFORM INTERMEDIATE-LEVEL (BASE BMH 10.4 8.1 10.7 12.5 10.5
SHOP) MAINTENANCF ON REMOVED FLU INCLUDING FAULT
ISOLATION. REPAIR, & VERIFICATION. (C) (3M DATA)

4. FRACTION OF REMOVED FLUs EXPECTED TO RESULT IN &COND 0.01 0.0) 0.01 0.01 0,01

CONDEMNATION AT BASE LEVEL (C) (ASSUMED)

-. SAME AS BBCMH EXCEPT REFERS TO DEPOT-LEVEL DBCMH 7.7 6.0 0. 6.9 7.4
MAINTENANCE (C) (3,M DATA)

6. FRACTION OF FLUs RETURNED TO DEPOT FOR REPAIR (NRTS) OCONO 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
EXPECTED TO RESULT IN CONDEMNATION OF DEPOT LEVEL

- M(C) IASSUMED)

7. SAME AS BMC ESCEPT REFERS TO DEPOT REPAIR ACTIONS OMC 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
(C) (SEE NOTE 6)

L. SAME AS BMH EXCEPT REFERS TO DEPOIT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE DMH 10.4 8.1 10.7 12.1 I.
(C) (3-M DATA) I

9. WORD DESCRIPTION OR NAME OF THE FLU - UP TO 60 FLUNOUN SIGNAL COMMAND COMPUTER CENTRALAIR VERTICAL AIRINLET
ALPHANUMERIC CHARACTERS (C) READOUTALARM SIGNALOATA DATA DISPLAY CONTROL

MODULE CONVERTER COMPUTER GROUP SYSTEM

____________ _____ _____GROUP _ _ _

10. AVG MANHOURS TO PERFORM CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE IMH 2.9 4.6 ILA 3.2 10.4
OF FLU IN PLACE OR INLINE WITHOUT REMOVAL INCLUDING
FAULT ISOLATION, REPAIR & VERIFICATION (C) (3-M DATA) I I

11. NO. LINE ITEMS OF PECULIAR SHOP SUPPORT EQUIPMENT USED K I 1 I I I
IN REPAIR OF THE FLU (C) ....

12. AVG MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES IN OPERATING HOURS MTBF 2083 171 329 329 417
OF FLU IN OPERATION ENVIRONMENT WITHOUT ESS (C) (W/O ESS)
(3-M DATA)

12A. SAME AS 12 EXCEPT ESS INITIALLY APPLIED TO EACH LRU (C) MTBF 3571 446 131 5S 054
03-M DATA) (WIESS)

I. FRACTION OF REMOVED FLUs EXPECTED TO BE RETURNED TO NRTS .01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01
THE DEPOT FOR REPAIR C) (SEE NOTE 5)

4. NEW "P COOED REPAIRABLE ASSEMBLIES WITHIN THE FLU (C) PA t 10 14 56 16
, (SEE NOTE 6)

15. AVG MANHOURS EXPENDED IN PLACE ON INSTALLED SYSTEM PAMH I. 3.5 L.7 62 2A1

FOR PREPARATION &ACCESS VFDR FLU; FIR EXAMPLE, JACK-
ING, UNBUTTONING, REMOVAL OF OTHER UNITS AND HOOKUP

- OF SUPORT EQUIPMENT (C) (3-M DATA)

S16. NO. NEW -P" CODED CONSUMABLE ITEMS WITHIN THE FLU (C) PP 0 0 0 a
ISEE NOTE 6) ,,,

17. QUANTITY OF LIKE FLUs WITHIN PARENT SYSTEM (QUANTITY PA 6
PER APPLICATIONS (C)

RS7-3772-046(1/2)(T)
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TABLE A-3. List of LRU variables (sheet 2 of 2).

AIRCRAFT E*2r. F14

LINE REPLACEABLE UUITS-DEFIUITI1NS. SOURCES & RATIONALE VARIABLE SCRAJ CSOC CAOC VOIG AICS

1,. FRACTION OF FLU FAILURES W"4ICH CAN BE REPAIRED IN PLACE RIP 3.23 I.13 0.13 0.01 0.13
OR ON LINE WITHOUT REMOVAL (C) (3- DATA)

Il. AVG MANHOURS TO FAULT ISOLATE, REMOVE, AND REPLACE RUN 2.7 LI S6. 5.3 468
FLU ON INSTALLED SYSTEM & VERIFY RESTORATION OF
SYSTEM TO OPERATIONAL STATUS (C) (3M DATA)

20. FRACTION OF REMOVED FLUs EXPECTED TO BE REPAIRED AT RTS 0.3 Q.94 0. 0.3 0.99
ASA LEVEL 1C) (3-M DATA)

"21. NO. STANDARD (ALREADY STOCK-NUMBERED) PARTS'WITHIN SP 0 0 0 6 0
FLU WHICH WULL BE MANAGED FOR FIRST TIME AT BASES
WHERE THIS SYSTEM IS DEPLOYED (C) (SEE NOTE S)

22. EXPECTED UNIT COST OF THE FLU AT TIME OF INITIAL UC S6217 3120MM I203= 12132 2610
PROVISIONING (C) (ESTIMATES BY SUPPLY OPERATIONS
ANALYSTS) ____

23. RATIO OF OPERATIIG HOURS TO FLYING HOURS FOR FLU UF 1..2 1.25 1.25 1.2S 1.25
(USE FACTOR) (C) (UF - 1.2- ASSUMED) ,

24. FLU UNIT WEIGHT IN POUNDS (C) (DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS) W 3.0 41.7 33.2 $1.7S 75.S

2A. FLU IDENTIFICATION. THE ASSIGNED FIVE-CHARACTER XFLU 18211---- SSX" S 812 2SX11
ALPHANUMERIC WORK UNIT CODE OF THE FLU (C) (USED
WUC WHEN AVAILABLE)

R87-3772-046(2/2)(T)
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TABLE A.4. List of LRU variables - 2.

AIRCRAFT EF-111A
LINE AREPLACE ASLIE UPITS-DOfPINITI OAS. SOURCES. & RATI OVALE VARIABLIE go aO Rini Ig CSU MAE AnC

VERIFICATION ON REMOVED FLU PRIOR TO INITIATING REPAIR ACTION f .5. 7.50 7.0
DR C ONDEMNING ITEM IC) (3 M DATA)

2. AVC COST PER FAILURE FOR PLU REPAIRED AT BASE LEVEL POR STOCK 8MC 0.02 0.02 0.0? 0.02 002 0.02
AGE 4, REPAIR OF LOWER LEVEL ASSEMBLIES EXPRESSED AS A FRAC.
TIER OF FLU UNIT COST (UCI. THIS IS THE IMPLICIT REPAIR DISPOSITION
COST POR FLU REPRESENTING LAEOR. MATERIAL CONSUMPTION. A

STOCKADEi REPLACEMENT OF I DIWER INDENTUR' COMPONENTS WITHIN
THE FILU lf G,. SHOP REPLACEABLE UNITS OH MODULES ICI
ISE E NOTE El-6)_____ ___ ___

3. AVG MANHEURSTO PERFORM INTERMEDIATE LEVEL (BASE SHOP) BUN 3.50 2.50 3.50 3.50 0.00 3.00
MAINTENANCE ON A REMOVED FLU INCLUGIN.6 iAULT ISOLATION. RE I
FAIR A VERIFICATION (CI (3 M DATA)

4. FRACTION OF REMOVES FLU, EXPECTED TO RESULT IN CONOEMNA. BCOND 0.00 5.00 000 DUO 0.00 000
ITION AT EASE LEVEL (C)I ASSISMEDI

S. SAME AS RECUR EXCEPT REFEETTO DEPOT LEVEL MAINTENANCE (C) DBCUH 2.50 1 50 2 50 2.50 7.0 2.00
(3 M DATA)

6. FRACTION OF FLU, RETUENED TO DEPET FOR REPAIR INRTSI E X OCOND D.00 5.00 000 0.00 0.00 0.00
PECTED TO RESULT IN CONDEMNATIDN OP DEPOT LEVEL (CI ASSUMED)I

7. SAME AS BMC EXCEPT IIEPEES TO DEPOT REPAIR ACTIONS(CI DMC 0.02 D.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
(SEE NOTE 6) l1

8. SAME AS BMH EXCEPT REFERS TO DEPOT-LEVEL MAINTENANCE (CI DM4 2.50 2.00 3.50 3.5 ROE0 3.00
TM DATA)

S. WORD DESCRIPTION OR NAME OF THE FLU - UP TO 60 ALPHANU. PLUNOUN DITITAL SIGNAL RADAR COMPUTER EXCITER RFI
MERle CHARACTERS (C) DATA DATA IR SYNC CALIBIRATOR

INDICATOR CONVERTER INDICATO1R UNIT I
TO. AVG MANHOURS TO PERFORM CORRECTIVE MAINTENANCE OF FLU IN IMN 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50

PLAtE DR IN LINE WITHOUT REMOVAL INCLUDING FAULT ISOLATION.
REPAIR & VERIFICATION (C) (3M DATA?

TO. NO. LINE ITEMS OP PECULIAR SHOPF SUPPORT EQUIPMENT USED IN x R 0 0 0 0
REPAIR OF FLU (CI)- _____

11. AVG MEAN TIME BETWEEN FAILURES IN OPERATING HOURS OP THE PLU UTOF 257 129 Bs as 00 67
IN DPERATION ENVIRONMENT WITHOUT EXT (C) (3 b DATA) 0(0/ ESSI

12k. SAME AS 12 EXCEPT ESS INITIALLY APPLIED TO EACH LRU 1C0 T3M DATA) MTBP SIB 250 170 170 Go 114

13. FRACTION OP REMOVED FLU% EXPECTED TORBE RETURRED TO DEPOT NRITS 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.06 0.0 006
PER RFrAIR 1C0 (SEE NOTE 5I

14. NO. OP NEW "P CODED REPAIRABLE ASSEMBLIES WIT141N THE FLU (C) PA a I A B 1 B
(SEE NOTE 016)_____

IS. AVG MANHOUBS EXPENOED IN PLACE ON INSTALLED SYSTEM FOR PAMH 0.05 0.06 0.0S 0.05 0.05 0.05
,PREPARATION I ACCESS FOR FLU; FPO EXAMPLIE. 1ACKING, UNBUTTON-
IND, REMOVAL OP DTHER UNITS & HOOKUP OF SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (C)
13-M DATA)

Ifi. NO. NEW "P" CODED CONSUMABLE ITEMS WITHIN FLU (C) (SEE NOTE 6l PIP 0 003 0 30 00 0 30
17. Q3UANTITY DF LIKE FLU, WITHIN PARENT SYSTEM (QUANTITY PER OPA 1 I

APPLICATIONS) IC)_____
it. FRACTION OF FLU PAILURES WHICH CAN BE REPAIRED IN PLACE ON ON RIP BOBS 0.0 BOAS 0.05 0.0 ROAS

LINE WITHOUT REMOVAL V(C 3-M DATAI __________

1B. AVG MANHOURS TO FAULT ISOLATE, REMOVE. AND REPLACE FLU EN RH 2.0 2.0 2.0 1 2.0 2.8 2.0
INSTALLED SYSTEM AND0 VERIFY RESTDRATION OF SYSTEM TO OPERA-
TION STATUS 10 (3-M DATA)

20. FRACTION OP REMOVED FLU, EXPECTED TORBE REPAIRE!D AT BASE ROD 0.54 0.04 0.04 0.04 0L" 0.34
LEVEL MC (3M DATA)

21. NO. STANDARD (ALREADY STOCK-MNUMBEREDI PARTS WITHIN FLU WHICH SI is is is is Is Is
WILL BE MANAGED FOR FIRST TIME AT BASESIWHERE THIS SYSTEM IS
DEPLOYED IC) (SEE NOTE B)_____

22. EXPECTED UNIT COSTDOFFLU AT TIME OFINITIALFPROVISIONINGC U0 Li 1506 401300 302420 444250 415R0 1737000
IESTIMATES BY SUIPPLY OPERNATIONS ANALYSIS) -

23. IRATIO OF OPERATING HOURSTO FLYING HOURS FOR FLU (USE FACTOR) UP us 1.25 1.2% 1.2n 1.2n 12
10) lOP - 1.2S - ASSUMED) I__1 ___

24. IFLU UNIT WEIGHT IN POUNDS1 IC) ESIGN SPECIFICATIONS) IN 47 5B 23 94 115 42
20, FILU IDENTIFICATION. THE ASSIGNED FIVE-CHARACTER ALPH4ANUMERIC XFLU BISM 7BYO2 73BRO 71Y50 7ZO RP

IWORK UNIT CODE OF THE FLU (C) (USED WUC WHEN AVAILABLE) 1110 Il
R87-3772-047(T)
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NOTES TO LIST OF WEAPON, SYSTEM & LRU VARIABLES

Note 1: (C) = Contractor-furnished value

(S) = Government-furnished standard value

(P) = Program-peculiar value X

(AFLCR 173-10) denotes data source is AFLCR 173-10 "AFLC Cost and

Planning Factors"

Note 2: Assumption:

A total of 360 F-14 aircraft will be deployed with 60 each at Miramar and

Oceana and on each of four aircraft carriers. Therefore, OS = 0.66 for ,j

the F-14. , f,

A total of 48 E-2C aircraft will be deployed with 16 each at Miramar and

Oceana and four each aboard four aircraft carriers. Therefore, OS

0.33 for the E-2C.

A total of 36 EF-111A aircraft will be deployed with 12 each at three

bases, one base being overseas. Therefore, OS 0.33 for the EF-IllA.

Note 3: Assumption:

F-14 Peak Flying Hours 50 hours per aircraft per month. Therefore

Peak Force Flying Hours 50 hours x 360 aircraft 18,000 hours.

E-2C Peak Flying Hours 70 hours per aircraft per month. Therefore '2'

Peak Force Flying Hours 70 hours x 48 aircraft = 3660 hours.

EF-IIIA Peak Flying Hours = 50 hours per aircraft per month. Therefore

Peak Force Flying Hours 50 hours x 36 aircraft 1800 hours.

Note 4: Assumption:

F-14 Average Flying Hours 34 hours per aircraft per month and opera- S

tional service life = 15 years. Therefore Total Force Flying Hours 34

hours x 12 months x 15 years x 360 aircraft 2,203,200.

A-8
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E-2C Average Flying Hours = 52 hours per aircraft per month and the

operational service life = 15 years. Therefore Total Force Flying Hours =

52 hours x 12 months x 15 years x 48 aircraft = 449,280 hours. -6

EF-111A Average Flying Hours = 30 hours per aircraft per month and the

operational service life = 15 years. Therefore Total Force Flying Hours

30 hours x 12 months x 15 year.; x 36 aircraft = 194,400 hours. For an

operational service life of 25 years, the TFFH 324,000 hours.

Note 5: The LRUs on the F-14, E-2C, and EF-111A were assumed to have no sched-

uled periodic or phased inspections. Therefore, the interval between them

was infinite so that a value of 999,999,999 was used.

Note 6: BMC and DMC = 0.02 is used for all LRUs. The value is based on data of

the F-16 "Logistic Support Cost Status Report (UL 76AQ)," 15 June 1981 for

similar equipment.

Note 7: Average numbers for PA, PP, and SP were estimated by our Supply Opera-

tions analysts.

0
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APPENDIX B - HIGH RANK REMOVAL LRUs
EF-i11A (June 1984 - July 1986)

Rank WUC Removals** MFHBR*

1 76ZMO 662 31

2 76ZKO 616 33

3 76ZGO 547 37

4 73ABO 380 53

5 65ACL 354 57

6 73AAO 327 62

7 76ZPO 302 67

8 73KBO 277 73

9 73CAO 275 74

10 76ZEO 246 E3

11 7'r 3RO 239 85

12 76Y50 232 88

13 76TDO 203 100

14 73BDO 188 108

15 52BAA 181 112

16 52AOA 179 114

17 76Y20 153 133

18 73KKO 135 150

19 51ABG 133 153

20 61CAO 129 157 A,

21 73BKO 115 177

22 76W2EO ill 183

23 51CCO 106 192

24 52BCC 104 195

25 76TCO 98 207

26 64BCE 95 214

27 64BCE 89 228

28 73DFO 87 234

29 63CAO 84 242

B-1
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Rank WUC Removals" MFHBR*

30 73CAP 80 254
31 76Y10 79 257 ~S
32 76WDO 76 267

33 51ABA 64 317

*Flight Hours -20,317

**Type 1 + Type 2 + Type 6

B-2
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1 - SCOPE

This document establishes Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) guidelines and

application/decision criteria for equipment already operating in a service environ-

ment. The objective is to enable the Air Force Logistics Center's (ALC) Item Man-

agers to determine the most cost effective approach to introducing ESS on field-

repaired equipment and to establish policy for inventoried equipment which was not

subjected to ESS. The major emphasis of this guideline document is to establish how

and where ESS can be most practically and effectively applied within the current Air

Force maintenance organization utilizing the AFM 66-1 documentation. The most

significant benefit of this effort to the Air Force is the potential for improving

equipment field reliability and thereby the readiness performance of the end-item

weapon system, as well as significant reductions in logistic support costs.

Before using the subject guidelines, it is extremely important to appreciate the

differences between ESS of new and in-service or inventoried equipment. On new

equipment, the designer has the opportunity to include in the equipment's design the •

test criteria for all of the environments to which the equipment will later be

subjected. However, inventoried equipment becomes the responsibility of the Item

Manager. He must gather the informat'-.n on the equipment's environmental qual-

ification capabilities, its past and current operational performance, the use en-

vironment, anid its reliaTMlity characterir -cs. The latter information is necessary for . ,,

the Item Manager to form the minimum baseline for establishing the need to perform

any field ESS at the cognizant ALC. •.

0 .0

Field ESS is aii end-item Quality Assurance test being performed in a nor&-

homogeneous product control environment. Service life build-up and repeated repair

of this equipment will have affected lot homogenity, component, and lower level of

assembly process controls, as well as identifiable configuration control. The objec- •

tive of this guideline, therefore, is to establish a screening program which will

identify, select, and optimally s,.-reen only those units that will provide the most

potential for reducing the aggregate removal rates. These rates may resu't from

W 0
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persistent workmanship defects induced either in the initial manufacturer's process

or through repeated removal and repair of the unit during its operational life.

The guideline is structured to provide the Item Manager with a step by step

procedure to insure that only the most technically sound and cost effective

approaches are given due consideration. As shown in Fig. C-1, the established ESS

selection program is divided into four major areas:

(1) Equipment Selection - based on existing AFDO56 and MODAS databases

and supporting ALC data, establishes equipment population and

maintenance rate histories sensitive to ESS

(1) EQUIPMENT SELECTION (PAR. 4.1)

AF 66-1 CORRECTIVE HIGH BAD ACTOR SELECTION
MAIN rENANCE MAINTENANCE RMVL SELECTION CRITERIA (PAR. 4.2)

DATA REDUCTION * TYPE-1 RANKS * HIGH RMVL BY o TOP 10 SYSTEMS

* AF D056 * TYPE-2 I SYSTEM LRU SERIAL 0 TOP 25 LRUs
MOASTYPE SYSTE SQUALITATIVE
TYPE-65 LRU NUM ... * QUANTITATIVE:MTBF >:

S~~~MTBR>

EQUIPMENT A PROCESS AV 119)

CHARACTt.RISTIC CANIDATE "BAD ACTOR" FREO. (D)

DATA HARDWARE D>M wA
* ROI > 33 1/3%

FUNCTIONAL I SRU RMVL FREQUENCY

ENVIRONMENTAL. > 25%~MAINT POLICY+

* CONFIGURATION ..3 TEST PROFILE DEVELOPMENT (PAR. 4.3)
* UNIT COST

SPECIFIED MTBF
* EQUIPMFNT AGE ENVIRONMENTAL LRU/SRU ESS GENERIC

& SERVICE LIFE CHARACTEISTICS RQMFTS ESS
"• QUAL LEVELS PROFILE •,,i,'

"• OPER ENVIR,•,'.,t, ,

( ECONOMIC SELECTION (PAR. 4.4) ... O

TEMP~

LOGISTICS ESS IMPLEMENTATION COSIS NET RETURN ON
IUTOCOOS I C INVESTMENT ROI)

SUOHTCT AMORTIZED DIRECT TEST D SRATIONG

SAVINGS (- FP •ILITY COST .+ COST NECOT•"'',,
SALSCGS ESS.ROMTS i SAVINGS

*cwEs '":Z. E..u,, • TEST MAN POWER • EQUIP AGE •"'
RI IMTPLEW ROMTS j I TESTCOST • ON

SAIG AMORITZFOWD DIRECT RTES

S• TEST PROGRAMS DE T

RS7-3772-057(T)

Figure C-1. Fie~d ESS implementatioai program task flow.
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(2) Selection Criteria - establishes selection means to minimize the quantity

and quality of the equipment selected for testing

(3) Test Profile Development - obtains equipment's environmental qualification

and operational capabilities, and establishes temperature and vibration

levels and durations which include test tailoring practices and

considerations

(4) Economic Selection - conducts cost studies to optimize facility, test equip-

ment, manhours, and test requirements to accurately assess all costs to

determine if a Return on Investment (ROI) savings is obtainable.

The task flow provided in Fig. C-1 delineates what must be accomplished, as a mini-

mum, to develop an effective and economically viable program as discussed in the

subsequent paragraphs of this guideline. i

CS
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2 -REFERENCE DOCUMENTS

2.1 GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS
Specifications

MIL-M-38769 Work Unit Code Construction and Application

StandardsI
NIIL-STD-109 Quality Assurance Terms and Definitions

MIL-STD-721 Definition of Termis for Reliability and

Maintainability

MIL-STD-2164(EC) Environmental Stress Screening Process for

Electronic Equipment

Handbooks

MIL-HDBK-217 Reliability Prediction of Electronic EquipmentH

MIL-HDBK-344 (USAF) Environmental Stress Screening of Electronic

Equipment

Publications

Air Force

LSC Model Version 1.1 Logistic Support Cost Model User's Handbook

v"IAFFDL-TR-71-32 Analysis of Aeronautical Equipment Environmental

Failures L
TO-00-20-2 Maintenance Data Collection System Manual

Navy
NAVMAT P-9492 Navy Manufacturing Screening Program

2.2 NON-GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS

Institute of Environmental Sciences (IES)

Environmental Stress Screening GuidoAines for Assemblies, September 1984.

C-9 /C-1O
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3 -DEFINITIONS & ACRONYMS

3.1 DEFINITIONS APPLICABLE TO GUIDELINES

AFDO56 - Output process data tapes and reports compiled in accordance with D056

Data System directive for reporting AF66-1 Maintenance Data Collection.

Bad Actor or Loser Box - Units of product which have a frequency .of removals

greater than the norm or process average.

Consumable - An item of material used up beyond recovery in the use for which it

was designed or intended.

Defect - Any non-conformance of the unit of product with specified requirements.

Defective - Is a unit of product which contains one or more defects.

Discrimination Ratio (DR) - The measure of steepness between specified MTBF(s) and

MTBR to discriminate between high and low product defective potential. Numerically

0 MTBF(s) : 1; low potential
MTBR

MTBF(s) >1; high potential

MTBR

Environmental Stress Screening (ESS) - A series of environmen:tal tests conducted to

disclose weak parts, workmanship defects and manufacturing process anomalies. 0

ESS Test Profile - The sequence and duration of stress environments under which

item is to be subjected.

Failure Free Time - A contiguous period of time (in terms of environmental cyc'es)

during which an item is to operate without the occurrence of a failure while under

environmental stress.

C-11
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Failure Rate - Reciprocal of MTBF.

Field ESS - ESS performed by a cognizant equipment ALC, in lieu of a manufacture

at the manufacturer's facility.

Inherpnt Defect - A failure or defect that is a function of the intended design appli- II
cation of the item, when operated in its intended operational and logistic support en-

vironment.

Latent Defect - A process induced (manufacturing, quality, maintenance) weakness,

not detected by ordinary means, which will either be precipitated by ESS screening

conditions or eventually fail in its intended use environment.

Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) - A unit normally removed and replaced as a single item

which consists of assemblies (SRUs), accessories, and components that collectively

perform a specific functional operation.

Maintenance Action - An element of a maintenance event. One or more tasks (e.g.,

removal, fault detection, farlt isolation, repair and inspection) necessary to retain

an item in, or restore to, a specific condition.

Maintenance Event - One or more maintenance actions required to effect corrective

maintenance due to any type of failure, or malfunction, false alarm. Categorization

of maintenance events based on the D056 Air Force definition is as follows:
e Type 1 - this code indicates that the item can no longer meet the minimum

specified performance requirements due to its own internal failure pattern

Typ_ - this code indicates that the item can no longer meet the specified

performance requirement due to some induced condition and not due to its

own internal failure pattern

Type - this code indicates that maintenance resources were expended due

to policy, modifications, item's location, cannibalization, or other 'no defect'

conditions existing at the time maintenance was accomplished.

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) - The mean number of life units (I.e., operating

: hours, flight hours, etc) during which all parts of the item perform within specified

limits, during a particular measurement interval under stated conditions.

C-12
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Mean Time Between Removals (MTBR) - Total number of system life units (i.e., op-

erating hours, flight hours, etc) divided by the number of removals.

MODAS - The Maintenance and Operational Data Access System (MODAS) is an inter-

active Database Management System (DBMS) containing 24 months of field and depot

reported operational (inventory, status, and utilization) and maintenance (AFR 66-1)

data. The system is being developed primarily to support ALC System Program Man-

agers (SPMs) and Inventory Managers (IMs). The database contains summarized

files for obtaining Reliability and Maintainability information and detailed data files

such as non-mission capable hours per flight hour, sorties, or landings by Command

or Base.

Percent Defective (d) - The number of defective units, divided by the number of

units of product.

Process Average (p) - The average number of defects per unit per specified interval

of time (expressed in terms of removals in this guideline).

Removal Rate - Reciprocal of MTBR.

Removals - The number of items removed from a system during a stated period of 4
time as related to demand for logistic support, and excluding removals performed to

facilitate other maintenance, removals for product improvement, and removals for

cannibalization.

Repairable - An item that can be restored to perform all its required functions by

corrective maintenance.

Service Life - The duration of time an item experiences in operational inventory, in-

cluding the performance of any maintenance act to keep the item in operating condi-

tion.

Shop Replaceable Unit (SRU) - An assembly or any combination of parts, subassem-

blies, and assemblies mounted together, normally capable of independent operation in

a variety of situations and repairable at an ALC.

C-13
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Specified MTBF(s) - Design or operational objective, as defined by handbook pre-

dicting techniques (i.e., MIL-HDBK-217), specified contractual goals (i.e., war-

ranties), field operational objectives (i.e., R&M 2000 targets), or logistic planners,

goals (i.e., wartime loading levels).

System - A group of interconnected electronic units which provide a specific function

(e.g., radar system, navigation system, etc).

Tailoring - A process of environmental urveys required when the generic ESS

environmental levels exceed the unit's functional design qualification levels. The

potential exceedance levels are reduced or notched at resonant frequencies to

eliminate structural anid intermittent electrical problems. .

Work Unit Code (WUC) - An alphanumeric code assigned to individual systems, sub-

systems, and equipment within a weapon system (aircraft, ground system, missile,

etc) to track maintenance activities.
0

3.2 ACRONYMS & ABBREVIATIONS

AFC - Amortized Facility Cost

ALC - Air Force Logistics Center

ATE - Automatic Test Equipment -

DR - Discrimination Ratio

DTC - Direct Test Cost

ESS - Environmental Stress Screening

ICS - Integrated Circuits

LRU - Line Replaceable Unit

LSC - Logistic Support Cost

LSCS - Logistic Support Cost Savings

MTBF - Mean Time Between Failure S

MTBR - Mean Time Between Removal

ROI - Return on Investment

SRD - Standard Reporting Designation

SRU - Shop Replzceable Unit

WUC - Work Unit Code

C-14
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4 - GUIDELINES

In a field ESS scenario, the Line Replaceable Unit (LRU) provides the only

basis of continuity for controlling the non-homogeneous state of field hardware con-

figuration, age, and maintenance history. The justification for this includes:

* The LRU is the focal point of all field maintenance reporting and provides

reasonable traceability to establish quality characteristics, including measur-

able removal rates and individual unit traceability

* It is the functional basis of performance for which support equipment is " :;

available to permit complete operational diagnosis of any performance parame-

ters

e The integrated functional capability permits diagnosis of intermittent work-

manship defects, which constitute approximately 50o of all defects encoun-

tered during ESS screening

* There is no process control in a field maintenance scenario that can replace

all levels of assembly at one time (short of an overhaul), and provide a 'Cý

homogeneous quality level. On a per repair basis, the resulting effects of

lower level assembly ESS become inconsequential and are highly sensitive to:
- The true number of defects that exist in the LRU, and how they are Wy <

distributed in the lower levels of assembly

- The number of times the LRU is actually repaired in its lifetime

"• Since the LRU is a potential collection point for quality related problems, ,

and the maintenance reporting Is Identifiable at that level, it provides a

means for monitoring and selecting LRUs that tend to demonstrate higher

than normal removal frequencies. This selection process provides the means

for managing the amount of testing that would normally be required If all the

units in the population had to be tested

"• The focal point for Logistic Support Cost Analysis and trade-off is the LRU.

If potential yields are not sufficient to affect the removal rates improvement

at that level, the effective cost benefit Return on Investment (ROI) for the

ESS testing cannot be justified.
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ror these reasons the hardware basis of these guidelines is the LRU, and the

quantitative measures will be a function of their field maintenance removal rate.

Subsequent selection for testing at lower levels of assembly (e.g., SRUs, compo- I
nents) will be a function of the LRU's selection performance. The primary processes

of selection are:

(1) Establishment Of High Contributor Lists (4.1) I
High removal rate contributors

(2) Selection Criteria (4.2)

* Qualitative

* Quantitative

* High bad actor selection

(3) Test Profile Development (4.3)

* Environmental characteristics

e ESS profile

e LRU ESS requirements

a SRU ESS requirements

9 ESS tailoring

* Generic ESS test recommendations

(4) Economic Selection Criteria (4.4)

a Logistics Support Cost Savings

* Test Implementation Cost

* Comparative Return on Investment.

The objective of the test planning will be achieved when the highest possible

percentage improvement in the field removal rate is attained by:

* Selecting and testing, oprimally, the lowest number, type, and kind of units

possible

e Establishing the optimal ESS profile and duration that can be applied to a

field aged unit, without compromising equipment life or test stimulation effec-

tiveness.

A high level of success is thereby insured, within the lowest test risk and with

minimized test implementation cost, while improving the field reliability and logistic

support cost savings.

C-16
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4.1 ESTABLISHING HIGH CONTRIBUTOR LISTS

Prioritization of ESS candidates from field inventory for incorporation into the

ALC depot repair process will be based on equipment field maintenance histories as

compiled from the Air Force's D056 Field Maintenance Data Base, and supplemental

repair data as maintained by the equipment responsible ALC. The selection criteria

consists of those indicators and parameters which can be used for tr,.cking equipment

maintenance performance, and enable selection of equipment or groups of equipment

and lower levels of assembly that offer the most potential for producing positive

aggregate improvement to both the equipment and the weapon system. Figure C-2

provides the field data reduction flow necessary to provide the removal accounta-

bility. 
•'

biiyMAINTENANCE NON.IRCRAFT1(!:11

COLLECTION' SYSTEM 
AIRCRAFT OPRAING

*A/C INVENTORY
'1, UNSCHEDULED MAINT

-- JOB CONTROL NO.

(JCN) RMVL

WIACTION TAKEN

"OD EQUIP T "OFF EQUIPMENT"

' 'PST I'PE-6 T PE-2 TYPE-1YPE

NR7EEC INDUCED [RMVLS 
RMVLS RMVLS

MVLS~~ &4 E

RVSRVSVERIFIED 
DEFECTS VERIFIED DEFECTS

O PMES RMAS TREPAIRED WEPARTS REWAIRED W/O PARTS

eML TYPE4 LS4

INDUCED NO eDE-FECTD DEPOT

RMVLS REPAIRED

TOTAL REMOVALS *

NOTES: 
e REAR W/ART-REPAIR W/OPARTS

ON EQUIPMENT - MAINTENANCE ACTIONS THAT ARE EXHIBITED -RPI W/ORTRT

AT (ON) ENOTEM ARTICLE, e.g., WEAPON SYSTEM -TYPE-2

OFF EQUIPMENT - MAINTENANCE ACTIONS THAT OCCUR AWAY -IPERAORPERRMAITENACE,

FO(OFEN ITEM ARTICLE, e.g., INTERMEDIATE REPAIR SHOP O TPERAO,. RREC

NO'ARRAFT - GROUND SYSTEMS, e.,RADARS, GROUND-NOEFC

TEST EQUIP, M"ISSILE SYSTEMS

R87-3772-O58(T)

Figure C-2. Field data reduction.
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4.1.1 High Removal Rate Contributors

High removals for cause provides the initial basis for selection of candidate

hardware.

The equipment's high removal performance is based on those Job Control Num-

bered (JCN) actions resulting in an unscheduled removal (action taken codes

(P, R)), resulting in the following maintenance actions:

9 Type 1 Maintenancc Actions (as defined by AFLCRG6-15) resulting in: 0

- Repair action with parts, as concluded by an H and P record

- Repair action without parts

- Repair action resulting in NRTS (Not Repairable This Station)

* Type 2 (Indu,,ed Maintenance) Maintenance Actions (as defined by 0, A !;

AFLCR66-15)

* Type 6 (Cannot Duplicate) Maintenance Actions (as defined by AFLCR66-15),

excluding (How Mal Code 800 Series Codes)

- Removals for access and upgrading

- Removais for cannibalization.

Total maintenance removals (R), are the sum of the type maintenance actions:

(R) = Type 1 + Type2 + Type 6

4.1.1.1 System Selection - System level candidates (e.g., radar system, navigation

system, etc) will be drawn from those categories that define electronic and elec-

tromechanical systems, equipment, and assemblies. Typically, Work Unit Code (WUC)

Categories 5 (Instrumentation/Navigation), 6 (Communications/Navigation), and 7

(Weapon System) for aircraft are as defined per specific weapon system WUC V'rrv-

manuals. The basis of total removals considered will be summed from those

categories.

For non-aircraft systems (ground systems, test equipment, missile systems, ..

etc), the WUC designation and structure are as defined for the specific Standard

Reporting Designation (SRD) code for that system. The equipment, LRU, and lower

level structure are as defined in MIL-M-38769 (Work Unit Code Construction and

Application). The SRD provides the access code for selection of the maintenance 0 E

data available in the D056 and MODAS databases. The SRDs for all reportable

systems are provided in the Maintenance Data Collection System Manual TO-00-20-2.

C-18
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The WUC structures are similar to those of aircraft in that they report up to five

digit levels. As an example, the AN/GKC-l(V) Satellite Tracking Set has an SRD of

(L4HG). A portion of the WUC structure identified for this system as reportet.1 in - -

MODAS includes the alphanumeric codes defined as follows:

AQXXX (2 digit) (System)
AQEXX (3 digit) (Equipment)

AQEPX (4 digit) (LRU Level)

AQEPH (5 digit) (SRU Level)

This is similar to aircraft reporting, with the difference that all aircraft

systems start with numeric prefixes.

In the AFDO56 data system, the system level is generally defined by the three

digit WUC level, or to the level which will appropriately define the military desig-

nation nomenclature (e.g., AN/APQ, AL.Q, etc). The prioritization of the system

will be by its ranking based on total removals. Based on studies of high density

avionic weapon systems, Fig. C-3 provides the cumulative average removal distribution j.y
CUMULATIVE
SYSTEM RANK
Q3 DIGIT WUC)

100 95% / CUMULATIVE

9, (4 DIGIT WUC)

ci80- 0 8 0

70 

7

0 o , I I I
o 

O,

6 0 I I%
00

515 20 25 30 35

R57-3772.059(T) EOUIPMENTILRU RANK

Figure C-3. Average top down rank distribution of electronic/avionic system & LRUs." S _
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for equilinent and LRU ranking's by removals. Nomina~ly, 90%` of electronic equipment

rpmov.-ii an,~ within tht' top ten ranked by romoval. This, is true of the non-aircraft

Iv Itl- 11s ~cl* d i s a f IIneI('t i 'n i )f th'ý tle v 0 )f o1u i ;IlC I It Ilci 1 doscriblxd . Tnl all

I 'cV <c i c t .pe hardware slnuhl bec -le I f.ar tnm.1iii1i

ti :*e 'i'iht poin this hyaec r!~Ivrpre ~he fni:Live digi LRUCf

T'1 ire "\iirll rvidet hlaibl w''in Statio (YCT)p Ins senotc to a oFizan

A~i. f'of rcii" 'I'r in divsto.Frhrte are notortc ar te rarely idenifiabl

nd ~'i-) re AL \epai orpierations Thus, Selecting' and sR fon S hudb

0
6yr1 .:;ificcbor thed aconaiitSseteelRifclU.lw'eS s-r h

liire C -4 p~rovides a decision making aid for :Identifying candidate SRU or

~a'~ lx'lsof ~is--lembly effects on the LRU based on the SRIT's removal contribution.

The i'issa (Ný a':is) is the ratio of total removals contributed by the SRU or lower

u~t'I ýifsso'mbl.l . The ordinate (Y axis) on the right side of the graph provides 01

the pctintial jinpruvement achievable by the SRU or lower level of assembly as a

resiolt of screening. A 100'! improvement is a virtual elimination of the component as N

a reniivval rate contributor. The left ordinate is the corresponding improvement that

is achievable at the LRU level based on the achieved SRU or lower level improvement.

As an example, if an SRU or lower level of assembly contributes 50% of the total LRU

removAls, eliminating it completely 'ror 100%) improvement) cannot improve the LRU

any more than 50%0 since you cannot gain more than you put in. Similarly, if the

screen of the SRU is only 50%0 effective, then the LRU improvement can only be 25%.
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w~ >J
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M 30 50-LUc
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R87-3772-077(T)

Figure C-4. Improvement in LRU removal rate as a function of SRU
removal rate contribution.

For these reasons, unless it can be .ustified (based on the graph of Fig. C-4) -'

that the rate of impact at a lower level of assembly will have an impact at the LRU

level, there is no gain that can be realized by screening the lower level of assembly.

A candidate SRU should be selected from the list of LRUs developed in

Subsection 4.1.1.2. A rank priority list of these SRUs should be prepared by the

cognizant ALC. The percentage of repairs performed on the SRU in relation to all

the SRU repairs performed against the LRU should provide the percentage weight for

SRU consideration.

SRU Repairs x 100 9o SRU; contribution

Total SRU Repairs per LRU
* S
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This percentage is the ratio that could be used in Fig. r-4 in lieu of the removal

rate ratio. The frequency of repair data for the SRU will be developed from the

ALC repair data bases.

4.1.1.4 Lower Levels of Assembly Selection - Without a complete, detailed opera-

selection of lower levels of assembly for testing in the field. Testing at this level

should be performed at a suppier or vendor facility, so as to screeh, (as an in-

proce- function) logistically supplied material that will enter previously screened % A'v,:

higher order assemblies (LRUs or SRUs). Any consideration of screening existing

stocks of lower levels of assembly should be closely cost evaluated. Lower lavels of

assembly include hybrids, Integrated Circuits (ICs) and assorted piece parts. The

basis for selection and screening at these levels may be in accordance with DOD- 0

HDBK-344 (USAF). Once again, the basis for traceability shall be the candidate

LRUs.

4.2 SELECTION CRITERIA

The sel-ction criteria will be applied to the candidate population of high removal .. ,V
F , j I A'• '••' '

LRUs selected in S:.bsection 4. 1.4.2, to provide an optimal selection basis which will

further minimize and eliminate hardware which will not be ESS sensitive.

4.2.1 Qualitative Crth3ria

Qualitative criteria shall assess the physical and design attributes of the hard-

ware, and will require the application of engineering judgement, and design and lo-

gistic support knowledge of the hardware to support decisions to continue. Quail-

tative factors to be considered ineu'ude:

"* Functiona. Testability effective ESS requires functional verification during A .

and after testing
- Special Test Equipment (e.g., ATE) and loading demands * 0

- Use of smaller, limited range, field type testers

"* Previously ESS Te, ted !,RUs - ESS testing affects design service life; multi- A

ple testing of the same units can be destructive

"* Environmental Testabilty - state of the art in facilities and equipment

availability may be a limiting factor in handling the test article; need to

evaluate:

C-22
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Instrumentation requirements
- Weight of unit

- Size of unit S
- Chamber capacities and rates of change

- Vibration table and surface capacity

* Level of Repair - test repairables only; non-repairables should be tested as

procured, preferably at the vendor's facility

e Fixture and Mounting Design - fixture and mounting designs should be uni-

versal. Special purpose designs for specific hardware applications could be

expensive

* Logistic Availability - ESS testing will stimulate failures at higher rates than

normal. Any special repair requirements and considerations (e.g., out of

production status) could be expensive, and could create unplanned demands

(e.g., hardware that never failed before may start failing)
J Service Life - ESS testing will affect service life from both an effective

yield and cost benefit potential point of view, and has the potential of being

a destructive test. Note; successful ESS does not extend service life

* Configuration Control - multiple configurations, component interchangeability

levels, functional variations, lot homogeneity and mixed requirements can

create wide variations in testability for the same type hardware
X4 Warranty Commitments - ESS at an ALC may affect any contractual warran-

ties; considerations may be to perform ESS on bad actors as part of war-

ranty

* Commercial Grade Hardware - commercial grade hardware is testable, how-

ever, failure and warranty responsibility may be a problem

* Vintage Design - qual levels may require extensive tailoring, to the extent

that ESS profile is ineffective or potentially destructive.

4.2.2 Quantitative Criteria
"Candidate LRUs should have a Discrimination Ratio (DR) of specified MTBF(s)

to actual removal rate, MTBR, of greater than one:

DR MTBF(s) =
MTBR
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MTBF(s) is the iesign or operational objective, as defined by handbook predicting

techniques (e.g., MIL-HDBK-217), specified contractual goals (e.g., warranties),

field operational objective (e.g., R&M 2000 targets), or logistic planning goals (e.g.,

wartime loading levels) and should be expressed or factored in the time variables of

the operating system (e.g., flight hours, operating hours, etc). The actual mea-

sured rate, expressed as the MTBR, is the system or equipment operating time

parameter divided by the total removals.
0

This relationship will have more significance with non-aircraft type systems and

low density (one of a kind) production systems. The measurements of MTBF or

MTBR will then provide the probable departure from the specified value, and are

really the only indication that workmanship defects may exist. The operating time

2arameters should be either the recorded operating hours of the unit or system, or

duty cycle weighted in service hours. As an example, if the ownership time is one

year, that would be a total of 8760 hours (365 days/year x 24 hours/days). If the

operational duty cycle of the unit or system is eight hours per day, then the

effective operating time would be 2920 hours (1/3 x 8760). This, divided by the

reported removals or failures for the period, provides the measured MTBR value to

be compared in the discrimination ratio.

4.2.3 Bad Actor Selection Criteria

In establishing a bad actors program, the objective is to minimize the number of

units that should be tested, and identify only those units which will provide the
most potential benefit from an ESS effectiveness point of view. These units will ••
have a higher frequency of removals than the norm, usually in the form of false

alarms or cannot duplicate conditions, implying the potential for intermittent con-

ditions. The serialization process of LRUs as reported in the D056 database provides

the means for identifying and determining the distribution of removals on a per unit

basis. The process for establishing bad actors is shown in Fig. C-5.

4.2.3.1 Establishing a Process Average (i) - The process average (ji), or the

average number of defects per unit per period of time is expressed as the ratio:

Total Removals per Period R

Number of Units Reporting per Period N
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LPII TOTAL R 345

S/NO. LRU REMOVALS ( PROCESS AVERAGE 04 ...- 1.5 RMVLS/UNIT

RANK (n) SERIAL NO. R Z ' N 236

1 HGE-33 11 - NO. SYSTEMS REPORTING (N) - 2 3 6

2 CSS-16 8 * NO. UNITS PER SYSTEM (K) =1

3 CSS-122 6 I A LNO. UNITS REPORTING INK) 236

4 CSS-90 ACTUAL NO. UNITS REPORTING (n) - 236

5 GRV-93 5 TOTAL REMOVALS (R) 34
5

65 I22 -

66 2 DEFFCT CRITERIA (D)
67 2 ,.,
68 2 4 >/= D > 1.5-2.0 "

69 1

232 1 O

233 1 0

234 1 -
235 1 I
236 1 0"
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R87-3772-062(T) 7 9Figunm C-5. Bad actor selection.
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0

or R

n.k

where: R = the total removals

n number of weapon systems reporting

k number of like units per weapon system

and (n.k) 5 N, which represents the minimum number of units that should be re-

porting (whether they have removals or not).

The value (n.k) represents the least number of units that should be reporting

in the period (T) in contrast to the actual number of units (N). In Fig. C-5, the

number of weapon systems reporting is n = 236, and the number of units per system

is k 1; therefore n.k = (236) (1) = 236.

* The actual number of units reporting (N) = 236

e The total removals (R) for the period (I year) 345

* The process average j = 345 = 1.5

From the frequency distribution, Fig. C-5 (B), it is seen that 80% of all units are

1.5 defects per unit or less. This means that 189 units (0.80 x 236) are at the

process average or less. The remaining units (236-189=47) will be greater than the

process average.

4.2.3.2 Rank Serialized LRUs - Ranking the serial numbers reporting by the num-

ber of removals reported per serial number (top down) identifies the units falling

above and below the process average. Essentially, as shown in Figure C-5 all units

with two or more removals (D = 2) are in excess of the p-ocess average (• = 1.5).

This identifies serial number 68 and above as the high contributors.

4.2.3.3 Establish Defect Criteria - The defect criteria (D) is the real removal value S

or greater that exceeds the process average (p) to the next highest whole value:

D > 1 = unit bad actors frequency

In Fig. C-5, the value is:

D> D> 1.5 2.0
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The number of units with two defects per unit per year or more is 68; or 68/236

29'0. This group would represent the most likely population of LRUs with the high-

est potential for ESS effectiveness.

4.2.3.4 Predicting Outcome - The process average (pi) tnd the number of LRUs

that have (D) or greater defects can be used to anticipate or project a potential im-

provement rate assuming that the defective process average (VD) will effectively

achieve or approach the good process average (uG) as a result of effective ESS.

The percent gain would then oe:

% gain G x 100

When tested, defective units of process average (D) ill improve to achieve or ap-

proach the good process average UG. and the overall process average will at least

approach v = > uG"

To demonstrate this, consider again the illustration in Fig. C-5. The data from

the rankings is tabulated below:

No. Units No. Removals Process Average i_

Defective (D) 68 177 2.6

Good (G) 168 168 1.0

236 345 1.5

The defective process average 1ID 2.6, the good process average UG =

and by testing the 68 units it is expected that 01j--eG--l.0. This will result in

an overall process average ii IG-"I.0. The percent gain potential is therefore:

% Gain 1. 5-1.0 3340
1.5

or the rate improvement factor is 1.3 (the operational MTBR could improve by a 1.3

factor).

DA
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4.2.4 LRU Age

Experience with LRU age, in terms of years of service and the potential

elfects of ESS, does not exist to any formal degree or with sufficient background to

support decisions one way or the other. Factors affecting LRU age include aspects

of growth as a result of years of reliability improvement and upgrading, as well as

degradation as a result of extended use and potential wearout. These factors must
be counterbalanced to rationalize the potential effect from ESS which in one case can ,,'.

significantly improve tlhe reliability of the device, and another case, degrade it in

that it can potentially be destructive to the equipment. Although reliability may

improve, ESS does not improve service life.

Grwoth extrapolations developed from non-ESS and ESS population performance,

which together span some 15 years of compiled data, have concluded a generic curve

as depicted in Fig. C-6. It is derived from a weighted consideration of all the

growth curves developed, both positive as well as negative, and describes the

100

90

70z •

t-4so-

SC40 I
bU

LRU AGE -- YEARS ••• Lr:igmira C41. Projected field ESS effects as a function of LR U ale (years of sevi. 4)C-28
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potential percent reduction in the total rate as a function of performing ESS on

boxes having anywhere between 0 and 25 years of field life. Based on Fig. C-6,

LRUs with an operational field service exceeding 10 years offer little in the way of

improvement benefit due to ESS.

However, overhauled units which are refurbished for the purpose of extending

life should be subjected to ESS irrespective of age. This will insure that reliability

enhancements of refurbished components will be effective. Tailoring may be a factor

in developing proper environmental profiles for these LRUs.

4.3 TEST PROFILE DEVELOPMENT

At this point in the ESS candidate selection process, the Air Force Item Man-

ager has already completed the field data analysis (Section 2) and equipment selec-

tion criteria (Section 3). The next step is to determine the equipment level, i.e.,

LRU or SRU, to which the ESS testing will be applied, and also the specific

environments necessary to stimulate the potential workmanship and manufacturing

process problems. Figure C-7 describes the process to define the specific testing

effort that will be estimated during the Final Cost Analysis described in Subsection

4.4.

FIELD,PROCESS

kCONTROL ...
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CRITERIA

ENVIRONMENTAL
SCREENS
(RANDOM VIBRATION)

(TEMPERATURE
EXAMINATION '7,IR N EN A

OF "" ENVRNMNA

ENVIRONMENTAL TS

PABILITAILORROLIL

ENVIRONMENTAL
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R87-3772-063(T)

Figure C-7. nvironmentel test program flow.
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During electronic equipment development programs, the equipment designer se-

lects numerous environmental tests to evaluate the equipment's operational perfor-

mance at its lower levels of assembly to determine as early as possible whether there

are any potential design, manufacturing, process and/or any workmanship problems.

It is crucial at that time to ascertain that the purchased parts and the subassembly

designs, when assembled, meet the design's predicted environmental criteria. This

environmental test verification phase in the equipment's development is very cost

effective because it exposes design problems when there is still the opportunity to

resolve them. At that time, the current experts of all the technical communities will n.

be familiar with the design and easily resolve any problem. When satisfied with the

design, all further acceptance testing is at the highest level of assembly, the LRU.

Once the LRU is delivered to the customer, any delta ESS to verify field cor-

rective action should continue at that level. It is at this level of assembly that the

required support equipment is alread~y designed and manufactured, permitting com-

plete operational diagnosis of any LRU performance parameters and thus minimizing * *
test time and costs. Fully operational LRU ESS installations are mandatory because

approximately 500 of all workmanship related problems are of an intermittent nature.

4.3.1 Envionmental Characteristics

The next step in the ESS process prior to conducting any environmental tests

on the candidate equipment is to determine the environmental characteristics. Re-

search is required to obtain data on the equipment's environmental qualification tests

results, including any environmental acceptance tests levels and the operational data

describing the vehicle environment in which the equipment is currently installed.

4.3.2 ESS Profile

Since these guidelihes are directed towards Government Furnished Equipment

(GFE), non-ESS field electronics which are normally repaired at a depot, it is ad- 0 6m

vantageoTis to ut9 ize a generic ESS profile. This approach simplifies the ESS test

operations, reduces equipment costs, and minimizes the ESS familiarization and train-

ing requirements. Thus we recommend using the ESS requirements and procedures
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defined in MIL-STD-2164 (EC). This document is based on generic test levels and

durations developed for space, aircraft, and shipboard electronics. The consistent

utilization of these requirements has proven that, in most electronic equipment de-

signs, there is a minimum structural rigidity existing within the pre-1980 designs

which represents the major number of electronic equipment in the field today. It

has been shown that equipment, though never exposed to random vibration, has

demonstrated the required structural and electronic integrity to be inherent within

the design. Thus the only problems that should appear during ESS testing are

those directly associated with workmanship and/or manufacturing process.

4.3.3 LRU ESS Requirements

The total ESS program includes physical inspection, functional tests, and,

periods of environmental exposure designed to stimulate li tent defects without incur-

ring equipment fatigue damage. Figure C-8 presents the overall test flow that will

be used to verify that an equipment is ready for operational use.

0

FINAL
INDIVIDUAL TESTS ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS OPERATIONAL

TESTS

INITIAL RANDOM THERMAL FINAL
OPERATION VIBRATION CYCLING OPERATIONAL

5 MINUTES 40HOURS

fiK''

FUNCTIONAL MONITORING TO
rHiE FULLEST EXTENT PRACTICAL _

R87-3772-064(T)

Figure C-8 ESS test sequence.
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4.3.3.1 Individual Tests - Each equipment under test will be subjected to:

* Initial Operational Test - an equipment operational test in accordance with

the seller-prepared test procedure will be performed, and data will be re-

corded to verify that the equipment fully complies with detailed performance

requirements. The test procedure will include measurements required for a
quantitative assessment of all functional performance parameters. GO/NO GO N

evaluation is acceptable. The record for pretest data will be retained for

use as a reference during subsequent ESS tests 0

* Environmental Test - equipment submitted for test will be subjected to a

fixed duration ESS test. The operational equipment will be continuously

monitored, and all functional parameters will be exercised repeatedly at the

highest attainable rate. The mechanization of the functional check-out and

its speed of repeatability will represent a major task in the overall formu-

lation of the ESS test program. All vibration testing will be conducted with ,

the equipment ha\rd-mounted, regardless of whether or not it is to be in-

stalled on vibration isolators in its use environment.

Each equipment will be exposed to random vibration and thermal cycling I, A

periods (Fig. C-8). Since the purpose of this test is to eliminate latent

manufacturing defects, all defects detected during this test will be recorded L
and repaired W 0

Note: Since this testing is directed to in-service GFE, exposed to numerous

environmentally operational hours, the need for a fixed ESS failure-free per-

iod is not necessary. Thus as long as each ESS related problem is corrected

when it occurs, it is expected that at the completion of the fixed during ESS

periods there will be a justifiable amount of failure-free operation

a Vibration - the equipment in an operating mode (power on) will be exposed

to one five minute burst of random vibration in the axis deemed most sus-

ceptible to vibratory excitation. Failures occurring during this five minute -•

test will be corrected as they occur. The random vibration spectrum will

be:

20-80 Hz at 3 dB/octave rise

80-350 Hz at 0.04g 2 /Hz 0 4
350-2000 Hz at 3 dB/octave rolloff * 0

• Thermal Cycling - the equipment in an operating mode (power on) will be

subjected to a thermal cycling test for a period of 40 hours in accordance
with the appropriate cycle (Fig. C-9). The required number if thermal 0 0
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Figuire C-9. Temperature cycling profile for ambient cooled & supplementally cooled equipment.
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cycles should be interrupted for each repair action. The thermal limits

(high and low temperature extremes of chamber air) for cycling will be those

values of operational temperature requirements defined by the equipment

specification.

4.3.3.2 Final Functional Operational Test Upon successful completion of the en-

vironmental testing, a final functional test will be performed at room ambient con-

ditions to verify satisfactory operation of the equipment in accordance with the

parameters specified in the prime item specification. Operational measurements will Ow

be compared with those obtained during the initial operational test and evaluated

based upon the specified acceptable functional limits.

4.3.4 SRU ESS Reauirements ":

ESS testing of SRUs should be limited to spares and those items which have ex-

perienced high failure rates in the operational environment. For those situations, no

ESS testing should be imposed across the board. When necessary, the optimum en- 0 *
vironmental test should be a non-operating thermal shock for a period of 25 repeti-
tive cycles. The maximum transfer time should be one minute or less and the soak

periods approximately one hour each. The temperature extremes should be based on

the maximum, not operating, temperature qualification level. Only those assemblies * *
which are known problem installations should be ESS tested. If a spares manufac- ý7
turer is producing a good product, which indicates his workmanship is good, the

manufacturer should not be burdened with additional costly requirements. Test ef-

forts should concentrate on the "bad" products.

4.3.5 ESS Tailoring

In the case of inventoried equipment, consideration must be given to the en-

vironmental capabilities of the ESS candidate equipment. The probability exists that

this equipment may not have been designed to function in a generically defined ran-

dom vibration or rapid thermal cycling environment. Thus some form of environ-

mental tailoring is required. It should be pointed out that experience has taught us

that this does not mean the subject equipment is incapable of withstanding the latter

environment. In most cases this same equipment probably has been operating suc-

cessfully in a similar environment, i.e., in a jet aircraft experiencing rapid tem-

perature changes and random vibration without any structural damage. The only

potential problem for some equipment was that when the generic ESS levels were ap-
plied, performance anomalies (such as out of tolerance conditions) became evident. 0 0
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In order to accommodate this situation, ESS levels must be tailored by notching ,

the random vibration spectrum at the primary LRU resonances. For this vibration
notching, ac,.elerometers must be installed at selected items within the equipment and

a series of low level sinusoidal sweeps performed to define resonance.

After instrumenting these test units, it became apparent that if the response
acceleration exceeded an amplification factor of 10, a potential performance problem

would become evident. In these instances it was necessary to tailor the random

vibration levels by notching certain frequencies to minimize the operational problems

associated with marginal component or subassembly installation. ;n

A successful technique during tailoring is to install adequate instrumentation on

the test article to reco.rd the amplification factors measuring a potentially sensitive

component installation, during a ±3.Og sinusoidal sweep from 20 to 2000 Hz. At -X

those resonances where the amplification exceeds 10, random spectrum notching is
performed to reduce the input to the equipment. An example of this technique is as * 0'

follows:

(1) Conduct a ±3g sine sweep and measure the ratio (response/control) at the V
desired locations (see Fig. C-10 for typical response) Ykr

VIBRATION SURVEY RUN 8Z-3G SINE SWEEP -
TRANSMISSIBILITY PLOT OF ACC 9 - A3000 TRAY
IN Z AXIS

18.5 086 HZ

0 110 213 HZ

I-
2
O 101.

Lu

U 0

00

0.

10 100 1000 2000

FREQUENCY - HZ

RB 7-3772.066(T)

Figure C-1O.Typical ± 3g sine sweep response.
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(2) Record measured vibration amplification factors exceeding 10:

Ace No. Location Ampl-3G Inp

1 Bottom of A1000 assembly 11 @ 104 Hz

3 A4000 Tray 16 @ 104 Hz

9 A3000 Tray 15 @ 80 Hza

13 Top of A8000 assembly 16 @ 103 Hz _ _ .

7 A5000 assembly 10 @ 196 Hz S

(3) Perform random vib.ation notching to reduce amplifications to 10:

79 to 95 Hz - Max Ampl 15 PSD = (10/15) x .04 =.0267 GSQD/Hz 4
95 to 104 Hz - Max Ampl =20 PSD = (10/20) x .04 =. J200 GSQD/H-z

104 to 113 Hz - Max Ampl = 14 PSD = (10/14) x .04 = .0286 GSQD/Hz "

Above 113 Hz No notching done in this freq range.

(4) Incorporate notching on the generic 6.0g RMS random vibration test spec- .

trum as f ollows in Fig. C -1:

0.04° 2 /HIz gRMS "6.0

+3dS/OCTAVE -3dB/OCTAV,

ACCELERATION 0 -
SPECTRAL

DENSITY g
2

/Hz

4I I4II I I

20 80 350 2000
FREQUENCY Hz

R87-3772-067(T)

Figure C-1 1. Not~hinl on 6.Og RMS random vibration test spectrum.

With respect to tailoring the rapid thermal cycling requirements, the tempera-

ure extremes were selected based i the equipment's operational environmental

ualification limits. It was also determined that, at the LRU level, there was not

ny advantage to exceeding the 5°C/minute rate of change.

What we did see in our field equipment ESS investigations indicated there was

ittle advantage to performing both a 40 hour pre-defect free and a 40 hour defect

ree thermal cycling test. The test data indicated that the problems which the
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previous use environment stimulated were the major workmanship and manufacturing

problems, thus negating the need to do a pre-defe-t period. It was thus decided

that if the candidate equipment experienced an ESS failure during thermal cycling

and was replaced immediately after that cycle, there should be an adequate number

of defect free cycles accrued within the fixed 40 hour period. This considerably

reduces the test time and associated costs.

4.3.6 Generic ESS Test Recommendations

ESS tests of contract end items consisting of electronic components and subas-

semblies shouid be subjected to the rapid thermal cycling and random vibration de-

fined in MIL-STD-2164(EC). The objective of these tests is to stimulate early occur-

rence of workmanship and manufacturing process problems so that corrective action L ¾

can be addressed prior to delivery of the procuring activity.

During the specified random vibration and rapid thermal cycling tests, it is

mandatory that the equipment be operated and monitored to the fullest extent possi- 0

ble, except during the down portion of the thermal cycle. It should be noted that

the equipment will experience the required thermal stresses from the removal of

equipment power and the rapid descent of the temperature chamber.

Equipment, Box, or Drawer

Random Vibration (LRU/LRMj

* Power spectral density 20-80 Hz @ +3dB/Octave

80-350 Hz @ .04 g 2 /Hz

350-2000 Hz @ -3dB/Octave

* Axes stimulated One axis perpendicular to the printed

wiring board

* Duration of vibration 5 min at start of test

9 Power on/(equipment operation) Yes

* Equipment monitoring Yes

Thermal Cycling

* Temperature range Operating environmental

qualification limits

• Temperature rate of change 50 C/min

* Temperature dwell duration Based on thermal signature study

C-37
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* Thermal cycling duration 40 hours

* Power on/(equipment operating) Yes

* Equipment monitoring Yes

* Electrical testing after ESS Yes @ room ambient

4.4 ECONOMIC SELECTION CRITERIA

The cost benefit will be based on the financial return when money, time, and

effort is invested to perform the ESS, and the resulting annualized ROI is at least

33-1/310. The equation in Fig. C-12 defines the economic elements required to per- J

form the analysis and develop projected cost savings and ROI. Each LRU candidate

selected for field ESS should be cost benefit evaluated to support test justification.

The task methodology for this process is shown in Fig. C-13. Although the meth-

odology for determining the cost is applicable to any level of assembly, i.e., LRU, t'

SRU, and subassembly, it is recommended that cost justification be rationalized at

the LRU level, since significant net cost savings and ROI become more difficult to

achieve because of lower unit cost levels and higher element MTBF values. If the

improvement and ROI cannot be significantly rationalized at an LRU level, it is

probably not worth considering.

4.4.1 Logistics Support Cost Savings (LSCS) V

The LSCS is expressed as:

LSCS =LSC° - LSCp

where:

(1) LSC° - Baseline logistic support cost is the current operational LSC of

the LRU at the time of selection

(2) LSC - The projected LSC that will be realized as a result of the removal
p

rate improvement.

The LSC analyses should be performed with the models and scenarios developed

for the specific weapon system (e.g., fighter aircraft, transport, stationary ground,

mobile ground) from which the LRU is being selected.

4.4.1.1 LSCS Estimating - For estimating purposes, Fig. C-14 is provided. The

LSCS factor is read directly as a function of the current operational removal rate

per month for the specific LRU, as obtained from the mairtenance data, and the pro-

jected rate improvement either as a direct input from Subsection 4.1.1.4 or adjusted

C-38
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ILSCS) - ((AFC) (DTC()

IIAFCI + (OTC(ý * (SL - EA)

WHERE: (1) LSCS -LOGISTICS SUPPORiT COST SAVINGS

(2) WAC + DTC) TEST IMPLEMENTATION COST I
aAFC - AMORTIZED FAULITY COST (NON-RECURRING)

a DTC - DIRECT TEST COST (RECURRING)

(3) [(LSCSI - (AFC + DTC(( - NET COST SAVINGS

(4) (SI - EA) - REMAINING SERVICE LIFE

"* SL -DESIGN SE9VICE LIFE

" EA - EQUIPMENT AGE AT THE TIME ESS IS PERFORMED'
R87.3772-OGB(T)

Figure C-12. ESS R01 formulation.

F7IELDDATAn
ASSESSMENT

POTENTIAL
CANDIDATE LRUs

PARAMTERS MTBM/REMOVAL RATE

s SPARE UNIT BEFORE & AFTER ESS

ACO. COST

0RMOVAL RATE USAF TOTAL LOGISTIC LS

SYTEM VERISTION SUPPORT COST SV

SUPUPORT BEFORE_______

4~~G TEET ESAIN ESTS
TEMP~IN CYLNSEFCIVNS

SYTMVERATION ANALYTCSIS
R 8 7 - 3 7 7 - 0 6 9 ( T
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4.00S100 REMOVALS PER MONTH0

I" I

u) 0 515

0.W 
* SERVICE LIFE

AG OBASIS - 25 YRS

S• ~0.45•

5 1.0 05.3O

R 87-3772-070(T)
R86-2201-026G

Figure C-14. Projected field ESS logistic support cost savings factor vs MTBM improvement factor. • '•

as a function of the average equipment age at the time of selection (equipment age is

defined as the average age of the population of candida'•. LRUs). The LSCS factor

is then multiplied by the LRU unit spares acquisition cost to provide the estimated '

LSCS dollars: v4

LSCS (Factor) x Unit Cost = LSCS h•:'''

Removals per month greater than one are almost virtual candidates, however,

caution and engineering judgement should be exercised when the age of equipment

4 :

starts to exceed 10 years. Exceptions are for units that are completely overhauled; ••,

where the chassis may exceed 10 years, but the lower level SRUs and assemblies are

new or refurbished.

00

C-40
AGE OF LA WHEN IS APPL -YEARS-w- - ,

R87-377-07,(T

R86221-26
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4.4.2 Test Implemeitation Costs

Test implementation costs consist of non-recurring Amortized Facility Cost

(AFC) and the recurring Direct Test Cost (DTC) and repair. These costs can nomi-

nally run between 71 and 91 of the Unit Cost (UC), AFC + DTC (7-910) * UC, and

are dependent upon such criteria as:

* Test chamber and equipment cost

* Test duration

9 Number of units in flow

* Number of test programs being managed by AFC

* Cost of labor to perform tests

* Cost of repairs of failures encountered during test

* Cost of spares to support repair

9 Cost of additional support equipment to support functional. testing.

4.4.2.1 Amortized Facility Cost (AFC) - The non-recurring amortized facility cost is

principally driven by the cost of test equipment and set-up and effective test man- 6

agement to maximize facility use within the constraints of test duration and unit flow

capacity. This cost may be expressed as:

AFC :(t) (n) (c) Cost per Test Unit (LRU/SRU)
(T) (N) (K)

where:

t test duration required per unit

T = number of available test hours per month per set of test equipment

n = LRUs/SRUs per month to be tested

N = total number of LRUs/SRUs to be tested

c = cost per test equipment set-up (temperature, chamber, and vibration

equipment) •

K = number of different test programs to be implemented.

Reducing the number of test equipment set-ups (temperature chambers,

vibration equipment, and peripherals) to optimize the test unit flow is a major

impact. Factors to be considered include:

* Vibration equipment is only required approximately 10 minutes out of every

40 hours of test~ng, representing only 800 of the cycle time, and would

therefore require perhaps one vibration system for every five to ten
temperature chambers •
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e Vibration equipment normally represents approximately 65% of a single test

set-up cost. Therefore minimizing the number of vibration systems is

significant in any amortized facility set-up

* Test fixtures and mounting devices should be as universal as possible.

Requiring new set-ups for each different type of LRU/SRU to be tested will

be costly and create delays for set-up.

4.4.2.2 Direct Test &_Repair Cost__DPTP) - Recurring test and repair costs, or the

costs to physically perform the screening tests, is based on the repair per unit as a

function of the logistics support cost of the LRU/SRU to be tested. Recurring costs

include:

e Labor to perform tests

* Labor to perform functional tests '4

* Repairs for failures encountered during test

a Spares to support repair

* Shipping and handling test units.

These are costs that can be developed as a function of the logistic support cost for

the unit under test. Taking the logistic support cost of the unit as developed in

Subsection 4.4.1 and dividing by the total expected number of repairs over the life

cycle (as a function of unit utilization, expected service life, and operational failure

rate) provides the average cost per repair.

The number of failures or repairs to be encountered during the testing is a

function of the process average i as defined in Subsection 4.2.3. This would be

the average number of defects that can be expected per unit. The direct test cost

therefore is expressed as:

LSC
DTC - x P cost/unit tested

Total Service

Life Repairs S 6

Figure C-15 provides the DTC as a function of the repair cost/unit and varying

process averages.

4.4.3 Comparative ROI

Comparative ROI will nrsvide the indications for economic candidate selection

when all the variables of age, test duration, level of test, unit flow, rate improve-

ment, etc have been considered. The ROI outcome in each case should be at least
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33-1/300 or greater to support cost justification. Table C-I and Fig. C-16 provide

the typical comparative analysis illustration to support justification of economic

selection of ranked LRUs. Estimates of potential removal rate improvement (MFHBM

without ESS vs MFHBM w/ESS) provide the basis of logistic support savings. This

can he accomplished parametrically using Fig. C-15 which projects up to a 2:1

potential improvement in removal rate, or by projecting the outcome as a function of

the had actor distribution as defined in Subsection 4.2.3.4. The graphic compari-

sons (Fig. C-16) assess the variation in the ROI as a function of the efficiency of 7.
the test pro•ram, that is, the percentage of defects that are reduced and the test

duration. The graphics show defect yield rates of 100%); 50% and 25',, considering

the test duration of 120 or 40 hours, which are the extremes per MIL-STD-2164(ES),

as well as the age of the LRU at time of testing. Irrespective of test duration, as

the potential gain in removal rate is reduced, the number of economically viable units

significantly reduces (ROI drops below 33(o). The most economical combination is L i
produced by the reduced test duration with a reduction in the number of units to be
tested, while retaining a high potential for defect reduction, such as with the case 0 0

with the selection of bad actors. Optimally the selection should consider:

SHigh removal rate LRU contribution, within the top 25 ranking of the weapon

system (lower levels are not cost effective)
- SRUs drawn from these LRUs for testing should represent at least 25'0 of ,• .

the total removal rate/ox repair rate of the LRU e,'nr,•

- Lower levels of assembly should not be considered for field selection Y.

(these should be tested as procured)

* Select LRU testing priority based on bad actor selection criteria. This

offers the opportunity to test the least number of units and achieve the op-

timal improvement level which is economically the most significant

e Equipment with over 10 years of service life at the time of evaluation offers

little in the way of cost benefit, -inless:

- Removal rate impact is significant, greater than 25% of the weapon system

removal rate
- Unit is being overhauled for service life extension. Note that replacement

by new unit (manufacturer furnished) may be more cost effective ]
e For field screened hardware, eliminate the failure free portion of test as

recommended in Subsection 4.3. This will reduce the test time by at least .

half and offers the opportunity to test more units in a shorter span of time.
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TABLE C-1. ESS projected cost savings & R01.

ANNUAL
LSC LSC E55 NET COST RETURN

UNIT AGE MFHBM MFI4BM SAVINGS SAVINGS IMPLEMENT SAVINGS SAVINGS ON

LRU COST AT ESS W/O ESS W ESS FACTOR PER UNIT COST PER UNIT RANK INVESThI'T

S IYRS) II II $ %____

EXCITER 487000 0 30 60 4 1948000 41000 1907000 1 186

(WUC 76MG) 1 30 57 3.6 1753200 1712200 2 174

iVIBE) 3 30 52 2.9 1412300 1371300 3 152

5 30 46 2.2 1071400 1030400 4 125

10 30 40 1 487000 440000 7 73

15 30 37 0.3 146100 106100 22 26

RF CALIBRATOR 174000 0 67 134 2 348000 25200 322100 13 51

(WUC 76ZP0) 1 67 128 1.8 313200 188000 14 48

IRFC) 3 67 116 1.6 278400 253200 18 460
5 67 104 1 174000 148800 21 30

10 67 90 0.5 87000 61800 25 16

15 67 82 0.1 17400 -7800 34 -3 *
RADARIR 302000 0 85 170 IIA 422800 29600 393200 9 53

INDICATOR 1 1 85 162 1.3 392600 363000 11 51

(WUC 73BRO) 3 85 147 1 302000 272400 16 42

(RIRI) 5 85 131 0.7 211400 181800 19 31
10 85 113 0.3 90600 61000 26 14

i5 85 10-4 0.1 30200 600 32 0

COMPUTER ~ .oo 0 85 16 1.4 621600 38000 583600 5 61

SYNC UNIT 1 85 168 1.3 577200 539200 6 59 6,*

(WUC 76Y50) 3 85 152 1 444000 406000 8 49

=CU) 5 85 136 0.7 310800 272800 15 36
10 85 117 0.3 133200 95200 23 17

15 85 108 0.1 44400 8400 31 2

SIGNAL DATA 401000 0 129 268 1 401000 27000 374000 10 55

CONVTR 1 129 246 0O9 360900 333900 12 52

(WUC 76Y20) 3 129 223 0.7 280700 213700 17 43

(SOC) 5 129 199 0.5 200500 253700 20 32
10 129 172 0.3 120300 173500 24 23
15 129 143 0 0 -2700 36 -10)

DIG DATA 116000 0 257 514 0.6 69600 12300 57300 27 19:
DISPLAY 1 257 491 0.5 58000 45700 28 1

(WUC 76Y 10) 3 257 445 0.4 40400 34100 29 13

(DOD) 5 257 396 0.3 34800 22500 30 9
10 257 342 0.1 11600 -700 33 0
15 257 285 0 0 -12300 35 -10

R87-772-.2 0
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5 - DATA REQUIREMENTS

In support of selection process criteria, analysis, cost planning, and test plan

development, the following equipment characteristic data field data management is

required.

5.1 EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS DATA

* Specified or Predicted MTBF - includes any operational or logistic goals that

may be defined

"* Environmental Design Levels - operational temperature and vibration levels to

support assessment o! tailoring requirements and insure that ESS levels are

not design excessive

"* Functional Performance Characteristic - to insure adequate functional per- • •

formance integrity during screening, including test point and support equip-

ment interface requirements

"* Level of Repair Requirements - to identify maintenance policy planning in-

eluding:

- Repairability or non-repairability

- Expected service life

- Time to overhaul criteria

- Level of assembly definition

- Logistic planning

* Configuration & Age Data - to define system make-up and hardware applica-

tion, identify:
- Average number of unit- required per system to define full mission status* -*

"- Configuration (if units are multisystem oriented, i.e., can be used in

F15, B52, etc)

- Number, age, and interchangeability of upgrades

- LRU serial number blocking (by upgrade, if possible)

- Average field service age of equipment to be considered for test

* Unit Spares Acquisition Cost - average unit spares acquisition price of unit

in current year dollars
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e ESS Status - if screened at a manufacturer's facility, as part of acceptance,

provide:

Tested to what specification or standard

- Environments applied and levels
- Cycle durations

- How applied, 100% sampling, random, etc

- Identifiable serial numbers

* Warranty Criteria - to define potential limitation of field ESS and repair

implementation, as well as possibility to use warranty to have suppliers pro-

vide ESS services and incentives.

2 MODAS/AFDO56 DATABASE REQUIREMENTS

In support of candidate selection and monitoring in the field maintenance en-

ronment, maintenance removals and repair data ,,hould be reduced, otherwise pro-

7ammed, and managed to provide:

e Ranking LRUs in WUC categories 5, 6, and 7; by total removals (Type 1 +

Type 2 + Type 6). Note: this should exclude all 800 series How Mal Codes

* LRU serial number ranking by total removal

* Number of weapon systems reporting per period

* Number of serialized LRUs reporting per period fil

* Subcategorization of Type 1 actions

- With Parts - with completion of "H" and "P" card data
- Without Parts

a One year (12 month) moving process average • (computed per Subsection

1.1.3) and distinguishing between 1G and VD

• SRU serialization or identification system

• ESS action taken codes for LRUs previously tested

* Coding system for identifying SRU units tested.
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6 - IMPLEMENTATION OPTIONS

Once hardware types and levels have been selected, options for hardware

collection, test management, and test locations should be as generic and standard as

practical for the category of equipment selected. It should be remembered that the

objective is to test the equipment only once, and to limit testing to only those units

that offer the highest potential for reliability and readiness improvement at a. •

reasonable ROL- This can only be accomplished by:

* Minimizing set-up and facility amortization costs by diversification and

planning of facilities to handle several equipment types

* Minimizing cost and demands for additional and specidlized support equipment

* Maximizing resources, material, and 'skills for rapid repair capability to

preclude excessive testing, handling, and test interruption for lack of • 0

spares, materials, and poor repair practices

* Centralizing technical skills both for test and equipment under test to insure

quick problem corrective action response, as well as standardization of test ,., >
procedures, functional test parameters, and trouble-shooting methodology. .

The option considerations ii-clude the following.

6.1 TESTING HARDWARE ON AN "AS REPAIRED" BASIS

This is screening performed on hardware only afte'- it has been through the

repair and return to inventory cycle. The testing becomes a one time extension of

the repair cycle and offers the best cost options since it handles the equipment as it

is in flow, minimizing the added support costs of the ESS test as well as the impact
* *0

on hardware availability and turnaround time.

This should be considered when: •,' , !

* It is concluded that a total population of units should be tested. In-service

units that have not failed would not bc- tested

* Testing low production density systems, (e.g., ground equipment, radars.

etc) so as to insure that equipment is always on-line 'V

* *0
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"* Testing of repairable SRUs and lower levels of assembly that are identified

as candidates. This will require a controlled identification system to identify

previously tested units. In-service units that do not fail would not be

tested

"* Testing bad actorsý these could be selectively pulled in the repair cycle

based on their identification. They would more than likely be frequent

visitors to the repair facility in a relatively short span of time. Non bad "

actor units would not be tested. This would, in effect, be a form of 0 n

in-process sampling on a controlled basis.

TESTING HARDWARE ON A "RECALL" PLAN
This Is recalling hardware from the field on a scheduled basis, whether it has

led or not. This effectively minimizes the test schedule impact, although test

;ts will accelerate due to the concentrated high demand on logistic material. This ,V

:)e of planning should be considered when dealing with:

"* High frequency problem units, preferably bad actors * *
" Units or systems that are scheduled for overhaul

"* High readiness impact items that require scheduled inspections and tests,

and require as short a downtime as possible because of demands

"* High cost or high tech items where the set-up costs and planning are a
4 0

problem.

3 TESTING HARDWARE FROM "READY FOR INVENTORY" STOCK

This is the pulling of previously repaired and accepted hardware that has been 7

turned to stock and is awaiting further supply disposition. The major impact of 7% Z 9A.

is is the logistic support effect on existing field hardware. Pulling of good 4 -

rdware from stock and environmentally testing -them will probably require ,', i

ditional repairs, creating logistic shortages and affecting system readiness. It

;o accelerates test costs, as well as field logistic costs. For these reasons, it * *
ould only be considered on a planned scheduled basis to insure availability of

)cks to support operationally deployed systems.

This would better be applied to lower levels of assembly that are stockpiled.and

e designated for 100% screening. This may be considered to upgrade stocks to be

mpatible with new vendor delivered stocks that are screened at the manufacturer's

:ility.
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6.4 ALC CENTRALIZED TEST FACILITY VS INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE TEST

FACILITIES

For reasons enumerated in the introduction of this section, the optimal cost and

technically effective approach to handling the enormous and diverse complexities of

the equipment type, state of the art configuration, and performance criteria is to

establish centralized ALCs that can handle the facilities, testing, and repair

technology, and flow of the hardware. The use of intermediate test facilities (e.g.,

at tactical airbases) creates a massive decentralization control problem both in test

technology and in identifying what equipment should be tested, as well as what has

been tested. The effectiveness of ESS is not only the environment, but the planned

process control that goes with it to insure end item continuity which bottom-lines the

ROI (profit margin to a manufacturer).

The immediate problem is that the ALCs, in many cases, cannot handle large

volumes of LRUL level hardware; they are more geared to SRU level repair and

testing. This requires some re-thinking of Air Force material maintenance

management policies and planning, at least on a limited basis.

6.5 CONTRACTING FOR FACILITIES

The contracting of test facilities on a competitive basis can only be effective if

it is adjunct to the requirements and control of the ALC, or is actually the

manufacturer of the equipment to be tested. The contracted facility should not be

purely a test laboratory but actually become a process control arm of the ALC,

requiring the establishment of formal test planning and repair, and providing the

skills and capability necessary to restore the equipment tested to a ready for

inventory condition.
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